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AGENDA

PROCEDURES COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, 29th MAY
5th MEETING, 2001

The Committee will meet on Tuesday, 29th May at 10.30am
in Committee Room 2

1. Convener’s Casting Vote: The Committee will consider a paper.

2. Publication of Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body and
Parliamentary Bureau Minutes: The Committee will consider a paper.

3. Time for Conveners to Speak in the Chamber: The Committee will
consider a paper.

4. Committee Agendas: The Committee will consider a paper.

5. Witness Expenses: The Committee will consider a paper.

6. Parliamentary Questions in the recess: transparency of Executive
answers to parliamentary questions and Draft Report (2nd, 2001) on
Parliamentary Questions: The Committee will consider papers and a
draft report.

7. Draft Report (3rd, 2001) on standing order changes: financial
resolutions, withdrawal of amendments to  motions, and Scottish
Commission for Public Audit: The Committee will consider a draft
report.

8. Questionnaire based on a paper by Donald Gorrie MSP: The
Committee will consider a questionnaire.

9. Decision Time: The Committee will consider correspondence from the
Presiding Officer.



10. European Committee: Alteration of Remit: The Committee will consider
a paper.

John Patterson
Clerk to the Procedures Committee

Chamber Office, Room 5.19
Ext 85175

john.patterson@scottish.parliament.uk
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FOR DISCUSSION

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

CONVENER’S CASTING VOTE

Background

1. The Conveners’ Liaison Group and the Parliamentary Bureau have requested

that the Procedures Committee consider the question of the use by conveners of

their casting vote. (This topic appeared on the list of issues to be considered as

part of the Committee Operations Enquiry.)  The relevant rule in standing orders

is Rule 11.8.4(b):

Rule 11.5 applies where members vote in a committee or sub-committee
except that—

(a) only members of the committee or sub-committee may vote in that
committee or sub-committee, as the case may be; and

(b) the convener of a committee or sub-committee may vote and shall also
exercise a casting vote in the event of a tie.

2. The matter was considered previously by the Conveners’ Liaison Group and

copies of the papers presented to the Group are attached.

Attendees

3. The Convener, Murray Tosh, invited the Conveners’ Liaison Group to contribute

to the Committee’s consideration (copy of letter of 8 February attached). The

following Conveners have been nominated by the Group to speak to the

Committee: Margaret Smith, Alex Johnstone, Mike Watson and Andrew Welsh.
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Purpose of the session and next steps

4. The purpose of the session today is to hear the Conveners’ Liaison Group

representatives and discuss with them any points arising. The next step will be to

circulate an issues paper for discussion by the Committee.

5. The Committee is invited to hear their colleagues on this issue.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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FOR CONSIDERATION

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

PUBLICATION OF SCOTTISH PARLIAMENTARY CORPORATE BODY AND
PARLIAMENTARY BUREAU MINUTES

1. At its meeting on 12 September 2000, the Committee agreed to receive a paper

on the publication of Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB) and

Parliamentary Bureau minutes.

2. The matter was raised initially by Lloyd Quinan in a letter to the Convener on 28

June. A copy of Mr Quinan’s letter is attached as an annex to the paper and Mr

Quinan has confirmed that he will attend.

3. Members are invited to hear Mr Quinan and note the position.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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Issue

1. Publication of Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB) and Parliamentary

Bureau Minutes

Raised by

2. Lloyd Quinan

Background

3. Lloyd Quinan wrote to the Convener on 28 June 2000, about the publication of

the minutes of meetings of the SPCB and of the Parliamentary Bureau. A copy of

Mr Quinan’s letter is attached at Annex A. The Committee will recall that this was

also raised by Donald Gorrie.1

Current situation

4. We have asked SPCB and Bureau officials about the current position.

Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body

5. The procedures adopted by the SPCB are for the SPCB itself to determine as

governed by Schedule 2, paragraph 6(2) of the Scotland Act. The relevant extract

is attached at Annex B.

6. We understand that the SPCB is currently reviewing its procedures and practices

and that the minute of decisions will be a part of the review.  The Committee

may wish to pend discussion until the outcome of that work is known.

                                           
1 Procedures Committee OR, 12 September 2000, col. 482.
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Parliamentary Bureau

7. The Bureau has recently agreed to publish a note of decisions taken at its

meetings in the Business Bulletin.  Copies to date are attached at Annex C.

8. The Committee is invited to:

• note the legal position in relation to the SPCB and to agree to await the

outcome of its current review, and to

• note the decision of the Parliamentary Bureau to publish its decisions.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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Annex B

Extract from the Scotland Act, Schedule 2

Proceedings and business

6(2) The corporation may determine its own procedure.
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Annex C

PB/note/01/2001

NOTE OF DECISIONS TAKEN AT THE MEETING OF THE PARLIAMENTARY
BUREAU: 24 APRIL 2001 AT 2.00 PM

Members:

Presiding Officer – Sir David Steel (in the chair)
Deputy Presiding Officer – Patricia Ferguson
Deputy Presiding Officer – George Reid
Labour Party Business Manager – Tom McCabe
Scottish National Party Business Manager – Tricia Marwick
Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party Business Manager –
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton
Liberal Democrat Party Business Manager – Euan Robson

1. Future Business Programme
It was agreed to recommend to Parliament future business, including Members’
Business and Designations of Lead Committee as detailed in motions S1M-1863 and
S1M-1864 (for text of motions see Section F of the Business Bulletin for Wednesday
25 April 2001).

2. Referral of Bill Provisions to the Subordinate Legislation Committee
Referral of a number of provisions in the International Criminal Court (Scotland) Bill
to the Subordinate Legislation Committee under Standing Order Rule 9.6.2 was
approved.

3. Transport and the Environment Committee: Request to Appoint an Adviser
The Committee’s request to appoint an adviser to assist in its inquiry into the
management and maintenance of trunk roads was approved.

4. Finance Committee: Request to Appoint an Adviser
The Committee’s request to appoint an adviser to assist in its inquiry into the effect
on future budgets of Private Finance Initiatives and Public Private Partnerships was
approved.

5. Removal of Motions from the Business Bulletin
The Parliamentary Bureau agreed that criteria for the removal of motions from the
Business Bulletin should be revised (for details see Announcements Section in the
Business Bulletin for Thursday 26 April 2001).  In future, all motions will be removed
from the Business Bulletin after six weeks (excluding recess time) unless:
• an individual motion has the support of at least 30 other Members and these

supporters come from more than two political parties; or
• the motion remains highly topical; or
• the motion has been selected for Members’ Business.
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The removal from the Business Bulletin of all motions over six weeks old on 30
March 2001 was approved.

Ken Hughes
Clerk to the Parliamentary Bureau
24 APRIL 2001
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PB/note/02/2001

NOTE OF DECISIONS TAKEN AT THE MEETING OF THE PARLIAMENTARY
BUREAU: 1 MAY 2001 AT 2.00 PM

Members:

Presiding Officer – Sir David Steel (in the chair)
Deputy Presiding Officer – Patricia Ferguson
Deputy Presiding Officer – George Reid
Labour Party Business Manager – Tom McCabe
Scottish National Party Business Manager – Tricia Marwick
Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party Business Manager –
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton
Liberal Democrat Party Business Manager – Euan Robson

6. Future Business Programme
It was agreed to recommend to Parliament future business, including timetabling of
completion dates for Stage 1 of the International Criminal Court (Scotland) Bill and
the Scottish Local Authorities (Tendering) Bill, Members’ Business and Memberships
of Committees as detailed in motions S1M-1893 and S1M-1894 (for text of motions
see Section F of the Business Bulletin for Wednesday 2 May 2001).

7. Lodging of First Minister's Questions for May Holidays
Arrangements for the lodging and selection of questions for First Minister’s Question
Time on 10 and 31 May 2001 were agreed (for details see Announcements Section
in the Business Bulletin for 2 May 2001).

8. Time for Reflection
Contributors to be invited the lead Time for Reflection between September and
December 2001 were agreed.  It was also agreed that the guidance issued to
contributors should be revised to reflect current practice that contributions need not
be restricted to prayers and/or readings.

9. European Committee: Request to Appoint an Adviser
The Committee’s request to appoint an adviser to assist in its inquiry into the
development of a Scottish perspective on the governance of the European Union
was approved.

10. Justice 1 Committee: Request to Appoint an Adviser
The Committee’s request to appoint an adviser to assist in its inquiry into regulation
of the legal profession was approved.

11. Finance Committee: Request to Meet in Perth
The Committee’s request to meet in Perth on 8 June 2001 as part of Stage 1 of the
budget process was approved.
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Ken Hughes
Clerk to the Parliamentary Bureau
1 MAY 2001
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PB/note/03/2001

NOTE OF DECISIONS TAKEN AT THE MEETING OF THE PARLIAMENTARY
BUREAU: 8 May 2001 AT 2.00 PM

Members:

Presiding Officer – Sir David Steel (in the chair)
Deputy Presiding Officer – Patricia Ferguson
Deputy Presiding Officer – George Reid
Labour Party Business Manager – Tom McCabe
Scottish National Party Business Manager – Tricia Marwick
Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party Business Manager –
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton
Liberal Democrat Party Business Manager – Euan Robson

12. Future Business Programme
It was agreed to recommend to Parliament future business, including Members’
Business and Designations of Lead Committee as detailed in motions S1M-1919 and
S1M-1920 (for text of motions see Section F of the Business Bulletin for Wednesday
9 May 2001).

Ken Hughes
Clerk to the Parliamentary Bureau
8 May 2001
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FOR DECISION

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

TIME FOR CONVENERS TO SPEAK IN THE CHAMBER

1. Alex Neil wrote to Murray Tosh about this on 31 January and the

Committee agreed to consider it further at its meeting on 6 March.

Correspondence has been received from the Presiding Officer and George

Reid (as Convener, Conveners’ Liaison Group).

2. The Committee is invited to hear Mr Neil and discuss.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001



Issue

1. Alex Neil has expressed concern that Conveners of lead committees

which had considered particular Bills are allocated insufficient time during

Stage 1 and Stage 3 debates to present committees’ views.

Background

2. At its meeting on 6 March 2001 the Committee gave preliminary

consideration to correspondence on this issue received from Alex Neil.  A

copy of the previous paper (PR/01/2/5) with Mr Neil’s letter is attached at

Annex A. The relevant extract from the Official Report of 6 March is

attached at Annex B.

Correspondence

3. The Convener wrote in February to the Presiding Officer and to George

Reid (the latter in his capacity as Convener of the Conveners’ Liaison

Group) to seek views on Mr Neil’s letter. Responses are at Annex C and

Annex D.  A copy of the extracted Conveners’ Liaison Group minute is at

Annex E.

Consideration

4. The allocation of time in debates for individual Members is a matter for the

Presiding Officer under Rule 7.2.2.  As such, the issue raised by Mr Neil is

not one that necessarily calls for a change in standing orders, but rather

calls for a change in the practice of the Presiding Officer in exercising his

rights under the above Rule.



5. The Parliament’s plenary time is at a premium. Where matters have been

discussed previously in committee prior to coming to the Chamber it is

important that such time is used to the best possible advantage.

6. The purpose of Committee and plenary debates are distinct. That

Conveners are likely to have made a significant contribution in Committee

debate does not mean that their contribution in plenary is not also vital.  At

the same time plenary debates are very important opportunities for

Members not on the relevant committee(s) to contribute to debates on

Bills. (Members can of course attend committee meetings without voting

rights and, with the Convener’s agreement, contribute to the debate.)  It is

important therefore that the practices and procedures of the Parliament

allows those MSPs time to make a contribution, while balancing the claims

of Conveners to speak for their committees as a whole.

7. As noted, two extremely helpful responses were received, from Sir David

Steel and George Reid in response to Murray Tosh’s letter.

8. On this issue Mr Reid’s letter indicates a desire on the part of Conveners

to balance the contribution of front bench spokespersons with an equal

allocation of time to the Convener of lead committees. Sir David’s letter

indicates a willingness on the part of Presiding Officers to continue to

ensure that Conveners are called early in debates and, where possible, to

continue to allocate Conveners extra time in plenary debates. Sir David’s



letter reflected Business Managers’ views that a general increase in

speaking times could not be justified. (Members will note that he has

provided a quantitative illustration of the impact on the overall number of

speakers able to contribute in a Stage 1 debate were a commitment to be

made to allocate opening speech times to Conveners.)

9. An important aspect of the management of Chamber business is balancing

the expectations of Members with the effective discharge of business

within the available time.  Rule 7.2.2 is founded upon the point that both

expectations and the amount of business will vary on a daily basis, and

that the Presiding Officer’s control of speaking times is an appropriate

mechanism for managing these circumstances flexibly.  To bind himself

on speaking times, to increase particular Members’ speaking times or to

allocate additional speaking times would constrain the Presiding Officer’s

flexibility in managing the Parliament’s business.  This would reduce his

ability to manage the various pressures in the Chamber, and could reduce

the amount of business dealt with in the Chamber under present

circumstances to the disadvantage of the Parliament as a whole.

10. The Presiding Officer’s clear position is that he acknowledges the

importance of Conveners speaking for their committees and that he will

continue to make every effort to accommodate the Conveners of lead

committees subject to the time available for business and the balance of

expectations among Members who wish to speak.



11. The Presiding Officer’s letter recognises the great advantages of

Conveners’ participation in Stage 1 debates on reports of their

committees.  Not only is the Parliament likely to have the advantage of a

highly informed contribution, but the importance of committees in the

Parliament is properly acknowledged .

12. The Committee will wish to hear Mr Neil and discuss before reaching

a view. It may be that the best option at present is for the Presiding

Officer’s suggestions  to be given an opportunity to work and for the

Committee to review the position in due course should problems

arise.  The Convener might write in appropriate terms to the

Presiding Officer.

13. Both Sir David and Mr Reid raise the difficulty of distinguishing from the

Chair when a Convener is speaking on behalf of his committee or in some

other capacity, for example, that of party spokesperson.   In those

circumstances it may be best for the onus to rest on the relevant

Convener to make clear to everyone listening on whose behalf he is

speaking.  A few preparatory words are likely to be less time consuming

than routine enquiry from the Chair. Conveners who wish to speak could

let the Presiding Officer or business clerks know in advance. The

Committee is invited to discuss.

14. Finally, the final paragraph of Mr Reid’s letter touches on the nature of

Stage 1 debates on the general principles of a Bill; and the Committee



discussed the length of such debates on 6 March (Cols 652-654).  If the

Committee wishes, an issues paper can be prepared for discussion

later on these points.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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FOR DECISION PR/01/2/5

SECOND MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

TIME FOR CONVENERS TO SPEAK TO COMMITTEE REPORTS IN THE
CHAMBER

Referral from Alex Neil MSP

1. Correspondence has been received from Alex Neil requesting that the

Procedures Committee review the role of Committee Conveners during

Stages 1 and 3 of debates on Parliamentary Bills.  He considers that the

time allocated to Conveners is inadequate and should be the same as for

the front bench spokesman for the parties.  A copy of his letter is attached

at Annex A.

Correspondence to the Presiding Officer

2. Rule 7.2.21 states that the allocation of time to speakers in the Chamber is

a matter for the Presiding Officer.  The Convener wrote to the Presiding

Officer, copied to George Reid, seeking views.  A copy of the Convener’s

letter is attached at Annex B.

3. Members are invited to agree to commission an issues paper for

discussion in due course once replies to the Convener’s letter have

been received.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
February 2001

                                           
1 “The Presiding Officer may allocate speaking time, whether for proceedings in relation to a
particular item of business or for a particular speaker in any proceedings, and may do so
whether or not the proceedings have started or the speaker has started to speak.  The
Presiding Officer may not allocate speaking time in a manner which would disrupt any
timetable of business set out in the daily business list”.
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Extract from the Official Report of the Procedures Committee, 6 March
2001

Col 652
Conveners’ Speeches
The Convener: Item 5 is a referral from Alex Neil MSP on the time that is
allocated to committee conveners during stage 1 and stage 3 debates. I have
referred Alex Neil’s comments to the Presiding Officer to see whether the
suggestions can be accommodated within the existing scheme of things. If
not, we might discuss the subject in an issues paper in the fullness of time.
Clearly, if we give the relevant committee conveners more time, we have to
take time away from other speakers in the debate. That is the issue that we
would have to resolve.
Brian Adam: The next relevant debate will take place on March 14, on the
Housing (Scotland) Bill. The Social Justice Committee is the lead committee,
the Local Government Committee dealt with a substantial part of the bill
independently, the Equal Opportunities Committee has dealt with the bill and
the Finance Committee is discussing the financial memorandum today. If the
convener of each of those committees took the time that Alex Neil suggests,
there would be no speeches at all from back-bench members. I cannot see
any justification for that.
The timing of such debates needs to be reviewed. The time that has been
allocated for the Housing (Scotland) Bill is inappropriate. Given the complexity
of the bill, we should have a much longer debate to allow participation by
members who have an interest but are not committee conveners and
therefore not already in a privileged position, who are not committee members
and therefore have not had a chance to take part in the debate and who are
not front-bench speakers or ministers. Bills are for the whole Parliament—we
have all been elected to represent everyone's interests. We should consider
carefully—perhaps at another meeting—how we deal with the bigger bills and
how they are timetabled.
Patricia Ferguson: I am also concerned that it would be difficult to monitor
whether the convener was speaking strictly as convener of the committee—
they might include their own political viewpoint in any speeches. Alex Neil's
letter was rather ambiguous. He says that the length of time that he was given
to speak on the Education (Graduate Endowment and Student Support)
(Scotland) (No 2) Bill
"did not allow me to put across the Committee, as opposed to the Party point
of view".
The Convener: So he wants the extra time to speak on behalf of the
committee.
Patricia Ferguson: Exactly. That makes it more complicated. It also makes it
difficult for the
Col 653
Presiding Officer to make a judgment call on whether a member is straying
into party policy, particularly if they do not know the minutiae of a party's
approach to a subject. That, added to Brian Adam's points, makes me slightly
reluctant to take the matter much further.



Donald Gorrie: I take a different view. I agree with Brian Adam that the stage
1 debates on important bills are not nearly long enough, which is annoying. I
have found that the members who tend to speak in debates are the committee
members who have dealt with the issue, and other members who have an
interest do not get called. The same must happen in other party groups.
On the other hand, the convener of the lead committee should have a
reasonable amount of time to speak in a debate, provided that he or she is
clearly setting out the committee’s stall. The committee will have done a lot of
work and the convener’s speech is helpful to the members who have not read
the committee report industriously, even though they should have done. I
agree that the situation becomes more complex if more than one committee is
involved. We need more time for the debate and more time for the committee
convener.
Mr Paterson: I agree with Donald Gorrie, with the proviso that giving one
member more time will have an adverse effect on other members. However, it
is legitimate to give conveners extra time or more status—I do not know
whether there is a difference between the two—to explain the committee's
position. Four minutes, frankly, is not enough. I recognise that the situation
puts the Presiding Officer in a difficult position, and there have been a few
cases in which conveners from all parties have strayed on to their own
political agenda instead of sticking to the committee's remit. However, we
could live with that if committee members took retribution and ticked off the
convener at the next committee meeting instead of that happening in the
chamber. The committee system's self-regulating mechanisms should be
used; I would not put the onus on the Presiding Officer to control any
convener, unless what the convener was saying was out the window.
The Convener: Okay. We have had a good thrash at the issues and,
obviously, Sir David Steel will respond in due course. We will also gather the
views of conveners. Members have made the point forcefully that giving the
conveners more status in such debates would impact on back benchers.
When we return to the issue, we should probably approach it from the
standpoint of protecting back benchers' interests and claims on parliamentary
time. Are we agreed to draw up a paper and consider the responses in due
course?
Members indicated agreement.
Col 654
Brian Adam: I hijacked the issue by focusing on the Housing (Scotland) Bill.
However, other bills that come before the Parliament could be 111 sections
long. Could we consider, and make some recommendations on, timetabling
and the allocation of time to speakers?
The Convener: We could do that. However, the difficulty is that we would be
second-guessing the Parliamentary Bureau by saying that it has not allocated
sufficient time to discuss that stage of the Housing (Scotland) Bill and,
theoretically, other bills. Perhaps we should not pick up on specific points.
Brian Adam: I was highlighting a general point.
The Convener: If we felt that, generally, there was insufficient time for stage
1 debates, it would be legitimate for us to consider the matter, discuss it with
the bureau and make recommendations on it. We will note your comments
and bear them in mind when considering our forward work programme.
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Extract from CLG Minutes of 24 April

Stage 1 debates – Speaking time for Conveners

The Group considered a suggestion by Alex Neill that the Procedures
Committee should review the role of committee conveners during Stage 1 and
Stage 3 debates on Bills.  Mr Neill proposed that the conveners of relevant
committees should be allocated the same time for speaking as the front bench
spokesmen for the parties.

Murray Tosh reported that the Presiding Officer had expressed some concern
about the number of conveners that this might involve, having regard to the
involvement of secondary committees.

Alex Neill clarified that his proposal was restricted to the conveners of lead
committees.

Kate MacLean observed that this could have an adverse impact on the Equal
Opportunities Committee who would never be a lead committee as Equal
Opportunities was a reserved matters.  It was, however, noted that the
convener of that committee would be still be entitled to put their name down
on the speaking list and would be likely to be called even although not
included in the proposal.

It was also observed that there would be situations where the convener of the
lead committee would also be a party spokesman and it would be necessary
to make a clear distinction in the capacity in which a speech was being made.

It was further noted that in Stage 3 debates which were limited to 30 minutes,
this proposal would further restrict the time available for backbenchers.

Hugh Henry observed that although Alex Neill’s proposal related specifically
to Stage 1 and Stage 3 debates, there could be other situations where
speaking times should specifically recognise the committee conveners.  He
referred to the debate on European Structural Funds where he considered
that it might have been appropriate for him to speak as the convener of the
European Committee rather than simply to put his name on a party speaking
list.

Pauline McNeill observed that the proposal raised the whole question of the
fundamental purpose of the debates.  If the conveners were given more time
as was suggested, this would be more likely to focus a debate at Stage 1 on
the general principles of the Bill and on the report of the committee rather than
on the political argument which was currently emphasised by the allocation of
time to the front bench spokesmen.  Other members agreed with this view
and its was suggested that the Procedures Committee, if looking at this
matter, should discuss it in the context of what it was intended to achieve by
these debates.
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PR/01/5/4

FOR AGREEMENT 

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE AGENDAS

1. This paper incorporates three issues which the Committee agreed to consider as

part of the Committee Operations Enquiry.

2. Elizabeth Watson, Head of Committee Office, will attend.

3. The Committee is invited to consider and agree the recommendations

summarised at the end of the attached paper.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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COMMITTEE AGENDAS

Background

1. When the Procedures Committee initially considered the list of issues to form
the basis of its review of committee procedures in September 2000, a number of
matters were identified which it may be convenient for the committee to consider
together in this paper.  These issues were:

• Changes to the daily business list/AOB (Issue 1)

• Committee agendas (Issue 2)

• Emergency business (Issue 20)

Consideration

2. The questions for consideration by the committee relate to:

• the respective roles of the committee and the convener in business planning and
setting agendas for meetings

• how much notice should be given of changes to a published agenda

• whether there is a need to make a provision for handling emergency business in
committees

• whether members should be able to raise matters without notice at a meeting
under a heading of “Any other Business”.

Business planning and agenda setting

3. This is currently dealt with under Rule 12.3.1 which provides as follows:

“A committee shall meet to consider such business on such days and at such
times as it may from time to time decide, subject to any timetable specified in
the business programme.  The convener shall notify the clerk and the clerk
shall notify members in the Business Bulletin of the agenda for each meeting”.

4. The interpretation placed on this rule is that the committee is responsible for
agreeing a work plan and the business that will be undertaken in general terms (for
example selecting topics for inquiry and choosing the witnesses that will be called to
give oral evidence).  The convener is responsible for setting the agenda on a
meeting by meeting basis to deliver that programme of work and to take account of
the need to deal with work referred to the Committee (eg Subordinate Legislation,
Bills and European matters).
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5. In its present form, the rule allows full input from all members in the planning
of the committee’s future work programme and in taking possibly difficult decisions
about what topics to select for inquiry.  It also allow members to be fully involved in
shaping the inquiry by agreeing the organisations who will be invited to give oral
evidence.

6. The rule does, however, give substantial responsibility to the convener for
setting the agenda for each meeting.  In setting an agenda, the convener must work
closely with the clerking team and the detailed work of agenda setting will be
influenced by external considerations such as the availability of  ministers and other
witnesses on certain dates.  It is also necessary to co-ordinate the agendas to
ensure that inquiries are progressed within the overall timescale agreed by the
committee whilst leaving time on the agenda to deal with work referred to the
committee from other sources such as Bills, European legislation and SSIs.  Given
the considerations involved in weekly agenda setting, the current arrangements do
appear to meet the needs of the system.  Accordingly, the committee may wish to
conclude that there is no need to change the existing division of responsibilities
(subject to what is said below about making provision for emergency business). It
may however be appropriate to restate the Rule in a way which clearly sets out these
roles.

7. There have, however, been a number of situations where members have
reported difficulties in having matters of their choosing included in agendas.
Conveners should be urged to hold regular reviews of the committee’s forward work
programme to allow members to propose items for inclusion in the forward work
plan.

8. Forward work programmes should be sufficiently flexible to allow changes to
accommodate shifting priorities.  Again, this has to be balanced with the need for the
committee to plan effectively to ensure that proper time is available to lay the
groundwork for inquiries.  The Standing Orders, in their present form, can
accommodate this method of working and, accordingly, no change is recommended.

Changes to a published agenda

9. After an agenda has been published in the Business Bulletin under Rule
5.9.2(c), it can be changed by the convener (other than on the day of a committee
meeting, see below) and all that is required is that the agenda be republished in its
amended form in the Business Bulletin.  It is a matter for the convener’s discretion
whether items should be added or deleted or the agenda otherwise changed.

10. When committees are meeting on a weekly cycle (and that is the case in most
committees at the present time), agendas are first published in the Business Bulletin
only 2 working days before the meeting.  Given the need to give proper notice of
business to witnesses and to members, the committee may consider that conveners
should be urged to use the power to amend published agenda sparingly.  It may
however be necessary, particularly if witness availability changes, to amend or
delete items from the agenda.  The addition of items at short notice may occasionally
be required.  However again conveners should have regard to whether this gives
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proper notice to all interested parties.  Alternatives such as deferring the item to the
next scheduled meeting or arranging a special meeting should be considered.
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Emergency Business

11. The current provisions of Standing Orders do, however, raise difficulties if
there is a need to change the business of the committee as published in its agenda
on the day of the meeting.

12. Rule 5.5 requires the committee to publish details of the business that it will
consider that day in the daily business list.  In practical terms, that means that the
committee agenda, on the day of the meeting, moves into a different section of the
Business Bulletin and appears as part of the daily business list.

13. Rule 5.5.3 provides that the daily business list (including that part of it which
relates to committee business) can only be amended by the Parliament on a motion
by the Bureau.  This, effectively, makes it well nigh impossible to change an agenda
on the day of a committee meeting, given that the Parliament will not be sitting at the
same time as the committee.

14. In most situations where change is required this is simply because the identity
of witnesses has changed at the last moment or witnesses have been unable to
attend and an item cannot be taken.  Such situations can normally be
accommodated by the convener simply making a verbal report to the committee.
However, there is an argument that that does not, technically, comply with the
existing provisions of Standing Orders which do require the daily business list to
contain “the details” of the business to be considered by the committee.  It might be
appropriate to make provision allowing the convener, if necessary, to amend the
details of the business to be taken on the day.  There is however a question as to
whether that power should extend to the addition of new items of business.

15. In respect of emergency business, the provisions of Rule 5.5.4 which allow
the Presiding Officer to take emergency business at an appropriate point during a
meeting of the  Parliament and make the necessary alteration to the daily list do not
apply to committees.  A convener has no comparable powers.

16. As a matter of general principle, there is a strong argument in favour of saying
that committee members and members of the public should be given proper notice of
committee business in the agenda and in the daily business list.  This allows
members of the public to make arrangements to attend the Parliament for items of
business in which they have a particular interest and also alerts other MSPs to
issues to be taken in the committee so that, if appropriate, they can arrange to attend
and participate with the permission of the convener.  An unfettered ability to include
business on an agenda on the day of the meeting could result in unfairness to other
members.  Equally, the possibility that an item of emergency business might arise on
the day of a committee meeting cannot be ruled out altogether.  In the vast majority
of cases, if a substantive item of great importance arose at such short notice, it might
be reasonable to expect the convener to put it on the next committee agenda or,
indeed, even to schedule an additional committee meeting which would allow proper
notice to be given and papers circulated to allow proper consideration.  However,
members may take the view that there should be a provision which, in exceptional
circumstances, would allow the convener to include an item of emergency business
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on the agenda.  In the Chamber, the decision on whether emergency business
should be taken is one for the Presiding Officer and it is recommended that a similar
line be taken for the committees, giving the convener alone the power to decide
whether to include an item of emergency business.  Even in those cases, it would be
appropriate for some notice to be given and the committee may consider that such a
decision would require to be taken by the convener before the start of the meeting
and that, if possible, the relevant part of the Daily Business List should be altered
and republished.  However it should be noted that at least 2 or 3 hours notice is
required to amend and republish the Business Bulletin and the effort/cost of this may
be disproportionate.

Any other business

17. The provisions which are currently contained in Standing Orders concerning
the publication of committee agendas proceed on the basis that proper notice should
be given of the matters to be considered on a committee agenda.  The “details” of
the business to be taken must appear on agendas and in the Business Bulletin.  This
requirement does not allow for an agenda item of “Any other Business”. The
Parliament is committed to the principles of openness and accessibility and there is a
danger that allowing members to raise items of business without notice could act
against these general principle.  It would also leave scope for members to take
advantage of non-attendance by members of other political parties to raise issues
and have them voted on without proper notice being given.  It could act to the
prejudice of members of the public who may want to attend the meeting for particular
items.  In addition the committees provide a forum where members should have the
opportunity to consider papers and prepare and marshall their thoughts to allow
mature consideration of issues before them.

18. In the circumstances it does not seem appropriate to allow items to be raised
by members without notice under a heading of “Any other Business”.

Summary of recommendations

• There should be no change to the current roles of the committee and the
convener in connection with business planning and agenda setting, however:

• consideration should be given to redrafting Rule 12.3.1 to make the respective
roles unambiguous; and

• conveners should be urged to programme regular reviews of the committee’s
work programme and be responsive to reasonable requests from members to
include matters in agendas.

• There should be no change to the powers of a convener to amend an agenda
after publication in the Business Bulletin (but before inclusion in the Daily
Business List);  however

• conveners should be urged to use this power sparingly and, in particular,
when adding and item at short notice consider alternative courses of action
and in particular whether the item can be deferred to another meeting.
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• Once an agenda has appeared in the Daily Business List, the convener should
be given a power to amend the detail of the business to be considered. That
power should not, in normal circumstances, extend to the addition of items to the
agenda.

• Conveners should, however, in exceptional circumstances be given the power to
include emergency business in the day’s agenda, provided that this decision is
taken before the start of a meeting.  (It is for discussion whether there should also
be a requirement to republish the amended Daily Business Lists given the
practical implications (see para 16 above).

• There should be no provision for inclusion of an item “Any other Business” which
would allow members to raise items of business without notice.

Committee Office
2 May 2001
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FOR AGREEMENT

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

WITNESS EXPENSES

Background

1. The matter of expenses for witnesses invited to attend committee meetings

appeared on the initial list of issues to be considered as part of the Committee

Operations Enquiry.

2. Elizabeth Watson, Head of Committee Office, will attend.

3. The Committee is invited to consider the attached paper and to agree the

recommendation set out in paragraph 4.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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WITNESS EXPENSES

Background

1. When the Procedures Committee initially considered the list of issues to form
the basis of its review of committee procedures in September 2000, it agreed to
review the provision in Rule 12.4 that require a committee to decide whether or not
to pay claims by witnesses who have been invited to attend to give evidence.

Consideration

2. The Witness Expenses Scheme was agreed by the Parliament in July 2000.
In the period from July 2000 and April 2001 a total of 22 claims have been submitted.
All but one of these claims has been approved by the committee, and in respect of
the claim rejected this was done on the basis that the claimant did not fall within the
terms of the scheme.  The total expenditure in the financial year to 31 March
amounted to £7,655.

3. In view of the fact that committees still have relatively little experience of
handling claims by witnesses, the committee may consider that it is too early to
consider any suggestion that the consideration of claims for expenses be delegated.

Recommendation

4. It is recommended that there should be no change to the current Standing
Orders which require committee to decide on whether to pay expenses to witnesses.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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FOR DECISION PR/01/5/6

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

ENQUIRY INTO PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS
QUESTIONS IN THE RECESS PAPER
“TRANSPARENCY” PAPER
DRAFT 2ND REPORT 2001

1. Attached please find a paper on parliamentary questions in the recess

which the Committee has been asked to reconsider by the Executive from

those issues considered during the enquiry into Parliamentary Questions

(Annex A).

2. Annex B is a brief paper on the transparency of Executive answers to

parliamentary questions issue.

3. Finally, (Annex C) is the draft report on parliamentary questions which

embodies the Committee’s previous decisions on the other issues

covered.

Action required of the Committee today

4. First, the Committee is requested to discuss and decide on any

further or revised recommendations on parliamentary questions in

the recess it may wish to make for subsequent inclusion in the draft

report; and to consider the “transparency” issue.

5. Second, the Committee is requested to approve the draft report

subject to decisions made on the 2 issues in paragraph 4 and

subsequent clearance of a print draft for publication by the Convener

and Deputy Convener.  (The report contains only one standing order

change,  set out in Annexe F of the draft report).
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Handling

6. So far as the draft report is concerned, the Committee may feel it

appropriate today to focus on the recommendations (paragraph 1,

pages 5 to 7 (given the very considerable extent and detail of its

previous discussion of the issues on 6 March, 3 April and 1 May) with

particular reference to the following paragraphs where the

Committee may wish to discuss briefly and to affirm the drafting: 25,

44, 50, 56, 81, 86 and 96.

Next Steps

7. The report, as approved,  will be published as soon as possible and a date

for debate and approval of any standing order changes in the Parliament

sought prior to the summer recess.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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Annex A

Issue

1. Is there an argument for restricting the volume of questions lodged

during recess, or even prohibiting questions during that period

altogether?

Raised again by

2. Mr McCabe on 1 May (Procedures Committee OR, Cols 716-720).

Background

3. The Committee discussed this on 6 March when it considered paper

PR/01/2/4 (copy attached).

Committee’s previous decision

4. The Committee decided on 6 March that there should be no

moratorium or restriction on questions during recesses of 4 days or

more but to recommend to the Parliament in its report the extension

of the present 21 day deadline given to the Executive to answer

questions in recesses of 4 or more days by 7 days to 28 days to

come into effect the week before any such recess period.  A copy of

the relevant Committee Official Report (Cols 637-640) is attached.

Minister for Parliament

5. The Committee heard evidence from Tom McCabe, Minister for

Parliament, subsequently on 1 May, in support of a moratorium on

questions during a part of the summer recess.  A copy of the relevant

Committee Official Report (Cols. 716-720) is attached.
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6. The option of a moratorium is covered in essence in paper PR/01/2/4

(attached), paragraphs 8,9,10, and 20 in particular which, as noted, the

Committee considered on 6 March and rejected.

What the Minister proposed on 1 May

7. The Minister’s suggestion on 1 May was to have a moratorium on lodging

parliamentary questions in 4 weeks of the summer recess preceded by a

period of two weeks (not only one as agreed on 6 March by the

Committee) before the recess where the deadline for answers to questions

lodged would be 28 and not 21 days.  There is proposed that there would

be a provision for “emergency questions”; questions prior to the

moratorium would continue to be answered; officials would continue to be

available to provide factual information required urgently; members’

correspondence would continue to be answered.

Minister’s letter to Murray Tosh of 14 May

8. Mr McCabe has now written to the Convener.  A copy of his letter of 14

May is attached for members’ attention and provides a full explanation of

his position.

Consideration

9. The option which the Executive is asking the Committee to reconsider was

rejected by it at an earlier stage where a fear was expressed that a ban on

questions would be seen to undermine a fundamental role of Members,

namely, to hold the Executive to account.  There were also practical

business arrangements doubts expressed that such a ban could result in a

surge of questions late in the recess resulting in the Executive itself having

to deal with a larger backlog than otherwise at the start of post-recess

business.
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10. The Minister’s approach was that the Parliament is in its infancy so that no

procedure should be seen as set in stone.  Where changes appear to be

required, then the Parliament should not hesitate to replace rules.

11. After hearing the Minister on 1 May some members expressed sympathy

with his articulation of a real difficulty for the Executive but considered that

a moratorium would be a very negative step (Cols 718, 720).  One

member thought rather that an appeal might be made to members to

reduce the number of questions lodged (Col. 718), that is a self-denying

ordinance.  Another member thought that consideration could be given to

extending the time limit for answering questions still further than the 28

days already agreed by the Committee (Col. 720).

12. The policy of this Committee to date has been to be cautious in

recommending proposed changes to the Parliament.  This is based on the

approach taken by the Minister, namely, that the Parliament is in its early

days and that sustained evidence on which changes may be credibly

based is frequently lacking.  This caution has served the Committee well

by keeping its function of looking at the rules of the Parliament critically in

balance with a recognition of the importance to all parliamentarians of

having stable procedures in place and, where at all possible, moving

forward by means of consensus.

13. Time is very short until the summer recess.  The proposal for a moratorium

is likely to be seen as highly controversial by many parliamentarians.  The

right to lodge questions at any time for answer by the Executive is

fundamental to MSPs’ role.  Any restriction at all in this area surely needs

to be given the most careful consideration by all MSPs.  The way any such

restriction would be seen in the wider world, and the impact it could have

on the view of the Parliament taken by constituents in particular will be

important to explore.  It is not a decision to be taken lightly, or without

testing the evidence for such a restriction and its likely implications very

thoroughly indeed.
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14. On a practical level, the detailed terms and draft standing order changes

of any such restrictions intended to operate in the current year would

require to be drafted and discussed quickly at an additional meeting of the

Committee.

Recommendation

15. Rather than take any decision about a moratorium on this occasion,

the Committee may therefore wish to canvass the views of all

parliamentary colleagues on the suggestion after the summer recess

and in the light of 3 summers’ experience of questions.  The

Committee could undertake in any case to discuss the whole matter

again with the Executive, having the benefit of colleagues’ opinions

and with a slightly longer run of figures to consider.

Additional points

16. The Committee may consider that some additional flexibility now would be

appropriate to help the Executive.  It might, for example, wish to look at

applying the extended (28 day) deadline for replies already agreed to

those questions lodged in the two (2) week period immediately prior to the

summer recess (as the Minister suggests in his letter), not the one (1)

week agreed previously.  A separate option would be to consider

extending still further that deadline for questions lodged in the pre-recess

and recess periods from the 28 days already agreed to,  say, 35 days.

17. Alternatively, it may consider that its previous decision (28 day

deadline in recesses of 4 days or more to apply the week before any

such recess period) should stand, that the outcome be monitored

carefully and, as recommended above (paragraph 15), the whole

matter discussed again with the Executive in the autumn.

Committee Action
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18. The Committee is asked to discuss and to take a view.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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Extract from the Official Report
of the 2nd Meeting 2001

of the Procedures Committee
on 6 March 2001

Cols 637-640

The Convener: That, no doubt, is why you are seconding all my
amendments. I am greatly indebted to you for those remarks.

I am embarrassed now. If there are no more remarks, we will note the position
and move on to the next paper, which is the deep pink paper that covers the
argument for restricting the volume of questions lodged during recess, or even
prohibiting questions during recess. Mr Lugton has already alluded to that
argument at least twice, so I assume that he would like to make some points.

Col 638

Michael Lugton: I am not sure that there is much more to add. Ministers
have not had an opportunity to consider the paper or the options that are
outlined in paragraph 8. They would welcome the committee’s views before
they begin to firm up their own. The committee might like to discuss the matter
with ministers when it is ready.
I come from the view that there is an issue in that, at the moment, members
have an unfettered right to lodge questions during the recess. That is different
from Westminster. However, Westminster is not necessarily a good model.
The consequence of that right is that there is little respite for the machine
during the recesses, which has implications for the overall performance of the
Executive.

The Convener: Did the decision that the committee took in its previous
report—to extend from 14 to 21 days the deadline for answers to recess
questions—assist materially?

Michael Lugton: Yes indeed. It has assisted in that it has probably helped to
improve our performance. For questions that are lodged during the recess,
the period within which we need to answer is 21 days, failing which we need
to put down a holding reply. The system therefore has a little longer to
prepare answers to questions that are lodged during the recess. The
consequence is that overall performance is better than it would be if the
standing orders had not been changed.

Lengthening the time further would undoubtedly lead to an improvement in
performance when measured against the target that is set in the standing
orders, but it would not have any impact on the total volume of parliamentary
questions that the system has to deal with.
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The Convener: I appreciate that that would not get anybody an earlier
answer, but if we make greater provision for recess questions, that might be a
fairer yardstick to apply to performance.

Donald Gorrie: As part of our public relations effort to persuade the press
and the public that recess does not equal holiday, it is important that we do
not ban questions during recess. Doing so would give the impression that the
recess is a holiday, which we all know to be false. The opportunity to ask
questions has to continue as before, but extending, if necessary, to more than
28 days the deadline for answers is acceptable. If I have a question about
widgets and the civil servant who really knows about widgets is away on two
or three weeks’ holiday, it is fair that I wait until they come back before I get
an answer.

We must have the right to continue to ask questions, but we should give
reasonable latitude to the civil servants who answer them.

Mr Macintosh: I agree with Donald Gorrie. The
Col 639
idea that we should ban the lodging of questions in the recess is not really a
goer. It would be an unwarranted restriction on our jobs. We cannot seriously
consider preventing MSPs from asking questions. That is one of the main
devices at members’ disposal to hold the Executive to account.
There is a superficial attraction to the option of restricting the number of
questions that members may lodge, as there might be a belief that some
members ask a lot of time-wasting questions, but I am not sure that that case
has been proved or that we have the criteria to make that judgement. Until we
do, I find that restriction unnecessary.
I do not ask lots and lots of questions. Gil Paterson gave a good example of
when he had to ask 27 questions. I assume that he had good reason and I do
not think that there should be any restriction on the freedom to do that.
The third option, which Donald Gorrie summarised perfectly, seems sensible.
A system that does not work because the targets cannot be met brings the
whole system into disrepute. We are acknowledging that extending the
deadline will not improve matters, in that it does not put in any more resources
and does not give a faster answer, but at least we are accepting that civil
servants take their holidays in recess periods because that is what the
Parliament wants them to do. I favour that option, rather than maintaining the
current position, which would imply that we accept that everything is fine.

The Convener: I find that I lodge most of my questions during recess
because I have time to read then. Week in, week out, we do not have time to
control our thoughts or shape what we are doing to any significant degree: we
are reacting to the agenda. During recess, I might catch up on my reading
and, in the summer, I might regularly put in batches of questions that pursue
an issue. If I were not allowed to do that, the questions would go into the
chamber desk and the business bulletin on the first day the Parliament
resumed. A huge queue would build up if every member did the same.
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It is reasonable for questions to continue to be lodged in the recess, but I take
the point about recess questions being given a longer deadline so that we
have a fairer yardstick for performance.
What do members think of the suggestion that we apply a longer deadline for
the week before the recess, to take into account the fact that if a question is
lodged the week before the break, by the time it reaches the civil servant that
civil servant may have taken some annual leave?

Brian Adam: That is the best part of the paper. Members tend to clear their
desks before any recess and there is a big increase in the number of
Col 640
questions in that period.
I am not utterly convinced that extending the deadline to 28 days will make
any progress other than to make the civil servants look better, if you will
forgive me. However, it may be a realistic turnaround time. I am not certain
that it will be applicable for the whole recess.
We have only recently extended, to 21 days, the turnaround time that applies
during the recess. Could we not bring that 21-day period forward by a week
before each recess? Would that not make the change that is required?

The Convener: I do not know. We seem to accept that it will not advance the
answer to a question but will make performance management or more
realistic target setting easier. I am inclined to go with the third option, which is
to give the Executive 28 days to reply and to extend that time period for
answer to the weeks before the summer, Christmas, February and Easter
recesses. I do not think we would lose anything by shifting the deadlines in
both respects. If no one else feels the good of this, at least the people who
are handling it will feel that their position is recognised and that we are not
going to give them a kicking for not being at work when, effectively, they are
on holiday.
Members indicated agreement
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Extract Of Official Report
Procedures Committee Meeting

1 May 2001

Cols 716-720

The Convener: The next item in our report is on parliamentary questions
seminars. We have nothing to raise in that regard. Do you, Mr McCabe?
Mr McCabe: No. I should perhaps stress that the level of co-operation is
encouraging. We hope
Col 716
that MSPs and members of their staff recognise that they can gain access to
information in a variety of ways. If they maximise the number of avenues that
they use, they will minimise the burden on the organisation.
The Convener: The next item in our report was our proposal to increase the
time period for answering questions in the recess and to extend it to the week
before a recess. We assume that the Executive will be content with that, but
we want to ask whether the Executive feels that that would help in any way
with the speed with which it is able to produce substantive answers during
recesses.
Mr McCabe: As I said, neither I nor the Executive regards this in any way as
a game. We are here to ensure that the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish
Executive serve timeously and with the most comprehensive information
possible the people who elect us.
The suggestions from the Procedures Committee will undoubtedly be helpful,
as would be any suggestion that allowed the time for answering questions to
be increased. However, I must be frank and state that my view is that there is
a need to step back from the issue a little. I am aware that the committee has
considered the issue in detail but, realistically, we must realise that the facility
to submit questions during recesses, particularly the summer recess, puts an
undue strain on the Scottish Executive. We know that the view that is taken by
the press—that MSPs treat the recess as a holiday—is a fallacy but, just as
MSPs take holidays during recesses, particularly the summer, so do
Executive staff. That means that the ability of the Executive to cope with the
volume of questions, which does not decrease markedly during recesses,
becomes strained.
I feel that there is a case for some kind of moratorium during recess. I do not
think it would be acceptable to say that, in a seven or eight-week summer
recess, there should be no facility for answering questions. However, a
moratorium of three to four weeks during that recess—always with the facility
for members to submit genuine emergency questions on topical issues that
might crop up—would add considerably to the quality of service that members
experience throughout the rest of the year. If there were a breathing space
during the summer months—when there is a natural downturn in political
activity, as we all acknowledge—the Executive could work on the backlog of
questions and MSPs would see a marked improvement in the overall quality
of the service that they received.
Col 717
11:15
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I understand that other people hold different views. Some might fear that this
is the thin end of a wedge and that it would limit members’ ability to question
the Executive—I do not see it that way. An objective view of how we can
perform best over the course of a year would indicate that some respite during
recess periods would make a significant contribution. I stress that it is
imperative that the facility to submit emergency questions remains.
I am being as honest as I can with the committee. We have to consider the
issue in the round, and ask what initiatives would best improve the service
that we receive throughout the whole year; not only during parliamentary
recesses.
We are, as has been suggested, still an incredibly young institution.
Sometimes, to be frank, I am disappointed at how quickly people have
become set in their ways. After only two years, they say, "Well, that's the way
we did it from the start and therefore it should stay that way." We should be
prepared to experiment, to put in place new methods of operation and then to
assess their effectiveness. We should be open-minded enough to say, "Well,
on that occasion that worked, but on another occasion it didn't, so we should
revert to the previous method." If we are interested in finding the most
appropriate way of operating the institution to provide the best possible
service, I believe strongly that we should be more prepared to experiment.
The Convener: Would introducing a three-week or four-week moratorium in
the middle of the summer actually reduce significantly the number of
questions asked overall? If it did not, all that would happen would be that a lot
of questions in the pipeline would be pushed back to the end of the recess
period, when they would still have to be answered. If the deadlines were to be
met, the questions would have to be answered in a shorter period of time.
Mr McCabe: I recognise that potential difficulty. If, after having evaluated any
new system, that proved to be the case, we would clearly have failed.
However, when I consider the volume of questions that are submitted during
recess—in the full knowledge that everyone needs a break—there is
sometimes no discernible decrease. One wonders where the questions have
been generated. Dare I suggest that sometimes enthusiastic researchers can
generate questions as readily as enthusiastic MSPs? Consideration of the
pattern of the way in which questions are submitted at the very least raises a
question in what, I have to admit, is sometimes a suspicious mind.
The Convener: One of the most prominent
Col 718
questioners assures me that he writes all his own questions, but he never
takes holidays and I am sure that he does not sleep either.
Mr McCabe: I have this vision of certain MSPs with a laptop and an infrared
mobile phone on a beach somewhere, submitting questions.
The Convener: You are in the papers tomorrow.
Mr Paterson: Aye, a beach. If only.
I sympathise very much with some of what you are saying, Mr McCabe.
However, I think that it would be an enormous step backwards. The world
continues to roll; it does not stop for four weeks. Problems and issues will
arise but, if there is no one in the Parliament, there will be no facility for asking
questions. Not being able to get answers to questions for a four-week period
would have a dramatic impact on the Parliament.
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I agree that some form of policing is required. You said yourself that MSPs will
be on holiday during the summer recess and that staff have to get holidays as
well. I would rather go down the route of appealing to MSPs to cool their feet
a wee bit during that period. If the Executive, the parties and this committee
did a bit of work on that, we would be pushing at an open door. However, the
last thing that we want to do is to close off the opportunity to get important
questions answered when there is no other mechanism for asking them.
Mr McCabe: I appreciate that point, but I would like to offer some clarification.
The facility for questions being answered during the recess should remain. It
is very important that questions that have been lodged continue to be
answered; it is the facility to ask questions over that period that concerns me.
As I said earlier, if there were a period during which the facility to ask
questions were reduced, it would be vital that the facility remained for asking
genuine emergency questions. I hope that that offers some reassurance. I
appreciate what Mr Paterson is saying.
Mr Paterson: I want to press you a bit further, Mr McCabe. If a question is not
answered by the beginning of the recess, it may not be that urgent and may
be able to wait a wee bit longer. However, things may happen during the
recess that are fairly urgent. Questions may arise on which action must be
taken. I would rather have an open door so that we can get answers, because
things may happen in Scotland—or anywhere else, for that matter. People
may be on holiday, but you may be answerable on some issue, and the only
way that we will be able to get to you will be through a question.
Mr McCabe: I am sure that every question has great importance to the
member who lodges it.
Col 719
However, if we can find a way of reducing the backlog during the summer
recess, the service that members receive during the rest of the year may be of
a higher quality. I accept your point about a situation arising during a recess.
That is why I have suggested that there should always be a facility to answer
a question in an emergency. However, there may have to be some guidelines
from the Presiding Officer or the chamber office on the definition of a genuine
emergency.
Brian Adam (North-East Scotland) (SNP): I want to ask about that particular
point. The committee has considered the designation of a priority question,
but we decided not to pursue that. However, if we are to have some kind of
moratorium, we will have to reconsider that.
What would have happened if, instead of happening in February, the foot-and-
mouth outbreak had happened in July, when there was a three-week or a
four-week moratorium? Would there have been one emergency question on
the issue, or one per member, or what? Heaven forbid that we see another
similar situation, but such situations do happen and the Executive does not
get one question on an issue, but a whole range of questions that need to be
answered. It would be difficult to avoid the situation that the convener referred
to, with all the questions being backed up to the end of the moratorium period
and MSPs ending up with even longer delays into the autumn.
Mr McCabe: Clearly, foot-and-mouth was a genuine national emergency. Had
it reared its head during the summer recess, there might have been a case
not only for reinstituting the facility for asking questions, but for recalling
Parliament. If a situation arose that was clearly a national emergency, I hope
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that the Executive would have its finger sufficiently on the pulse to recognise
that a suspension of the moratorium on that particular subject would be
justified. Such situations can be dealt with. My point is about general
questions during that period. If a crisis or issue arose during a moratorium,
any Executive that wished to exercise common sense would recognise the
need to suspend the moratorium for that.
Donald Gorrie: I accept the minister’s wish not to generate question-
constructing factories. They may exist at Westminster, where there is a higher
number of personal researchers and energetic American assistants who
generate many questions. We do not want that system. Ministers catch up
during the summer, as do MSPs who are not very well organised, such as me.
We study our correspondence and notes of visits and say, "I promised to do
that and didn’t do it," so we compose many questions that might relate to past
events.
We have fewer than two years of information on
Col 720
which to base judgements, but the figures show that in the past year, the
difference between the numbers of questions asked in July and August, which
are in the 500s, and the numbers in September and October, which are in the
600s, was quite small. That suggests that we are slow starters when we
return from the recess. You would have thought that we would be full of zeal
and would generate many questions. The numbers rise to a rough plateau,
and fall in December and April, when holidays occur. A high point is reached
in May and June.
I am not sure whether, as the convener said, stopping questions at one time
would build up questions for another time. I do not know whether we can try to
concentrate on genuine questions rather than less relevant researcher-
inspired questions. That is difficult, because one man’s relevance is another
man’s irrelevance. It would be better if we could avoid a moratorium. I am
happy for the time limit for answering questions to be extended still further.
We all deserve our holidays, even ministers and civil servants.
The Convener: Especially civil servants.
Mr McCabe: I accept that there is no exact science. I do not know exactly
how people would react to a moratorium. I return to the point that an institution
that is as young as the Parliament should be prepared to experiment. To
some extent, we would depend on the good faith of members not to abuse the
system. I hope that, as someone suggested, gentle pressure could be exerted
to try to improve the overall performance of the institutions. We are not
conducting a contest between the Parliament and the Executive. We are
trying to find out how we best shape this place and how we best raise the
public’s regard for it.
Mr McAveety: Would writing letters to ministers be more appropriate than the
PQ system during the summer?
Mr McCabe: As we said, largely the same staff deal with both tasks. The
pressures that emanate from a question or from a letter are not much
different. Input from staff and time are required to answer letters, and that
adds to the overall pressure on departments.
The Convener: I think that we have exhausted that issue. Our next stage will
be to consider a draft report at our next meeting. We will reflect on our
exchanges. An extract from the Official Report will be provided to remind
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members of what was said. We will consider the issues when we make our
recommendations in the report.
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Issue PR/01/2/4

1. Is there an argument for restricting the volume of questions lodged during

recess, or even prohibiting questions during this period altogether?

Raised by

2. The Executive (enquiry into parliamentary questions).

Background

3. Standing order Rule 13.5.2 requires that, “In the case of a question lodged

during a period when the Parliament is in recess for more than 4 days, an

answer shall be lodged normally within 21 days of the question being

lodged.”  In non-recess periods an answer is required within 14 days.

4. This rule came into effect in December 1999 when standing orders were

reviewed to take into account the high number of questions lodged since

the opening of the Parliament.1

Consideration

The Scottish Executive’s reasons for raising the issue of a restriction on the

number of questions

5. The Executive’s principal concern relates to the volume of questions

lodged during recess periods of four days or more and its ability to

manage the sizeable workload effectively.  For example, the Executive’s

records show that the number of written parliamentary questions lodged in

July and August 1999 and 2000 was:

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1st Report 1999, Draft Standing Orders of the Scottish Parliament,
SP Paper 28, paragraph 26.  The reason given for the increase from 14 days to 21 was the
high number of questions lodged since the opening of the Parliament and the possible
implications for the speed and quality of answers of the current deadlines.
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Month and
Year

Number of
Questions
Lodged

Month and
Year

Number of
Questions
Lodged

July 1999 413 July 2000 503

August 1999 545 August 2000 531

TOTAL 958 TOTAL 1034

6. The high number of questions lodged over the summer of 1999 was not

expected to be replicated in succeeding years.2  The figures show that this

has not proved to be the case and the volume of questions asked during

the summer recess of 2000 increased  over 1999.

7. The Executive’s main difficulty is providing answers to questions within the

21 day deadline at a time when both Ministers and officials are likely to be

on annual leave, combined with the volume of questions lodged.  (The

Parliament specifically arranges recess periods to coincide with school

holidays as part of its “family friendly” ethos.)

8. Options which the Committee may wish to consider are:

• no parliamentary questions to be lodged during recess periods of 4 days

or more;

• to restrict the number of questions lodged either per session, per party, or

per individual member during recess periods of 4 days or more; and

• to increase the time period for answering questions during a recess period

of 4 days or more.

                                           
2 Letter from the Presiding Officer to the Minister for Parliament, 26 June 2000, “the high
volume of questions asked last summer was probably due to the particular circumstances of
1999, and that it may not be repeated in subsequent years”.
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No parliamentary questions to be lodged during recess periods of 4 days or

more

9. The key function of the parliamentary question process is to hold the

Executive to account.  Were a matter of importance to occur during

recess, that accountability could be undermined were a blanket ban on

questions during recess periods to be in operation.  For example, a

number of the questions lodged seeking answers to the SQA crisis were

lodged between 16-25 August 2000.  The topicality of questions could well

be lost if a ban was in place. 3

10. On the other hand, arrangements could be contemplated in such a case to

arrange for a question to be asked in circumstances which were agreed to

be exceptional.

Restrict the number of questions lodged either per session, per party, or per

individual member during recess periods of 4 days or more

11. The above argument (paragraph 9) also holds true – although to a lesser

degree - for any limit on questions whether per session, per party or per

individual member.  A restriction on members’ ability to ask questions will

have a corresponding reduction on the Parliament’s ability to scrutinise the

Executive.  Any limit would require to be carefully administered either

formally through standing orders or as a voluntary limit administered by

Business Managers or by Parliamentary officials to ensure that the limits

are not breached.  Considerable work on guidance to establish the precise

limits and how they should be applied would be required.

12. Nevertheless, there could be an argument for the procedures for

parliamentary questions to reflect the general lessening of political activity

in the UK during the summer period even more than at present.

                                           
3 A total ban on questions could seriously increase the workloads of the Parliament and the
Executive both immediately before and after a recess period, as members’ lodge questions
that they are unable to lodge during recess.  This build-up of work could well affect the whole
parliamentary questions process if the Executive is faced with a large backlog of questions
which will lengthen its speed of response and affect the quality of its answers. Imposing a
restriction on the number of questions lodged would also increase workloads at these times.
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Increase the time period for answering questions during a recess period of 4

days or more.

13. The Parliament has previously responded to Executive concerns about the

volume of questions lodged over recess periods by increasing the period

for answer.

14. Extending the period for answer by a further 7 days to 28 days would allow

the Executive a greater margin of flexibility without implications for the

Parliament’s ability to hold the Executive to account.

15. In order to reduce the possibility of an increase in workloads for both the

Executive and the Parliament in the week immediately before and after

recess periods, the extended 28 day period could come into effect one

week in advance of any recess period of 4 days or more.

Alternative means for members to obtain information.

16. Extending the answer period will, of course, lengthen the time taken for a

member to receive a response to his or her question.  Members are

however not without alternative sources of information over recess

periods.  Briefly, these are

• writing directly to the appropriate Minister (the Executive advises that this

may prove a faster way to obtain information during recess periods

particularly if complex matters are raised);

• contacting officials (the Scottish Executive’s electronic internal staff

directory will be available in the near future); and

• seeking information from SPICe.

Comparison with other Parliaments

Finland

17. The Finnish Parliament allows questions to be lodged during recess.  The

Parliament can, however, decide to impose a limit on the number of written
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questions that may be submitted during a parliamentary session or a

specific period.  (We are seeking information on whether such a limit has

ever been imposed.)

Westminster, House of Commons

18. The Table Office in the House of Commons at Westminster accepts

questions throughout the summer recess.  These questions are not

answered during the recess but the Table Office does continue to issue an

Order Paper (the equivalent of our Business Bulletin) on a periodic basis.

This details questions tabled since the last Order Paper and allows

Ministers and government departments to prepare answers.  These

answers are then issued when the House returns after the recess.

(Ministers can answer a question by way of a letter although there is a

difficulty with this in that the letter does not appear in the Official Report

and is not therefore as publicly accessible, even if a copy is placed in the

House of Commons Library.)

19. The Commons do not accept questions in an electronic format therefore

the number of questions tabled diminishes when members are not

physically in the House during the recess.  The Scottish Parliament is

strongly committed to electronic methods of working and questions are

routinely accepted in electronic format.

Summary

20. An absolute ban on questions lodged during a recess period of 4 days or

more could seriously affect the Parliament’s ability to hold the Executive to

account.

21. A lesser restriction on the number of questions - whether per session, per

party or per individual member -  could have a similar, though lesser, effect

and could also prove highly complex to administer.

22. Workloads of both the Parliament and the Executive are likely to be

redistributed as a result of the options in paragraphs 20 or 21 creating a
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heavy volume of questions to be processed just before or just after recess.

The Westminster system of allowing questions to be lodged but not

answered during recess would have a similar effect.

23. Extending the time period for answering questions from 21 days to 28

days would give the Executive an additional weeks’ flexibility without

limiting the Parliament’s ability to hold it to account.  The extended period

could come into effect the week before any recess of 4 days or more to

maintain the workload levels of staff at a manageable level.

24. Alternative means of obtaining information are available should a member

require an answer quickly.

Issues for initial Committee consideration

25. The issues which the Committee may wish to consider are:

• Banning the lodging of questions during recess periods of 4 days or

more;

• Restricting the number of questions lodged during recess periods of

4 days or more either by session, by Party or by individual member;

and

• Extending the time period for answer to 28 days come into effect the

week before any recess period of 4 days or more.

• Maintaining the current position.
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14 May 2001

Euan Robson and I were grateful for the opportunity to discuss a range of issues
relating to Parliamentary questions with you and your colleagues on 1 May.  In my
view we had a constructive debate and it was useful to hear members’ views at first
hand.

Having reflected on our discussions, I thought it might be helpful if I were to write
about the Committee’s proposal to adjust the rules for questions lodged immediately
before and during recesses. The Committee has helpfully proposed that the normal
period should be extended from 21 to 28 days for answering questions lodged during
recess, and to include the week before recess in this arrangement.

I had hoped that the Committee could go a step further and consider a moratorium on
lodging questions for, say, 4 weeks during the summer recess.  The benefits of this
measure would, in my view, be significant in that it would give the Executive greater
capacity to clear any backlog of questions which had built up.  It would also assist the
Chamber Desk, Ministers and Executive officials in their day-to-day business during
the holiday period.  As a result, the speed and quality of service overall should
improve to the benefit of everyone concerned.  I also suggest that it would be useful
to extend the 28-day period within which questions should be answered to the
fortnight before the start of the recess.

As I said in Committee, a moratorium would not mean a complete shutdown on the
provision of information.  For instance, we would continue to answer questions
lodged before the moratorium.  Members would still be able to write for information
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or, in cases of real urgency, to seek factual information directly from officials.  And
we would be willing in principle to consider an adjustment to Standing Orders to
allow emergency questions to be lodged for written answer at the discretion of the
Presiding Officer.
I fully acknowledge members’ right to ask questions.  But it does seem important in
the Parliament’s early years to try out arrangements which maximise the scope for the
system as a whole to operate more efficiently. With the experience of two summer
recesses behind us we now have the opportunity to alter our arrangements and take
time to assess the effect that a moratorium would have on the system.

I hope that in preparing its report, the Committee will reconsider their proposals to
adjust the rules on lodging questions.  I would be pleased to discuss the matter further
with you

TOM McCABE
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Annex B

Issue

1. To consider the “transparency” of Executive answers to

parliamentary questions.

Raised by

2. SPICe

Background

3. The Committee considered a paper on this issue on 3 April (copy of

relevant part of paper PR/01/3/4 at appendix A; copy of OR, 3 April, Cols

700-701 at appendix B.

4. The Committee considered the issue again on 1 May when it heard Tom

McCabe, the Minister for Parliament (copy of paper extract – PR/01/4/1 -

at appendix C; copy of OR, 1 May, Cols 727-728 at appendix D).

Present position

5. In the case of Executive Agencies where a parliamentary question is

lodged the answer given will say that the minister has asked the Chief

Executive to reply and that reply is produced below the answer where it

appears in the Written Answers Report (WAR).  That reply will therefore be

available to any person on the Parliamentary record.

6. Where however a parliamentary question is asked about another body,

which comes under the general responsibility of the Scottish Executive, for

example, a Non Departmental Public Body (NDPB), for instance Scottish

Enterprise or Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and ministers simply reply

to the member originating the question that the matter is one for the

NDPB, then any reply which would be sent to the member who
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subsequently  wrote to the Chief Executive or Chairman of the body

concerned in pursuit of his/her query would not appear on the official

Parliamentary record. One issue which the Committee may choose to

pursue therefore is whether or not such a reply – effectively

completing a bilateral exchange – should be brought into the official

Parliamentary record in some way.

7. A second issue arises where a minister indicates in his answer to a

member that he has asked an official of such a body to write to the

member.  It could be argued that such an answer presupposes a power by

the minister to extract such a letter which then reasonably has a public

currency and which it would therefore be appropriate to have appear on

the Parliamentary record.

8. Ministers do write to members in such terms1, but sometimes – as

explained in the original paper attached (PR/01/3/4) – the appearance of

letters from third parties in SPICe making them thereby available to

members and the public is uncertain.

9. When the Committee heard the Minister on 1 May he said: “The Executive

should not promise that someone else will write to the member.”  (Col

728).  (The answer provided to Fergus Ewing by Rhona Brankin and noted

in footnore 1 below  is an example of the practice.) This comment of Mr

McCabe’s appears to close off the option exemplified in Mr McConnell’s

answer cited in the same footnote of ministers writing to members in the

way set out in paragraph 7.  The Committee may feel it wishes to look

at the implications of this more closely.

                                           
1 One recent example of a reply about an NDPB promising a letter is the answer provided by
Mr Jack McConnell to Linda Fabiani’s questions S1W-12 404 and S1W-12 405 about the
Scottish Qualifications Authority: “This is an operational matter for the Scottish Qualifications
Authority.  I have asked the Chair to reply to you.” (WAR, 14 May 2001).  A contrasting
example  where no letter is promised is the reply from Rhona Brankin to Fergus Ewing’s
question S1W-15567: “This is a matter for the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency.”
(WAR, 17 May 2001).
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Next Steps

10. At present the draft report (Annex C) proposes at paragraph 86 that the

Committee may wish to examine these  issues in more detail than is

possible in the ambit of the report.  The rationale for such work would be to

understand the background to the Executive’s distinction between

Executive Agencies and other bodies; explore the implications and

consequences of that distinction in the context of the parliamentary

question and answer process as a means of informing the Parliament

(including resource issues for the Parliament and the Executive); and to

make any appropriate recommendations.  Evidence from the Executive

would of course be sought, and a report drawn up.

Recommendation

11. The Committee is asked to discuss and take a view.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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appendix A
(PR/01/3/4)

Issue

1. To consider the transparency of Executive answers to parliamentary

questions

Raised by

2. SPICe.

Consideration

3. This paper addresses concerns relating to a lack of transparency in

answers provided by the Executive which state that either the Minister or a

third party ‘will write’.

4. The following table illustrates the point:

excellent
transparency &
accessibility

reasonable transparency
& accessibility for MSPs,
not for the public

no transparency &
accessibility for
MSPs or the public

answer provides full
information

�
answer refers to published
source (normally placed in
SPICe)

�

answer refers to
unpublished source placed
in SPICe

�

answer refers to a source
whose status is unclear

�
Ministerial answer printed
in WAR

�
third party answer printed
in WAR

�
Ministerial will write placed
in SPICe

�
third party will write placed
in SPICe

�
Ministerial will write not
placed in SPICe

�
third party will write not
placed in SPICe

�
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5. Two recent Parliamentary Questions from Christine Grahame have

highlighted this issue:

Christine Grahame (South of Scotland) (SNP): To ask the Scottish
Executive whether it will review its current procedure of providing
information requested in parliamentary questions by letter and lodging a
copy of the letter in the Scottish Parliament Information Centre where
currently the time of lodging the letter is not intimated to members and
the response is not in the public domain, in order to ensure that all
ministerial responses to questions are accessible and open to both
parliamentary and public scrutiny.(S1W-12370)

Mr Tom McCabe: The Executive has no plans to review its current
procedure of providing information requested in certain parliamentary
questions by letter and lodging a copy of the letter in the Parliament’s
Reference Centre. However, in consultation with the parliamentary
authorities, we will give consideration to whether, and if so how, these
responses might be placed in the wider domain.

Christine Grahame (South of Scotland) (SNP): To ask the Scottish
Executive how many (a) ministerial and (b) non-ministerial letters
providing information requested in parliamentary questions have been
lodged in the Scottish Parliament Information Centre since the inception
of the Parliament and whether there has been an increase in this
practice.(S1W-12371)

Mr Tom McCabe: The information requested is not held by the Scottish
Executive.

6. SPICe was then asked the same question as S1W-12371, which we were

able to answer by giving details of letters actually received in SPICe:

Letters from a Minister
1999 2000 2001* Total

9 7 1 17

Letters sent from a third party at the request of a Minister
NDPB (italicised) or other body 1999 2000 2001* Total

British Waterways Board 0 1 0 1
Halcrow Scotland Ltd 0 0 2 2

Health Technology Board for Scotland 0 0 1 1
Highlands & Islands Enterprise 2 4 0 6
Scottish Countryside Alliance 1 0 0 1

Scottish Enterprise 3 15 0 18
Scottish Equestrian Association 1 0 0 1
Scottish Qualifications Agency 0 4 0 4

Scottish Tourist Board 5 0 1 6
SERAD (Henry Sneddon) 0 0 1 1

Robbie Rowantree of Gordon Bush Brora 1 0 0 1
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Three Straths Fox Control Association 0 1 0 1
Total for year 13 25 5 43

* updated to 28 Feb 2001.
Issue

7. When Ministers answer questions in relation to Executive agencies they

include the text of the letter in the answer, which appears in WAR.

However, in answers relating to other bodies they do not do this, and in

some cases they do not say whether the body to whom the question has

been directed has been asked to place a copy of their response in SPICe.

Even where they state this, the arrival of the response in SPICe is

uncertain.

8. The solution that would provide most transparency would be for any letter

arising from an answer to be put into the public domain.  It could be

reproduced either in the answer itself, if it related to an Executive agency,

or if not, in an appendix at the end of the WAR, whenever the letter

became available.

9. Officials of both the Parliament and the Executive are discussing how best

this objective might be achieved.

Conclusion

10. The Committee is asked to discuss.

Communications and Clerking and Reporting Directorates
March 2001
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appendix B

Extract from Official Report

3rd Meeting of the Procedures Committee

3 April 2001

Col 700-01

Col 700

The Convener: We now come to paper 5D, which is
"To consider the transparency of Executive answers to parliamentary
questions."
There is no recommendation to discuss, but paragraph 8 says:
"The solution that would provide most transparency would be for any letter
arising from an answer to be put in the public domain."
That would appear to resolve the difficulty raised by Christine Grahame and
others. Janet Seaton, does the issue trouble the Scottish Parliament
information centre?
Janet Seaton (Scottish Parliament Information Centre): Yes, it does.
Where the answer to a question states that a letter exists, inevitably people
want to see it. At the moment, if the letter comes to SPICe—as is often
promised—that is all right for MSPs but it does not help anybody else.
However, the letter does not always come to SPICe. I suggest that, where a
minister says that they will write or that somebody else will write, when the
letter becomes available it be reproduced at the end of the WAR.
Brian Adam: That seems reasonable to me.
12:30
The Convener: That seems reasonable to us all. It may be a wee bit of extra
work somewhere but nothing quantitatively different. Is that problematic for
the Executive in any sense?
Michael Lugton: Not really, convener. We regard this as a parliamentary
matter. There is no desire on our part for responses to parliamentary
questions, whether they are in parliamentary answer format or in any other
form, to be unavailable to those who would like to see them.
Brian Adam: I expose my ignorance again, but what is the WAR?
Janet Seaton: Written answers report.
The Convener: It is what the Executive wages
Col 701
on you weekly.

We have agreed that reproducing letters at the end of the WAR would be the
best way to proceed.
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appendix C

Extract from Committee Paper PR/01/4/1

(“Enquiry into Parliamentary Questions – Meeting with Tom McCabe MSP,
Minister for Parliament…”  1 May 2001)

“Transparency of answers involving third parties

The Committee endorsed the current practice that any letter from the Chief

Executive of an Executive Agency should be reproduced within the text of

the Minister’s answer.  The Committee agreed that Executive and

Parliamentary officials should continue to look at the practicality of

arranging that any letter arising from an answer stating that the Minister

“will write” should be reproduced at the end of the next Written Answers

Report and also at the practicalities of putting letters from third parties into

the public domain.

Discussion Point

Does the Minister have views?”
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appendix D

Extract From Official Report

4th Meeting of the Procedures Committee

1 May 2001

Cols 727-28

The Convener: The final item is the transparency of answers involving third
parties. In essence, we are trying to close down the unfortunate practice of
issuing to individual members private responses that never reach the public
domain. We recommend steps to ensure that certain documents and letters
from the executive agencies are reproduced in the text of ministers’ answers.
That may delay some answers, but it would ensure that the material was
Col 728
accessible equally to everybody. Do you have any views on that issue?
Mr McCabe: When, in answer to a question, a minister has undertaken to
write to a member, we would be content for that answer to be included in the
written answers report. The incorporation of letters from third parties would be
a matter for the Parliament to decide, but it seems a dangerous step to take.
The Executive and the Parliament would not be responsible for the responses
that were received from third parties. To incorporate such responses in the
Official Report would be inadvisable, and I would not be keen to do that.
The Convener: Does Janet Seaton have anything to raise in relation to this
item?
Janet Seaton (Scottish Parliament Information Centre): My only concern
is that, if the answer promises that somebody else will write to the member,
that letter should be made available. The remedy may lie in the wording of the
answer.
Mr McCabe: Yes, the remedy lies in the wording of the answer. The
Executive should not promise that someone else will write to the member. If
the subject of inquiry is more appropriate to another agency, the Executive
should indicate that and advise the member that their inquiry would be more
appropriately raised with that organisation than with the Executive. It would
not be appropriate for the Executive to undertake to pass on letters, as that
would imply that the Executive was responsible for ensuring that a reply was
forthcoming, and we cannot guarantee that. It would be more useful for the
Executive to indicate to the member that the matter would be more
appropriately raised with an external organisation.
The Convener: Are there any further points on that item?
Members indicated disagreement.
The Convener: That takes us to the end of appendix A. Appendix B includes
the statistics for reviewing performance up to the most recent period, which is
February to March, or March to March in certain tables. The minister has
referred to those statistics already. Are there any further points that the
ministers or committee members would like to raise?
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Mr McCabe: March was encouraging. In March, we managed to answer
almost 1,000 questions. I hope that that demonstrates the considerable
emphasis that has been placed on clearing the backlog of questions.
The Convener: As there are no further points, I draw the discussion on the
report to a conclusion.
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Summary of Recommendations and Conclusions

1 The Committee reports to the Parliament as follows –

1.1 That the heads of agreement set out between the Parliament and the
Executive in the Committee’s first report on parliamentary questions
have been implemented (paragraph 24).

1.2 The Committee recommends to the Scottish Parliament that it endorses
the principle that the Parliament and the Scottish Executive should
continue to work co-operatively in improving the Parliament’s question
and answer process in order to support those directly responsible for
delivering that process thereby helping to ensure that process
commands full parliamentary and public credibility (paragraph 27).

1.3 The Committee notes that arrangements to monitor and publish the
volume of parliamentary questions and the speed of the Scottish
Executive’s response have been put in place successfully by the
Parliamentary authorities and the Executive jointly as recommended in
its 1st Report on this matter (paragraph 24); and that while it is too soon
to draw firm conclusions (paragraph 18)  it appears from the figures
available that while more progress needs to be achieved (paragraph 24)
the Executive’s performance in answering parliamentary questions
substantively to time is holding up against a sustained high volume of
questions (paragraph 22).

1.4 The Committee recommends

- that the joint Parliamentary/Executive monitoring exercise continues
for the time being (paragraph 27)

- that this Committee keeps the outcome of the monitoring exercise
under regular review (paragraph 27)

- that periodic reports should be made to the Parliament by the
Committee on progress in this area (paragraph 27)

1.5 The Committee commends the Scottish Executive for making available
its departmental directories electronically, encourages their proper use
by parliamentarians, and looks forward to the Executive’s assessment
after 3 months (paragraph 32).

1.6 The Committee recommends that holding answers should be
exceptional with most substantive answers being provided within the
agreed timescale.  This position is one which will take time to approach
(paragraph 25).

1.7 The Committee recommends that the Parliament notes the sources of
information available to MSPs (paragraph 31); advises that seminars
were held on the parliamentary question process (paragraph 35); and
endorses further seminars when these appear to be required (paragraph
36)
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1.8 [The Committee was not persuaded that questions should be prohibited
during recesses (paragraph 42)].  In recognition however of the reduced
level of resources likely to be available to the Scottish Executive during
these periods due to holidays and to help reduce the likelihood of
backlogs developing the Committee recommends extending the time
period for answers from 21 to 28 days to come into effect one calendar
week (7 days) before any recess period of 4 days or more (paragraph
44).

1.9 The Committee thought that parliamentary questions were a legitimate
vehicle for Scottish Executive policy announcements but that the
Parliamentary authorities and the Executive should agree a way to
clearly identify any questions used in this way when they appear in
Parliamentary publications and that members should be given adequate
time to anticipate the answers to such questions (paragraphs 49 and
50.)

1.10 The Committee made no recommendation on the length of Question
Time but considered that there was a case for it to be examined along
with any other relevant matters at a later stage (paragraph 55).

1.11 The Committee recommends that no further work at this time should be
done on: priority written question system; timescale for answering written
questions when the Parliament is in session; rules on lodging
parliamentary questions; raising concerns about written questions in the
Chamber; limiting the number of parliamentary questions (paragraph
58).

1.12 The Committee recommends that the date of holding answers should be
given in the Written Answers Report when the substantive answer is
given (paragraph 63).

1.13 The Committee notes the expanded guidance on admissibility in the
recently republished Guidance document1; that questions on operational
matters of detail, in connection with such bodies as NDPBs, local
authorities and  health boards are most appropriately dealt with by direct
correspondence to the body concerned, though these bodies do fall
within the general responsibility of the Scottish Executive; and that
questions can be admitted which ask about representations to Her
Majesty’s Government on  reserved matters where a decision on policy
on that matter has an impact on a devolved matter.  The Committee
hopes that clarification is helpful to all members (paragraphs 64-70).

1.14 The Committee recognises the efforts of the Scottish Executive to deal
efficiently with the throughput of answers to parliamentary questions by

                                           
1 Detailed Guidance on Parliamentary Questions, The Scottish Parliament, February 2001,
paragraph 2.2, pages 2-6.
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increasing the numbers of staff of its Parliamentary Branch, improving its
tracking system and other measures (paragraphs 23 and 74).

1.15 The Committee notes that work is under way in the Executive on costs
of answering parliamentary questions but that no conclusions have been
reached. The Committee invites the Executive to discuss with it the
conclusions of its study when these are available(paragraph 80).

1.16 The Committee noted that ministers of the Scottish Executive did not
propose to pass third party correspondence to members of the
Parliament.  The Committee proposes that it examine this matter further
as a priority at a later date (paragraph 86).

1.17 The Committee wishes to draw to the attention of all Members their
responsibility for lodging questions that are relevant to their roles as
MSPs (paragraph 91); that are clearly drafted (paragraph 92); and
welcomes the recognition by the Executive of its  responsibility for
“prompt, accurate and helpful responses to PQs” (paragraph 93 and
footnote 1, page 25).
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Procedures Committee
2nd Report 2001

Report into the Volume of Written Parliamentary
Questions and the Scottish Executive’s Speed of

Response, and related matters.

Introduction

1. The Committee last reported on Written Parliamentary Questions and the
speed of the Scottish Executive’s response in 2000.1

2. The Committee’s recommendations, agreed by the Parliament on the 23
November 2000, were as follows:

Summary of Recommendations

1. That the Parliament notes and agrees the terms of the following proposed agreement
between the Parliament and the Executive.

Parliamentary Questions: Agreement between The Scottish Parliament and The
Scottish Executive

a. The objective of this agreement is to assist all those responsible for parliamentary
questions to match resources to demand in answering questions lodged; to seek
demonstrable improvements in the turn round time for answering questions; and to
monitor the number of questions lodged.

b. The following statistics will be published in the weekly Written Answers Report of
the Parliament every 4 weeks on a cumulative basis covering the preceding 4 weeks
for comparative purposes.

• number of written questions to the Executive and the Presiding Officer lodged

• number of written questions answered broken down into those answered
within 14 days; in 2-4 weeks; in 4-6 weeks; in 6-8 weeks; more than 8 weeks;
the number of unanswered questions where holding answers have been
given.

In all cases information will be based on the records of the Chamber Desk and will be
given separately for the Scottish Executive and the Presiding Officer.

                                           
1 1st Report, 2000, “Preliminary Report into the Volume of Written Parliamentary Questions
and the Scottish Executive’s Speed of Response”.  Hereafter called 1st Report, 2000 (SP
Paper 169).
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c. The Written Answers Report shall list daily the numbers of those questions that
have received holding answers that day.

d. These statistics will be monitored jointly by the Parliament’s Chamber Desk in the
Directorate of Clerking and Reporting (Chamber Office) and the Parliamentary Clerk
of the Scottish Executive pursuant to the objectives set out in paragraph a above.

e. That not later than the March 2001 meeting of the Procedures Committee, the
Committee will consider the accumulated statistics; take a view on the success or
otherwise of this agreement; and make any further report it feels is required to the
Parliament as quickly as possible thereafter embodying recommendations should it
see fit

.

2. That a continuing seminar on the resources for obtaining information and the appropriate
use of parliamentary questions, and involving Members, the Executive and Parliamentary
officials, be organised by the Parliamentary authorities to assist those involved in the drafting
of parliamentary questions, primarily members’ researchers and assistants.

3. That internal departmental telephone directories of the Executive be made available to all
MSPs.

4. That to facilitate the tracking of parliamentary questions and the answers submitted, the
Parliamentary authorities should investigate now the feasibility of placing the date on which
questions are lodged in the relevant Parliamentary publications.

3. The Committee committed itself in its 1st Report 2000 to review what had
been done by the Scottish Executive and the Parliamentary authorities to
implement the agreement set out above and to consider any other related
matters no later than its scheduled meeting in March 2001.

4. The Committee was able to honour its commitment and consider this issue
at its meeting on the 6 March, and additionally on 3 April, 1 May1 and 29
May2.

5. At the first three of those meetings the Committee had the advantage of
the relevant Executive and Parliamentary officials being present to whom it
could turn for explanation of Executive practices at various points.  It was
grateful for this assistance.

Witnesses and documents

6. Mr Tom McCabe and Mr Euan Robson, the Minister and Deputy Minister
for Parliament respectively were present on 1 May to contribute the
Executive’s view of these matters.  The Committee wishes to place on
record its thanks to the Ministers for coming to speak to it on that
occasion.

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 6 March 2001, OR, Cols 623-651;  3 April 2001, Official Report Cols
693-703, and 1 May 2001, OR, Cols. 705-729
2 [Leave blank]
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7. The Scottish Executive submitted a helpful Memorandum on the 3 April
2001 in which it clarified the resources which the Executive is deploying
currently in answering questions, explained the present position on an
Executive policy on a cost limit in respect of answering questions, and
responded to a number of points made by members of the Committee
raised earlier on 6 March.  This Memorandum is reproduced here as
Annexe A.

8. Finally, Mr McCabe wrote to the Committee on 14 May 2001 about the
volume of questions in the recesses.  A copy of this letter is at Annexe E.

Topics covered by the Committee

9. In addition to considering what had been done to implement the
recommendations set out in its previous report, the Committee decided at
its meeting on 21 November 20001 to consider a number of related issues
as follows:

• sources of information available to MSPs: a summary
• seminars on parliamentary questions
• the volume of parliamentary questions during recesses
• parliamentary questions as vehicles for Scottish Executive policy

announcements; the identification of such questions
• the length of Question Time
• a number of further options for exploration contained in Annex E of the

Procedures Committee report 1st Report, 2000 (SP Paper 169)2

• holding answers
• admissibility of questions
• Executive resources: tracking system; and current position on the

advisory cost limit
• transparency of Executive answers to parliamentary questions
• quantity, quality and relevance of parliamentary questions

Volume of parliamentary questions and the Scottish Executive’s speed of
response

10. Annexe B to this report contains statistics considered by the Committee
on the volume of parliamentary questions (from June 1999 to March 2001)
and statistics of the Scottish Executive’s speed of response (from 18
September 2000 to 30 March 2001).  Statistics from the period 30 March
to date are continuing to be collected and are now published in the Written
Answers Report (WAR).3

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 21 November 2000, OR, Cols 555-558.
2 1st Report 2000 (SP Paper 169), Annex E, paragraphs 1-6, page 22.
3 Comparative figures for a number of other Parliaments and Assemblies were considered in
the Committees 1st Report 2000, (SP Paper 169), paragraphs 4 to 6, pp3, and Annex A of
that report.
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11. The Committee noted that the figures for the volume of questions peaked
at over 1000 in March and May 2000 with a slight falling off after that.  The
Committee considered it possible that an annual cycle of questions with
the highest number being lodged in March, May and November might
emerge.

12. Until the figures well after March 2001 have been analysed however it is
impossible to say with certainty whether this is so.

13. The Executive’s speed of response to questions has fluctuated over time,
as the figures in Annexe B show.

14. The table below compares performance by the Executive in answering
questions substantively within due period over three four-week periods in
1999 and 2000:

1999 Number of
Questions Lodged

% answered
within due

period

2000 Number of
Questions

Lodged

% answered
within due

period

18/09/99 to
13/10/99

335 44% 18/09/00 to
13/10/00

490 53%

16/10/99 to
10/11/99

417 48% 16/10/00 to
10/11/00

716 63%

13/11/99 to
08/12/00

569 58% 13/11/00 to
08/12/00

688 58%

15. The figures in the table show an improvement by the Executive of up to
10% against a background increase of 43% in total volume.  The
Committee noted that this “snapshot” shows that progress is being made.

16. Thereafter there was an apparent decline in performance by the Executive
from mid-December 2000 to mid-February 2001.  The Committee noted
that factors here which may have depressed performance included the
effect of the holiday period when Executive staff would be on leave; and
the Executive’s drive to eliminate the backlog of unanswered questions.1

17. The end of the period considered by the Committee, 5 February 2001 to
30 March 2001, showed a marked improvement in the performance of the
Executive with 72% of questions in February being answered in due time.
March however showed a falling off with 51% being answered in due time.
The reasons for fluctuations like this are not obvious to the Executive.2

                                           
1 Tom McCabe, Minister for Parliament, confirmed that the backlog of unanswered questions
for 2000 had been cleared and at 1 May 17, 27, 74 questions remained unanswered for the
first three months of the year respectively.  Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 706.
2 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR Col 706.
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18. The Committee considered that no firm conclusions could be drawn from
the figures on the volume of questions asked and those for the speed of
the Executive’s response.  The sample period was too short.

19. It considered that there exist grounds for optimism however.  First, on the
volume of questions the extremely large number of questions was
evidence in general of hard work and commitment on the part of
parliamentarians.  It was evident that most MSPs saw the use of the
parliamentary question as a vital  element of their role in the Parliament.

20. Other avenues were available to MSPs to elicit information (see below
paragraphs 29-32).  The Committee had sought carefully to promote these
where appropriate1.  The Executive had now made available to the
Parliament its departmental directories so that, within agreed
arrangements (queries for factual information after alternative sources
have been tried), MSPs could telephone officials direct for factual
information, as recommended by the Committee at an earlier stage.2

21. The Committee did not consider its function was to encourage any move
by MSPs to seek information through alternatives to parliamentary
questions.  This was a matter for members.  The Committee did believe
however that ensuring alternative means were brought to MSPs’ attention
would assist the Parliament in general to discharge its business more
effectively.  It may be that efficiently run alternatives would have some
effect on the numbers of questions being asked.  Monitoring was in its
infancy and it was too early to tell.  The Committee looked forward to
hearing the Executive’s view of the usefulness of access to the
Departmental directories in due course.3

22. Second, the performance of the Scottish Executive in answering questions
has held up in general.

23. Though performance levels were holding up in general these do not seem
yet to be doing so steadily.   The Committee’s work has suggested some
of the factors for this such as the clearance of backlogs and holiday
periods where Executive staff numbers are reduced.  The Committee
notes the Executive’s efforts to promote improvements by: increasing
Parliamentary Branch staff numbers4; improving its internal tracking
system and associated additional temporary staff5; continuing quarterly
internal audits6; an element of comparative performance assessment for
departments7, individual departmental monitoring.8  An ongoing review of
resources required to deal with departmental work loads, while not specific

                                           
1 1st Report, 2000 (SP Paper 169), paragraphs 24 to 48, pp 8-11
2 1st Report, 2000 (SP Paper 169), Recommendation 3,  paragraph 3, page 2.
3 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 714.
4 Scottish Executive Memorandum, paragraph 9, Annexe A.
5 Scottish Executive Memorandum, paragraphs 9 and 10, Annexe A.
6 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 706.
7 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Cols 706-707
8 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR Col 706.
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to parliamentary questions, will clearly have a bearing on their handling.1

Acclimatising civil servants to Ministers’ preferred style and approach to
answers is underway.2

24. Time will tell whether the Executive will be successful in enhancing its
performance through these measures.  The Committee heard that where a
complex question required contributions from several departments delay
could result.3  The measures which the Executive were taking would seem
well designed to help departments.  The present levels of performance are
not, it is generally accepted, good enough and need to improve over time.
The Committee noted however that arrangements to monitor [and publish]
all these matters have been put in place successfully as recommended by
it in its first report.  A secure and transparent statistical base now exists to
monitor progress accurately.

25. The Committee thinks that the number of questions being answered
substantively to time is a reasonable measure of how well in balance the
Executive’s resources are with the volume of questions at any one time.
The paper which the Committee considered on this matter in the presence
of Executive officials at its meeting on 3 April expressed the hope that the
proportion of questions receiving holding answers will reduce, and the
Committee wishes to stress this point.  Most questions should be
answered substantively to time, but this position will not be achieved
overnight.

26.  A theme throughout the Committee’s work has been the great importance
of the questioning process to democratic accountability.  It is reasonable
for the Parliament to expect the Executive to prioritise resources for this
purpose.   The evidence of monitoring to date is that progress is being
made, though it would appear that considerable work remains to be done
to achieve a fully satisfactory rate of response.

27. In order to assist the process of further improvements the Committee
wishes to endorse the principle that the Parliament and the Scottish
Executive should continue to work co-operatively in improving the
parliamentary question and answer process in order to support those
directly responsible for delivering that process thereby helping to ensure
that process commands full parliamentary and public credibility. It
recommends that,

- the joint Parliamentary/Executive monitoring exercise continues for
the time being

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 709.  The Management Group of the Scottish
Executive looks regularly at the volume of parliamentary questions as comprising one source
of work on departments.  The Committee was told that the Executive’s senior management is
encouraging its colleagues to prioritise parliamentary questions (Procedures Committee, 6
March 2001, OR, Col 631).
2 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 707.
3 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 707.
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- this Committee keeps the outcome of the monitoring under regular
review, and

- periodic reports should be made to the Parliament by the
Committee on progress in this area.

28. The Committee so recommends.

Sources of Information available to MSPs: a summary

29. As noted, the Committee has been anxious to promote sources of
information which are available to Members.  The Committee, it bears
repeating, has not done this to encourage Members to ask fewer
questions.  In its 1st Report, 2000 the Committee highlighted that:

“…MSPs are free to ask parliamentary questions within the rules laid
down by the Parliament in standing orders.  They may be motivated to
ask parliamentary questions for perfectly legitimate political reasons.”1

30. The Committee wishes to do whatever it can to ensure that Members and
their staff are aware of all the sources of information available to them so
that informed decisions are able to be made as to where information can
best be sought.  The ultimate purpose is to ensure that Members’
constituents are served to the best of the Parliament’s ability.2

Parliamentary questions may not always be the most appropriate or the
quickest means of eliciting information required urgently.

31. The Committee noted that all the following sources of information were
available to MSPs:

• SPICe (and, via SPICe, libraries world-wide)
• Parliamentary questions seminars
• Scottish Executive (by means of PQ answers)
• a variety of organisations
• World Wide Web – internet
• Parliamentary website (and other Parliaments’ and Assemblies’

websites)
• local and central government agencies

32. Reference has been made already (paragraph 20) to the Executive’s
departmental directories which are available on the Parliament’s website
and through which Members are now able to make contact with officials.3

                                           
1 1st Report, 2000 (SP Paper 169),  paragraph 35, page 9.
2 An aspiration also promoted by the Minister (Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col
716).
3 These have been available via the Parliamentary website since 23 April and are updated
routinely by the Executive.
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The Committee commends the Executive for making these directories
available, encourages their proper use by parliamentarians, and looks
forward to receiving the Executive’s assessment after 3 months1.  The
Committee so recommends.

Seminars on parliamentary questions

33. The Committee’s 1st Report, 2000 recommended that a continuing seminar
on the resources for obtaining information and the appropriate use of
parliamentary questions and involving members, the Scottish Executive
and Scottish Parliamentary officials, be organised by the latter to assist
those involved in the drafting of parliamentary questions, primarily
Members’ researchers and assistants. 2

34. The aims of the continuing seminars are to ensure that all participants are
fully aware of:

• the rules and procedures for lodging and answering parliamentary
questions

• the ongoing work to ensure the continuing appropriateness of
existing practice and procedures in respect of parliamentary
questions, and

• all the sources of information available to Members and their
research staff in the course of their work.

35. The seminars, hosted by Murray Tosh, Convener of the Procedures
Committee, were held on 14th and 16th February 2001 and attended by 72
people. 3   Participants were surveyed and the overwhelming majority of
responses were positive.4 The Minister wished to stress his view that the
level of co-operation which the seminars demonstrated was encouraging.5

36. The Committee thanks those who participated and who made
presentations from the Scottish Parliamentary Research and Information
Service, the Scottish Executive, Scottish Parliament Information Systems
and the Chamber Desk.  It considers the seminars to have been
worthwhile and that further seminars should be held when required.6 The
Committee so recommends.

Volume of parliamentary questions in recesses

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 714
2 1st Report, 2000 (SP Paper 169), paragraph 2, page 1.
3 1 MSP, 33 MSP’s Researchers, 19 Parliamentary Assistants, 5 Constituency Assistants, 12
Parliamentary officials, 3 Scottish Executive officials.  The seminar programme is at Annexe
C.
4Summary of information obtained from questionnaires is at Annexe D.
5Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 715.
6Procedures Committee, 6 March 2001, OR, Col 637.
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37. The Scottish Executive asked the Committee to consider a restriction or a
moratorium on the number of questions primarily in the Summer recess.1

38. The Executive’s principal concern relates to the volume of questions
lodged during recess periods of four days or more and its ability to
manage the sizeable workload effectively.  The Executive provided
figures2 to show that the number of written parliamentary questions lodged
in July and August 1999 and 2000 was as follows:

Month and Year Number of
Questions

Lodged

Month and Year Number of
Questions

Lodged
July 1999 413 July 2000 503
August 1999 545 August 2000 531
Total 958 Total 1034

39. The Executive called attention to a letter from the Presiding Officer to the
Minister for Parliament which indicated an expectation that the high
number of questions lodged over the summer of 1999 might not be
repeated in succeeding years.3

40. The Committee heard that the Executive’s main difficulty is in providing
answers to a relatively high number of questions within the 21 day
deadline at a time when both Ministers and officials are likely to be on
annual leave. The Parliament specifically arranges periods in which it is in
recess to coincide with school holidays as part of its “family friendly” policy.

41. At its meeting on 6 March 2001 the Committee considered the following
options:

• no parliamentary questions to be lodged during recess periods of 4
days or more

• to restrict the number of questions lodged either per session, per
party, or per individual member during recess periods of 4 days or
more; and

• to increase the time period for answering questions during a recess
period of 4 days or more.4

42. The Committee took the view that to ban questions entirely during any
recess period of 4 days or more would send out inappropriate signals from
the Parliament to the wider world but acknowledged that during those

                                           
1 Annexe E and Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Cols 716-719
2 Procedures Committee, Paper 6 March 2001, paper PR/01/2/4
3 Letter from the Presiding Officer to the Minister for Parliament, 26 June 2000: “…the high
volume of questions asked last summer was probably due to the particular circumstances of
1999, and….may not be repeated in subsequent years.”
4 Procedures Committee, 2nd, 6 March 2001, OR, Cols 637-640.
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periods Ministers and officials of the Executive, many MSPs and officers of
the Parliament would take leave.

43. The combination of high volumes of questions and a reduction in the
availability of Ministers and officials would be likely to create a backlog in
the answers to questions which benefited no one.

44. The Committee noted that the Parliament had responded previously to
Scottish Executive concerns about the volume of questions lodged over
recess periods by increasing the period for answer.1  It considered it right
however that, in order to allow the Executive a greater margin of flexibility
and to ease the possibility of an increase in the workloads for both the
Executive and in order to help reduce the possibility of backlogs
developing, in the week immediately before and after recess periods of 4
days or more, the period for answer during such recesses should be
increased from 21 to 28 days to come into effect one calendar week (7
days) in advance of any such recess period.  The Committee so
recommends.  The relevant standing order change is at Annexe F.

Parliamentary questions as vehicles for Scottish Executive policy statements;
the identification of such questions

45. Scottish Executive policy announcements which are made in response to
parliamentary questions lodged for the purpose2 enable the Executive to
inform the Parliament of such announcements.  The Committee heard the
Minister say that he would be, “…disappointed if policy changes were
announced through press releases that were not accompanied by an
inspired parliamentary question.”3

46. The Committee was told that the Executive provides guidance in an
internal document to its officials on this.4  That guidance reminds officials
that:  “There are occasions when it is most convenient for the Executive to
bring a matter of policy to the attention of the Parliament by means of an
inspired written parliamentary question,” and identifies particular occasions
where such a course might be appropriate:

• to announce the outcome of a consultation exercise
• to announce the publication of a report; and
• for matters which are not so significant as to require a Ministerial

statement. 5

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1st Report, 1999 (SP Paper 28), paragraph 26, pp 6-7.
2 Also called “inspired” or “planted” questions.
3 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 721.
4 Guidance On Scottish Parliamentary Questions, Executive Secretariat, May 2000 (hereafter
referred to as, Guidance).
5 Guidance, paragraph 65.  This is similar to the position in the House of Commons,
Westminster, where such questions are said to be: “a way of enabling the Government to
disseminate information about particular policy decisions.”, 3rd Report of the Select
Committee on Procedures, HC(1990-91) 178, published 22 May 1991, paragraph 26.  The
Australian House of Representatives operates  a similar system (Parliament of Australia,
House of Representatives, Factsheet No. 1, September 1998, page 3.
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47. The Committee commends the establishment of such a rationale
underpinning the use of such questions.

48. To ensure that the Parliament is informed of an answer to such a question,
such answers available on the Parliament’s Intranet and website at 1pm
and 4pm on the day before the answer is publicly available in the Written
Answers Report (WAR).

49. The Committee accepted that such a practice offered a legitimate
alternative way for the Executive to bring its policies and other important
work within the Parliamentary structure and to the attention of the
Parliament where there was not sufficient time available in the Chamber to
work solely by means of Ministerial statements.  It thought that the
convention was not objectionable in principle but had two reservations.
First, that all such question should be transparently what they are by being
identified, or “tagged”, as such in the relevant Parliamentary publications1.
The Committee so recommends.

50. Second, that in order to give members the opportunity to prepare for an
anticipated Executive announcement via such a question the answer
should not normally be given on the day the question is lodged2.  The
Committee so recommends.  The Committee hopes that, subject to the
agreement of the Parliament, the Executive and the Parliamentary
authorities will move quickly to implement administrative arrangements to
give effect to these recommendations.

The time available for Question Time

51. In preparing standing orders for the Parliament in late 1999, the
Committee recommended that Question Time be expanded by 10 minutes
to 40 minutes and proposed expanding the renamed First Minister’s
Questions from 15 to 20 minutes.3

52. Between May and December 1999 (predating the Committee’s proposed
reforms set out above and when Question Time was 30 minutes) the
number of questions answered varied between 16 and 22.  Between April
2000 and January 2001 the number of questions answered has varied
between 11 and 17,  which is almost certainly a consequence of  the new
rule enabling all Members to ask supplementary questions.  There was no
intention on the part of the Committee however to recommend
arrangements which would have the effect of decreasing the number of
questions with which the Parliament could deal.4

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 6 March 2001, OR, Col 644
2 Procedures Committee, 6 March 2001, OR, Col 644
3 1st Report, 1999 (SP Paper 28),  paragraph 22, page 5.
4 Up to 30 are normally listed for answer.  The procedures for processing oral questions are
set out at paragraph 4.2 of Detailed Guidance on Parliamentary Questions, The Scottish
Parliament, February 2001, page 12.
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53. The Minister for Parliament gave evidence that approximately one-eighth
or 12% of the time available to the Parliament in plenary session is
devoted to Question Time.1  The Executive considers that this is
reasonable.2  The Minister pointed out that an extension of the time for
Question Time would reduce the time available for debates held before
and after Question Time, under the present arrangements available for
plenary sessions of the Parliament.

54. The Committee gave preliminary consideration to several options including
reducing the number of questions selected and increasing the time
available for Question Time.  The Committee noted that Question Time
has been running for 15 months only.  It recognised the repeated efforts of
the Presiding Officer to engage the co-operation of members in ensuring
that the process was conducted well3.  The Committee noted the view of
Parliamentary officials that the co-operation of Members in setting a brisk
pace, coupled with tautly drawn answers and well-targeted
supplementaries, could result in more questions being reached without the
need for extra time. 4

55. There was no unanimous view in Committee that Question Time should be
extended.5  The Committee thought that the issue was worthy of
exploration however and should be the subject of separate study which
might also investigate the format of Question Time including the way in
which Ministers are currently questioned.6  The Committee proposes to
undertake such a study and so recommends.

“Annex E Issues”

56. Annex E to the Committee’s 1st Report 2000 listed 5 options which had
been carried forward from an earlier Committee consideration:

• Priority written question system
• Revision of the timescale for answering written questions/notice

period
• Possible review of the rules on lodging parliamentary questions
• Members’ ability to raise (within the Chamber) their concerns

regarding unanswered written questions
• Limiting the number of parliamentary questions

57. The Committee considered a detailed paper presented to it on these
topics.  That paper is appended as Annexe G.

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 726.
2 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 726.
3 4 For example, 1 Scottish Parliament Official Report, 8 February 2001, Col 1110.
4 Procedures Committee Paper, 6 March 2001, PR/01/2/4.
5 Procedures Committee, 6 March 2001, OR Col 650.
6 For example, Donald Gorrie queried whether designated “slots” in which individual Scottish
Executive Departments could be questioned would be appropriate. (Procedures Committee, 1
May 2001, OR, Col 727).
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58. The Committee did not consider that these issues should be taken forward
at present and so recommends.1

Holding Answers

59. The Committee’s 1st Report, 2000 contained two proposals regarding
holding answers.  First, “The Written Answers Report shall list daily the
number of those questions that have received holding answers that day.”2

60. Second, “…to facilitate the tracking of parliamentary questions and the
answers submitted, the Parliamentary authorities should investigate now
the feasibility of placing the date on which questions are lodged in the
relevant Parliamentary publications.”3

61. The Committee noted that since 9 February 2001 the daily and weekly
Written Answers Reports have listed the numbers of those questions that
have received holding answers that day.

62. For reasons of administrative clarity, rather than provide the date on which
questions were lodged in the Written Answers Report (WAR) what it is
proposed should be given in WAR is the date of holding answers
simultaneously with the substantive answer.4

                                           
,1 Procedures Committee, 6 March 2001, OR, Cols 650-651.
21st Report, 2000, (SP Paper 169),Recommendation 1c,  paragraph 1, page 1.
3 1st Report, 2000 (SP Paper 169), Recommendation 4, paragraph 4, page 2.
4 Procedures Committee Paper PR/00/13/1, paragraph 14.
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63. The Committee considers that these measures will enable easier tracking
by Members of periods of response to Parliamentary questions.
Continuing monitoring of the volume of questions and speed of response
will reveal whether the proportion of holding answers is reducing over time,
a result which the Committee hopes will be achieved. The Committee so
recommends.

Admissibility of questions

64. The Committee was pleased to note that application and interpretation of
the rules on admissibility of questions continues to develop and be refined,
primarily through the “Detailed Guidance on Parliamentary Questions”
booklet noted previously recently revised and reissued by the Chamber
Desk of the Parliament.1

65. Changes in legislation which affect what matters fall within the general
responsibility of Scottish Ministers, and the Executive’s answers to
questions raising issues as to the application of the rules on admissibility
are two general reasons why practice may need to be refined over time.
The Committee noted that the Directorate of Clerking and Reporting
(which includes the Chamber Desk) routinely examines selected questions
and answers and instigates modifications of practice where appropriate.

66. The Committee examined two issues: questions which fall outwith
Ministerial responsibility2 and questions about subjects discussed in joint
Ministerial committees3.

67. The Committee recognised that operational matters of detail concerning
bodies such as Non Departmental Public Bodies, local authorities and
health boards whose duties and responsibilities fall within the general
responsibility of the Scottish Executive are not most appropriately
addressed through parliamentary questions but in direct correspondence
with the body or bodies concerned.

68. The Committee did recognise that difficulties can emerge when seeking to
define “operational matters” and considered that these difficulties should
be taken into account when decisions about admissibility are being taken.
The Committee was heartened to hear from the Chamber Desk
representative that this accorded with current practice. 4

69. On joint Ministerial Committees the Committee noted the practice of
admitting those questions asking about representations to Her Majesty’s
Government on a reserved matter where a decision on policy on a
reserved matter has an impact on a devolved matter.  Where questions
are asked about matters that may be raised at such committees which

                                           
1 Published 16 February 2001.
2 Procedures Committee paper PR/00/13/1, paragraph 16.
3 Raised by David McLetchie, Procedures Committee, 18 January 2000, OR, Cols 260-261
4 Procedures Committee, 3 April 2001, OR, Cols 693-694 and 695-696
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appear to have no distinct impact on a devolved matter, these questions
would not be admitted.

70. The Committee saw no reason to make any recommendation on these
matters at this time but hopes this clarification is helpful to members.

Executive resources: tracking system and the advisory cost limit

71. The Committee received a “Memorandum by the Scottish Executive to the
Procedures Committee”1. This Memorandum responded to a number of
questions posed by the Committee with Executive officials at its meeting
on 6 March 2001, but was mainly concerned with Executive resources, its
internal parliamentary question tracking system, and the advisory cost
limit.

72. The Committee’s 1st Report noted that, “…the resources deployed by the
Executive may not have been entirely equal to the task [of answering
parliamentary questions] from March 2000.”2  The Committee encouraged
the Executive “…to demonstrate increased flexibility in coping with
fluctuations in the numbers of questions and [urged] the development of
appropriate mechanisms in the period of dual monitoring proposed.”3

73. As noted above (paragraph 23) staff resources in the Parliamentary
Branch of the Executive (which has responsibility for the parliamentary
question/answer system in the Executive) have been increased on a
permanent basis from 3 to 4 and an improved system for finding the
progress being made in the Executive in arriving at answers to
parliamentary questions is being piloted and is likely to become fully
operational in all departments of the Executive later in the year.

74. The tracking system is using the temporary services of two additional staff
members and is designed to facilitate improved performance overall by
enabling all those involved to keep a close check on the progress of each
parliamentary question.

75. The Executive is also committed to providing general developmental
training for staff which it believes will help enhance their performance in
contributing to responses to parliamentary questions.4

76. The Committee recognised the Executive’s efforts in these areas and
anticipated seeing these contribute to materially enhanced performance
levels in the turn-around time of answers to parliamentary questions.

77. The Executive is conducting a study of the cost of answering Scottish
parliamentary questions.5 The first phase of that study was undertaken in

                                           
1 See Annexe A, hereafter called Scottish Executive Memorandum.
2 Procedures Committee 1st Report (SP Paper 169), paragraph 31, page 8.
3 Procedures Committee, 1st Report (SP Paper 169),  paragraph 31, page 8.
4 Scottish Executive Memorandum, paragraph 9,10,12.
5 Scottish Executive Memorandum, paragraph 13.
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the first quarter of 2000 and suggested that the average cost of answering
a parliamentary question was £82, broadly in line with the figure for
Westminster.  The Executive has taken the view that a second phase – to
be undertaken over the next few months – is required before firm
conclusions are able to be drawn and an advisory cost limit set.

78. The Committee heard that the Executive will continue as an interim
measure to apply a disproportionate cost limit very sparingly and based
upon that in use at Westminster (£540).  The Committee also heard
evidence from an Executive official that of 14,000 questions lodged some
50 only have been subject to the disproportionate cost limit.1

79. The Committee queried in what circumstances the cost limit might be
applied.2 The Scottish Executive Memorandum states: “The limit would
only be used to justify not providing information where the Minister
concerned considered that provision of the information was not
appropriate in all the circumstances.” 3In particular very rare cases the
financial considerations may be such as to lead the minister to conclude
that it would not be appropriate to provide the information requested.

80. The Committee noted that the Executive had not concluded its work on
this matter.  The Committee considered that it was of paramount
importance that any cost limit on parliamentary questions was fully
justified.  The flow of information from the Executive to members and on to
the wider community was a fundamental principle of parliamentary
democracy.  The Committee invites the Executive to discuss with it
the conclusions of its study when these are available.

Transparency of Executive answers to parliamentary questions involving third
parties

81. The Committee heard from the Head of the Scottish Parliament Research
Information Service (SPRIS) that when Ministers answer questions in
relation to Executive agencies they include the text of the letter received
from the agency in the answer, which appears in the Written Answers
Report (WAR).

82. In answers relating to other bodies however, for example, Non
Departmental Public Bodies, the Executive does not do this.

83. The Minister thought that when ministers of the Scottish Executive
undertake to write to members then the Executive were content for such
correspondence to be included in WAR, but he was not in favour of
including in WAR letters from third parties.4

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 3 April 2001, OR, Col 699
2 Procedures Committee, 3 April 2001, OR, Col 698
3 Scottish Executive Memorandum, paragraph 15
4 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 728
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84. The concern of the Head of the Scotish Parliament Research and
Information Service was that where ministers undertook that a third party
would write to a member then that letter should be made available.1

85. The Committee noted the Minister’s indication that the Executive should
not promise that a third party would write to members; that ministers would
not make such promises; and the Executive could not undertake to pass
third party correspondence to members2  His view was that the Executive
would indicate to members that such a matter would be more appropriately
raised directly with the body concerned.

86. The Committee considered that the Executive’s distinction between the
treatment of questions to Executive Agencies  (where the reply from the
Agency is produced below the Answer) and those to other bodies such as
NDPBs, health boards and local government bodies appeared unlikely to
permit the dissemination of information from those other bodies widely to
MSPs and others who may have a legitimate interest.  It could be that the
answer received directly by an MSP from such a body was of great
interest to colleagues and the wider world.  No parliamentary mechanism
exists at present whereby such information is able to be disseminated.
The Committee proposed therefore to examine the matter further as a
priority  at a later date.

Relevance, quality and quantity of parliamentary questions

87. The Committee’s 1st Report on parliamentary questions noted that:

“… a fully appropriate questioning process will not be enabled for this
Parliament without members’ themselves taking some responsibility for
the quantity, quality and relevance of their questions.”3

88. In general, the Committee thought that a relevant question could be said to
be one fully fit to discharge a Member’s intention in asking it, and that that
intention was related closely to a Member’s role as an MSP.

89. Members, the Committee noted, have a variety of roles and interests
within the Parliament: Committee members, Party spokespersons,
members of Cross Party Groups, interests arising from constituency work,
and particular individual interests.

90. In asking a parliamentary question an MSP was likely to be acting in one
or more of these roles, all of which have legitimate political aspects.
Parliamentary questions which arise in the context of these roles will
naturally also frequently demonstrate a political dimension.4

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 728
2 Procedures Committee, 1 May, 2001, OR, Col 728
3 Procedures Committee, 1st Report 2000, paragraph 22, page 7.
4 “This Committee considers that the duality of information gathering and  political rationale is
central to the nature of questions in democratic assemblies and parliaments and contributes
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91. The Committee felt that the relevance of a question cannot be judged by
those charged with providing an answer, or indeed any third party.  While it
is true that the exact reason for a Member asking a question may
sometimes be clear to everyone, at other times a question’s purpose may
be known only to its author.  So long as a question is admissible a
Member is free to ask it.  Members retain the responsibility for using the
freedom to ask questions wisely.

92. The quality of a question may be considered to be related closely to its
relevance but also to its drafting which should be such as to make the
question clearly understood by all those who read it and in particular by
the Executive who are required to answer it.1  The Committee considered
that this was most important.

93. The Committee considered that the rule of clarity in drafting applies also to
answers to parliamentary questions.  In order to achieve and maintain high
standards in the process as a whole, and to enable the transmission of
high quality information,  it is crucial that answers address the points
raised by questions in a clear, helpful and open manner, within the
discipline of responding within the agreed timescale. The Committee
stated in its 1st Report that, “the general pursuit of comprehensive, timely
and clear answers to equally clear questions is an objective
Parliamentarians can all share (emphasis added)”.2  The Committee
considers that the Executive and the Parliament jointly hold the
responsibility of promoting high standards in this process.

94. The issue of the relevance and quality of parliamentary questions should
not be overlooked in the continuing work on quantity/volume issues.
Consensus on exactly what comprises “relevance” and “quality” in this
context may prove difficult to achieve.  Certain points arising from the
Committee’s discussion may prove helpful however.  For example, an
understanding of how an MSP’s question may arise from the complex
roles he/she has, and an appreciation of the vital importance of linguistic

                                                                                                                            
to the proper accountabilities…”  Procedures Committee, 1st Report 2000, paragraph 47,
page 11.
1 It has been pointed out that the benefit of clarity is one that accrues to the questioner.  Janis
Hughes, then Deputy Convener of the Procedures Committee reinforced this point on 23
November 2000, “Members must be vigilant and ensure, before lodging their question, that it
will give them the answer that they want.”  Procedures Committee  23 November 2000, OR,
Col. 324.  The Committee’s 1st Report 2000 links the quality of answers and the quality of
questions suggesting that where questions are flawed, the answer is likely to be
disappointing.  A poorly drafted question may be said to be likely to produce a poor answer
because the respondent may simply be uncertain about the point he is meant to answer.  A
clear question cannot however guarantee a high quality answer.  The Executive’s Guidance
On Scottish Parliamentary Questions provides guidance for their staff on the procedures for
answering parliamentary questions.  The aim of the guidance is, “to ensure that MSPs receive
prompt, accurate and helpful responses to PQs, whilst avoiding disproportionate burden on
the Executive”.

2 1st Report, 2000, (SP paper 169) paragraph 17, page 6.
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clarity in framing questions and answers can only assist mutual
understanding of the difficulties involved in all aspects of this process.

95. This enquiry had its origin in the concern that the quantity of written
questions and the resources brought into play by the Scottish Executive to
answer questions should be in proper balance.  The Committee firmly
believes that It is the maintenance of a proper balance that is the
fundamental condition for delivering an overall process which has public
credibility and not simply one or more individual measures such as limits
on numbers of questions, or adjustments to deadlines which, while helpful,
are by themselves unlikely to deliver overall improvement.

Next Steps

96. This Committee has consistently placed the promotion and maintenance of
a high quality parliamentary question and answer system at the summit of
its priority list of work.  It will continue to do so.  Progress has been
achieved.  Much remains to do however before the system begins to
measure up to the aspirations which the Committee, and Parliament in
general, has for it.  The Convener said on 1 May: “I stress [that] this has
been a second bite at parliamentary questions – not the last bite – and
there will be plenty of opportunities in future to review practice as we work
together to ensure a satisfactory way in which to handle that aspect of our
business.”1  The Committee looks forward to examining further Question
Time, the volume of parliamentary questions, and the issue of
“transparency” of Scottish Executive answers to parliamentary questions,
in the immediate future.

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1 May 2001, OR, Col 729.
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Summary of Recommendations and Conclusions

The Committee reports to the Parliament as follows –

97. That the heads of agreement set out between the Parliament and the
Executive in the Committee’s first report on parliamentary questions have
been implemented.

98. The Committee recommends to the Scottish Parliament that it endorses
the principle that the Parliament and the Scottish Executive should
continue to work co-operatively in improving the Parliament’s question and
answer process in order to support those directly responsible for delivering
that process thereby helping to ensure that process commands full
parliamentary and public credibility.

99. The Committee notes that arrangements to monitor [and publish] the
volume of parliamentary questions and the speed of the Scottish
Executive’s response have been put in place successfully by the
Parliamentary authorities and the Executive jointly as recommended in its
1st Report on this matter; and that while it is too soon to draw firm
conclusions it appears from the figures available that, while more progress
needs to be achieved, the Executive’s performance in answering
parliamentary questions substantively to time is holding up against a
sustained high volume of questions.

100. The Committee recommends

- that the joint Parliamentary/Executive monitoring exercise continues
for the time being

- that this Committee keeps the outcome of the monitoring exercise
under regular review

- that periodic reports should be made to the Parliament by the
Committee on progress in this area

101. The Committee commends the Scottish Executive for making available
its departmental directories electronically, encourages their proper use by
parliamentarians, and looks forward to the Executive’s assessment after 3
months.

102. The Committee recommends that holding answers should be
exceptional with most substantive answers being provided within the
agreed timescale.  This position is one which will take time to approach.

103. The Committee recommends that the Parliament notes the sources of
information available to MSPs; advises that seminars were held on the
parliamentary question process; and endorses further seminars when
these appear to be required.
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104. [The Committee was not persuaded that questions should be
prohibited during recesses.  In recognition however of the reduced level of
resources likely to be available to the Scottish Executive during these
periods due to holidays and to help reduce the likelihood of backlogs
developing the Committee recommends extending the time period for
answers from 21 to 28 days to come into effect one calendar week (7
days) before any recess period of 4 days or more.

105. The Committee thought that parliamentary questions were a legitimate
vehicle for Scottish Executive policy announcements but that the
Parliamentary authorities and the Executive should agree a way to clearly
identify any questions used in this way when they appear in Parliamentary
publications and that backbenchers should be given adequate time to
anticipate the answers to such questions.

106. The Committee made no recommendation on the length of Question
Time but considered that there was a case for it to be examined along with
any other relevant matters at a later stage.

107. The Committee recommends that no further work at this time should be
done on: priority written question system; timescale for answering written
questions when the Parliament is in session; rules on lodging
parliamentary questions; raising concerns about written questions in the
Chamber; limiting the number of parliamentary questions.

108. The Committee recommends that the date of holding answers should
be given in the Written Answers Report when the substantive answer is
given.

109. The Committee notes the expanded guidance on admissibility in the
recently republished Guidance document1; that questions on operational
matters of detail in connection with such bodies as NDPBs, local
authorities and  health boards are most appropriately dealt with by direct
correspondence to the body concerned, though these bodies do fall within
the general responsibility of the Scottish Executive; and that questions can
be admitted which ask about representations to Her Majesty’s Government
on  reserved matters where a decision on policy on that matter has an
impact on a devolved matter.  The Committee hopes that clarification is
helpful to all members.

110. The Committee recognises the efforts of the Scottish Executive to deal
efficiently with the throughput of answers to parliamentary questions by
increasing the numbers of staff of its Parliamentary Branch, improving its
tracking system and other measures.

111. The Committee notes that work is under way in the Executive on costs
of answering parliamentary questions but that no conclusions have been

                                           
1 Detailed Guidance on Parliamentary Questions, The Scottish Parliament, February 2001,
paragraph 2.2, pages 2-6.
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reached.  It expresses the expectation that the Scottish Executive will
come forward with a firm conclusion speedily.

112. The Committee noted that ministers of the Scottish Executive did not
propose to pass third party correspondence to members of the Parliament.
The Committee proposes that it examine this matter further as a priority at
a later date.

113. The Committee wishes to draw to the attention of all Members their
responsibility for lodging questions that are relevant to their roles as
MSPs; that are clearly drafted; and welcomes the recognition by the
Executive of its responsibility for helpful and clear answers.
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ANNEXE A
MEMORANDUM BY THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE TO THE PROCEDURES
COMMITTEE

1. This Memorandum responds to a number of issues arising from the
Procedures Committee’s inquiry into the management of Parliamentary
questions and other business, including points raised with Executive officials
at its meeting on 6 March.

Paper PR/01/2/4: Parliamentary Questions

Answering related questions

2. Mr Paterson asked whether it was possible for two directly related
questions to be answered at the same time (col 626 of the Committee Official
report).  By way of illustration, Mr Paterson explained that he had lodged a
question on 31 May (S1W-7421) and, having received no response, lodged a
further question as a reminder on 8 November (S1W-11046).  An answer to
the first question followed on 27 November and this, in turn, was followed on 5
March with an answer to the reminder question. The Executive acknowledges
that better co-ordination of these answers would have enabled both questions
to have been answered at the same time; and the Executive will aim to ensure
such co-ordination in the future.

3. Under the present system, the Executive is required to answer each
question separately even if it is only to cross-refer to a related,
comprehensive, answer.  Where the same answer applies to a number of
questions these can be displayed consecutively in the Written Answers
Report so that it appears as a single answer (see example at Annex A).
However, we are advised that it is not technically possible under the present
system to physically combine related questions by attaching the second
question to the first so that a single answer need only be given.  Such an
arrangement would simplify the administration and is a matter which will be
considered further by officials in the Parliament and the Executive.

Ministerial correspondence

4. Mr Adam asked about turnaround times for Ministerial correspondence
(col 635).  The last published data were provided in response to a
Parliamentary question by Mr McNulty on 22 December (see Annex B).
Following is the latest information for the month of January 2001:

Total Number of Green Folders by Minister, 1 - 31 January
(excluding Diary cases) - data extracted 6 March 2001
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All
Ministers

Received
in
Central
Corresp.
Unit

Final
Replie
s
issued
in 17
days

% of
replies
issued
within 17
day

(Target
80%)

Final
Replies
issued in
25 days

% of replies
issued within
25 days

(Target
100%%)

TOTAL 847 421 50% 562 65%

5. Related to the matter of Ministerial correspondence, Ms Ferguson and
the Convener (col 636) asked whether progress in dealing with letters could
be tracked within the Executive. Since July 2000, the Scottish Executive has
recorded and transmitted electronically all Ministerial correspondence
received.  Correspondence is sifted in the Central Correspondence Unit, and
scanned.  Once scanned, the system automatically numbers each item of
correspondence, and details of each letter are entered on the system.  Staff in
the Unit send the case (ie, the scanned image and associated details) to an
action officer, who prepares a draft reply and advice.  The draft reply is sent
electronically to the Minister’s office, where staff print out the case for the
Minister’s consideration.  Once the reply has been signed, it is issued to the
correspondent and a copy of the signed reply is scanned into the system,
where it is stored.

6. Every time a case is created, sent, forwarded or printed, the event is
recorded in the case history.  An auditable record is created from each event.
A new suite of management reports is under development which will allow
managers both to monitor performance better and to progress-chase
outstanding correspondence.

Information other than by Question

7. Mr Adam also suggested (col 636) that it could be helpful to Members if
they were advised that they could secure the information required by a route
other than by Parliamentary question.  Members are already encouraged to
access other sources of information and where it is thought appropriate
further advice may be offered to Members in individual cases.

Executive Resources and Tracking System

8. In its response to the Procedures Committee’s preliminary report on
Parliamentary questions, the Scottish Executive indicated at paragraph 6 that
it was constantly striving to improve its performance in relation to answering
written Parliamentary questions and that the Parliamentary Branch was being
reinforced and the internal tracking system revised.

9. Staff resources in the Parliamentary Branch have been increased on a
permanent basis from 3 to 4, with a further 2 members of staff employed
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temporarily to assist until the new electronic tracking system is available.  This
Branch oversees the processing of Parliamentary questions within the
Executive.  The Executive considered that it was important to reinforce the
resources in this area to achieve better management of the questions,
including their allocation to Departments, subsequent monitoring of progress
with draft answers and despatch of the answers.

10. Coupled with the increase in staff is the development of an improved
tracking system for Parliamentary Questions.  The tracking system is being
piloted and is likely to become fully operational in all Departments of the
Executive later this year. It will enable Departments, Ministerial Private Offices
and the Parliamentary Branch to keep a closer check on the progress of each
question. The system is expected to be easier to operate than the present
system and to provide more useful management information, thereby
facilitating improved performance overall.

11. Within the Executive core Departments, staff numbers have increased
by 11% since April 1999; the overall staffing total is now just under 4,000. This
increase has not been made in direct response to the numbers of
Parliamentary questions but to meet overall demands on workloads falling to
Departments.  Draft answers to Parliamentary questions are prepared by
officials as part of their responsibility for a particular subject area.  Workloads
will therefore vary according to the number and complexity of questions at any
one time and the demands of other business.  The Executive keeps its
staffing resources continually under review.

12. The Executive is in the forefront of public bodies committed to the use
and development of Information Technology (IT) as a management resource.
The Executive is also committed to providing developmental training for staff
to assist them in making better use of the resources available to them,
including the application of guidance on specific subject areas such as
Parliamentary questions, and generally to enhance their performance.

Advisory Cost Limit

13. The Executive has been considering the initial findings of a study of the
costs of answering Scottish Parliamentary questions.  The study has been
undertaken to inform consideration of the possible establishment of an
advisory cost limit for answering Parliamentary questions.

14. The first stage of the survey was undertaken in the Spring of 2000
during a period when systems and processes for handling PQs within the
Executive were still settling down.  Although the average costs were broadly
in line with experience in Westminster, there were a number of outlying results
that we have been unable to clarify.  For that reason, we are reluctant to draw
any firm conclusions from the study that would help in the consideration of a
possible advisory cost limit for use on a permanent basis.  The Executive has
therefore decided to continue the study into a second phase.   This will be
taken forward over the next few months.
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15. As an interim measure, the Executive will continue to apply a
disproportionate cost limit very sparingly, based upon that in use at
Westminster.  The limit would only be used to justify not providing information
where the Minister concerned considered that provision of the information was
not appropriate in all the circumstances.

Scottish Executive
March 2001
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Appendix A

Written Answers
Monday 19 March 2001
Scottish Executive

Health

Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con): To ask the Scottish Executive how Local
Health Care Co-operatives will be supported in promoting and advising on disease prevention
and health promotion.

(S1W-13891)
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con): To ask the Scottish Executive how Our
National Health: A plan for action, a plan for change will encourage and bring about
innovation and the delivery of better health care by Local Health Care Co-operatives.

(S1W-13892)
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con): To ask the Scottish Executive how Local
Health Care Co-operatives will be consulted on the allocation of NHS resources.

(S1W-13893)
Susan Deacon: Many LHCCs already carry out extensive health promotion activities. We
wish to build on this work. We will set out the next steps in the development of LHCCs, over
the next few months, following the submission of the LHCC Best Practice Group’s report. The
new unified health boards will also have a key role to play in developing primary care services
and strengthening the role of LHCCs. In addition, I announced on 12 March as part of the
Review of the Contribution of Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors to improving the Public’s
Health that each LHCC will receive funding for a Public Health Practitioner to lead and co-
ordinate better health in the country.
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Appendix B

Written Answers
Friday 22 December 2000
Scottish Executive

Ministerial Correspondence

Des McNulty (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab): To ask the Scottish Executive whether it
will detail its performance in replying to correspondence from MPs or MSPs.

(S1W-12163)

Mr Tom McCabe: In the quarter April to June 2000, 3,618 letters were received for ministerial
reply, of which 41% received a reply within the target 17 working days. In the quarter July to
September 2000 (which included the holiday period), 3,395 letters were received of which
31% were answered within 17 working days. So far in the current quarter (1 October – 17
November) 2,364 letters have been received and 37% of replies have been issued on time.

A new electronic system for handling correspondence within the Executive is now operational
across the core Departments. A range of other measures are being taken to improve
correspondence handling, including new guidance for staff, a quality circle project in one
Department and steps to ensure that incoming correspondence reaches the correct Action
Officer more quickly. I expect these to produce a marked improvement in response times in
2001, and the Executive’s targets for answering ministerial correspondence in the last quarter
of 2001 will be:

80% of correspondence to receive a reply within 17 working days; and
100% of correspondence to receive a reply within 25 working days.

I shall report quarterly on progress towards these targets.
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ANNEXE B

Month Lodged
June 1999 313
July 1999 378
August 1999 493
September 1999 456
October 1999 460
November 1999 541
December 1999 646
January 2000 536
February 2000 740
March 2000 1050
April 2000 544
May 2000 1003
June 2000 984
July 2000 509
August 2000 545
September 2000 623
October 2000 627
November 2000 880
December 2000 511
January 2001 736
February 2001 779
March 2001 898
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Parliamentary Questions and Answers

18 Sep 00 to 13 Oct 00

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 477 11 488
Questions Answered 613 27 640

Non-recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 269 56% 7 100%
2-4 weeks 113 23.5% 0
4-6 weeks 38 7.9% 0
6-8 weeks 0 0 0
8 weeks and over 60 12.5% 0
Total answered 480 7

Recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 days 56 42% 18 90%
3-5 weeks 20 15% 2 10%
5-7 weeks 29 21.8% 0
7-9 weeks 10 7.5% 0
9 weeks and over 18 13.5% 0
Total answered 133 20

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 53%

Parliamentary Questions and Answers

16 Oct 00 – 10 Nov 00

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 706 13 719
Questions Answered 462 17 479
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Non-recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 157 49.8% 8 57.2%
2-4 weeks 88 27.9% 6 42.8%
4-6 weeks 26 8.3% 0
6-8 weeks 14 4.4% 0
8 weeks and over 30 9.5% 0
Total answered 315 14

Recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 days 133 90.5% 3 100%
3-5 weeks 1 0.7% 0
5-7 weeks 0 0 0
7-9 weeks 2 1.4% 0
9 weeks and over 11 7.5% 0
Total answered 147 3

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 63%

Parliamentary Questions and Answers

13 Nov 00 – 08 Dec 00

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 683 5 688
Questions Answered 778 8 786

Non-recess questions answered
Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 454 64% 7 87.5%
2-4 weeks 68 9.6% 1 12.5%
4-6 weeks 52 7.4% 0
6-8 weeks 22 3.1% 0
8 weeks and over 111 15.7% 0
Total answered 707 8
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Recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 days 0 0 0
3-5 weeks 21 29.6% 0
5-7 weeks 26 36.6% 0
7-9 weeks 8 11.3% 0
9 weeks and over 16 22.5% 0
Total answered 71 0

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 58%

Parliamentary Questions and Answers

11 Dec 00 – 05 Jan 01

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 418 15 433
Questions Answered 368 1 369

Non-recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 176 49.7% 1 100%
2-4 weeks 147 41.5% 0
4-6 weeks 16 4.5% 0
6-8 weeks 4 1.1% 0
8 weeks and over 11 3.1% 0
Total answered 354 1

Recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 days 9 64.3% 0
3-5 weeks 0 0
5-7 weeks 0 0
7-9 weeks 0 0
9 weeks and over 5 35.7% 0
Total answered 14 0

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 50%

Parliamentary Questions and Answers
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08 Jan 01 -  02 Feb 01

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 717 7 724
Questions Answered 712 18 730

Non-recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 241 40.8% 4 80%
2-4 weeks 13 2.2% 1 20%
4-6 weeks 110 18.6% 0
6-8 weeks 110 18.6% 0
8 weeks and over 117 19.8% 0
Total answered 591 5

Recess questions answered

Answered Within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 days 62 51.2% 13 100%
3-5 weeks 27 22.3% 0
5-7 weeks 8 6.6% 0
7-9 weeks 0 0 0
9 weeks and over 24 19.8% 0
Total answered 121 13

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 43%

Parliamentary Questions and Answers

Period from 5 Feb 2001 to 2 Mar 2001

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 781 5 786
Questions Answered 661 7 668
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Non-recess questions answered

Answered within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 475 74.5% 7 100%
2-4 weeks 21 3.3% 0
4-6 weeks 57 8.9% 0
6-8 weeks 9 1.4% 0
8 weeks and over 75 11.7% 0
Total answered 637 7

Recess questions answered

Answered within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 Days 3 12.5% 0
3-5 weeks 4 16.7% 0
5-7 weeks 7 29.2% 0
7-9 weeks 4 16.7% 0
9 weeks and over 6 25% 0
Total answered 24 0

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 72%

Parliamentary Questions and Answers

Period from 5 Mar 2001 to 30 Mar 2001

Scottish
Executive

Presiding
Officer

Total

Questions Asked 763 11 774
Questions Answered 965 9 974

Non-recess questions answered

Answered within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-14 days 421 48.7% 8 100%
2-4 weeks 64 7.4% 0
4-6 weeks 150 17.3% 0
6-8 weeks 68 7.86% 0
8 weeks and over 162 18.7% 0
Total answered 865 8
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Recess questions answered

Answered within: Scottish Executive Presiding Officer
0-21 Days 68 68% 1 100%
3-5 weeks 7 7% 0
5-7 weeks 1 1% 0
7-9 weeks 3 3% 0
9 weeks and over 21 21% 0
Total answered 100 1

Percentage of Executive questions answered in due period 51%
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ANNEXE C
Parliamentary Questions Seminar : Aims

To ensure that all participants are fully aware of

• the rules and procedures for lodging and answering parliamentary
questions

• the ongoing work to ensure the continuing appropriateness of
existing practice and procedures in respect of parliamentary
questions, and

• all the sources of information available to Members and their
research staff in the course of their work

SEMINAR : WEDNESDAY, 14TH FEBRUARY 2001, COMMITTEE ROOM 2,
COMMITTEE CHAMBERS

From 2.30pm Tea/Coffee
2.45 – 3.00pm Welcome and remarks from Murray

Tosh MSP, Convener of the Procedures
Committee

3.00 – 3.15pm Chamber Desk: Revised Guidelines on
parliamentary questions (Hugh Flinn,
Clerk Team Leader, Chamber Desk)

3.15 – 3.30pm Scottish Executive Perspective:
internal procedures for processing
parliamentary questions; sources of
information available to the Executive.
New service for internal directories.
(Andrew McNaughton/Johann
MacDougall).

3.30 – 3.45pm SPICe: information sources/liaison with
the Scottish Executive/assistance they
can provide.  (Janet Seaton, Head of
SPICe)

3.45 – 4.00pm How to find Questions and Answers
using IT: and other search techniques.
(Bethan Hubbard, Head of Information
Services)

4.00 – 4.20pm Panel Session: Chaired by Murray
Tosh.  General Questions fielded by
Hugh Flinn, Andrew McNaughton/Johann
MacDougall, Janet Seaton and Bethan
Hubbard.

4.20pm Close
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Parliamentary Questions Seminar : Aims

To ensure that all participants are fully aware of

• the rules and procedures for lodging and answering parliamentary
questions

• the ongoing work to ensure the continuing appropriateness of
existing practice and procedures in respect of parliamentary
questions, and

• all the sources of information available to Members and their
research staff in the course of their work

SEMINAR : FRIDAY, 16TH FEBRUARY 2001, COMMITTEE ROOM 2,
COMMITTEE CHAMBERS

From 9.45am Tea/Coffee
10.00 – 10.15am Welcome and remarks from Murray

Tosh MSP, Convener of the Procedures
Committee

10.15 – 10.30am Chamber Desk: Revised Guidelines on
parliamentary questions (Hugh Flinn,
Clerk Team Leader, Chamber Desk)

10.30 – 10.45am Scottish Executive Perspective:
internal procedures for processing
parliamentary questions; sources of
information available to the Executive.
New service for internal directories.
(Andrew/McNaughton/Johann
MacDougall).

10.45 – 11.00am SPICe: information sources/liaison with
the Scottish Executive/assistance they
can provide (Janet Seaton, Head of
SPICe)

11.00 –11.15am How to find Questions and Answers
using IT: and other search techniques.
(Bethan Hubbard, Head of Information
Systems)

11.15 – 11.35am Panel Session: Chaired by Murray
Tosh.  General Questions fielded by
Hugh Flinn, Andrew McNaughton/Johann
MacDougall, Janet Seaton and Bethan
Hubbard.

11.35am Close   
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ANNEXE D

Parliamentary Questions Seminar

Summary of information obtained from quality questionnaires.

72 people attended the seminars.

A questionnaire was issued to participants.  55 were returned some partially
completed.  The results are shown below:-

Content

Did you find the content of the Seminar:

Valuable 46 9
Interesting 46 9    
Relevant 46 9    

Presentation

Did you find the presentation of the Seminar:

Very good 12
Good 39
Poor 2

Venue

Did you find the venue:

Suitable 50 2   
Comfortable 31 24

Catering

Did you find the catering adequate   48 3

Administration

Did you find the administration

Very good 17
Good 33
Poor

Yes No
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ANNEXE E

αβχδεφγηιϕκλ
Minister for Parliament
Tom McCabe MSP

Mr Murray Tosh MSP
Convener
The Procedures Committee
The Scottish Parliament
George IV Bridge
EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

The Scottish Parliament
Edinburgh EH99 1SP

Telephone: 0131-556 8400
scottish.ministers@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.scotland.gov.uk

14 May 2001

Euan Robson and I were grateful for the opportunity to discuss a range of issues
relating to Parliamentary questions with you and your colleagues on 1 May.  In my
view we had a constructive debate and it was useful to hear members’ views at first
hand.

Having reflected on our discussions, I thought it might be helpful if I were to write
about the Committee’s proposal to adjust the rules for questions lodged immediately
before and during recesses. The Committee has helpfully proposed that the normal
period should be extended from 21 to 28 days for answering questions lodged during
recess, and to include the week before recess in this arrangement.

I had hoped that the Committee could go a step further and consider a moratorium on
lodging questions for, say, 4 weeks during the summer recess.  The benefits of this
measure would, in my view, be significant in that it would give the Executive greater
capacity to clear any backlog of questions which had built up.  It would also assist the
Chamber Desk, Ministers and Executive officials in their day-to-day business during
the holiday period.  As a result, the speed and quality of service overall should
improve to the benefit of everyone concerned.  I also suggest that it would be useful
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to extend the 28-day period within which questions should be answered to the
fortnight before the start of the recess.

As I said in Committee, a moratorium would not mean a complete shutdown on the
provision of information.  For instance, we would continue to answer questions
lodged before the moratorium.  Members would still be able to write for information
or, in cases of real urgency, to seek factual information directly from officials.  And
we would be willing in principle to consider an adjustment to Standing Orders to
allow emergency questions to be lodged for written answer at the discretion of the
Presiding Officer.
I fully acknowledge members’ right to ask questions.  But it does seem important in
the Parliament’s early years to try out arrangements which maximise the scope for the
system as a whole to operate more efficiently. With the experience of two summer
recesses behind us we now have the opportunity to alter our arrangements and take
time to assess the effect that a moratorium would have on the system.

I hope that in preparing its report, the Committee will reconsider their proposals to
adjust the rules on lodging questions.  I would be pleased to discuss the matter further
with you

TOM McCABE
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ANNEXE F

Proposed standing order change.

In Rule 13.5.2, for the third sentence substitute “In the case of a question
lodged during the 7 days before a period when the Parliament is in recess for
more than 4 days and during that recess, an answer shall be lodged normally
within 28 days of the question being lodged.”
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ANNEXE G
Issue

1. The utility of pursuing the further options for exploration contained in
Annex E to the Procedures Committee 1st Report, 2000, “Preliminary
Report into the Volume of Written Parliamentary Questions and the
Scottish Executive’s Speed of Response (SP Paper 169) p.22.

Raised by

2. Procedures Committee (enquiry into parliamentary questions).

Background

3. The Committee agreed to include consideration of Annex E in the ambit of
its 2nd Report.1  The report was clear however that detailed consideration
of the points at Annex E would be required only if, “progress [was]
not…maintained by means of such agreement as….. proposed in Annex
D,2  i.e. the main heads of agreement between the Parliament and the
Executive (copy attached to minute covering this suite of papers).

4. We consider that progress in devising a monitoring system for
Parliamentary Questions and in clearing the backlog has been made and
that as a consequence very detailed work is not required at present on any
issues in Annex E.  It may nevertheless be helpful for the Committee to
consider these briefly and for any report to reflect that consideration.

The Further Options

5. Annex E to SP Paper 169 listed 5 further options which had been carried
forward from an earlier Committee consideration

• Priority written question system
• Revision of the timescale for answering written questions/notice period
• Possible review of the rules on lodging parliamentary questions
• Members’ ability to raise [within the Chamber] their concerns regarding an

unanswered written question
• Limiting the number of parliamentary questions

Consideration

Priority written question system

6. In Annex E of its 1st Report the Committee considered that, “while it may
still wish to look at [a priority written question system it took] the view that

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1st Report 2000; paragraph 3, page 3.
2 Procedures Committee, 1st Report 2000; paragraph 55, page 12
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there are likely to be grave difficulties in achieving the desired speed and
quality of overall improvements through any such system.”1

7. The fundamental object of the committee in all its work on Parliamentary
Questions is to help to achieve improvements in the overall smoothness,
speed and quality of the process of parliamentary questions and answers.

8. Any system whereby some questions – however categorised – were
routinely given priority over others would, the Committee may consider,
amount to a failure by the Parliament and the Executive to cope with the
totality of questions and answers in a way in which the general public was
likely to consider reasonable.

9. The Committee may think that a test of reasonableness in this context
would be a system which ensured that the question of one MSP would not
take precedence over that of another, within an even application of the
rules of admissibility laid down in the standing orders of the Parliament
(Rules 13.3-13.9) including the Emergency Question provision.

10. The Committee may take the view that the implementation of any priority
system would be a priori incompatible with the pursuit of overall
improvements in processing all parliamentary questions because it would
be bound to involve the imposition of criteria which would lead to the
,speedier answering of some questions over others.  Further, the creation
of such criteria would have been the result of the system’s incapacity to
cope with the volume of questions, and not on factors intrinsic to the
questions themselves (for example, urgency, importance – however
defined).  For that reason the Committee might feel that the
recommendation of such a system should be approached with great
caution

.
11. It is not immediately obvious how any priority system able to command

universal agreement in the Parliament and the Scottish Executive could be
devised and what the prioritisation criteria would consist of.

12. An argument for a priority system might be that provision for very urgent
questions will arise periodically.  The standing orders already provide for
so-called Emergency Questions2 much in the form of Private Notice

                                           
1 See also letter from Murray Tosh to Sir David Steel, 15 October 1999, reproduced in
Procedures Committee 1st Report, 1999, Draft Standing Orders of The Scottish Parliament
(SP Paper 28), p.25.
2 Standing Orders Rule 13.8.  Such arrangements are common among legislatures.  For
example, in the New Zealand House of Representatives they are called “Questions of the
day”.  Up to 6 of these questions for same day answer can be asked, this category of
question having been introduced in 1986 by the House, “in order to permit matters of up-to-
the-minute concern to be raised regularly…” (Parliamentary Practice in New Zealand (2nd

Edition), David McGee, 1994, p.426).  The questions are required to be lodged in the morning
twice weekly on the days in question to enable the Minister to have time to prepare an
answer.  In addition, however, the House has a category of questions called “urgent” which
can be submitted to the Speaker and the relevant Minister and which, if accepted as such by
the former, may be answered immediately (McGee, p.427).
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Questions (PNQ) in the House of Commons.1  Such questions are by their
nature oral questions. There is no priority system for written questions in
the Scottish Parliament.

13. The Committee has already noted the system for written questions in the
House of Commons.2

14. Briefly, the House of Commons has a twin track system for written
questions: ordinary written questions and questions for written answer on
a named day.

15.  But as the House operates a convention that answers to questions for
ordinary written answer should normally be given within one week of their
appearance on the Order Paper of the House, and the minimum time for
answers to named day questions which may be required is three sitting
days, there seems in principle anyway, relatively little time advantage to
the members in such arrangements and the advantages of the system
may be more apparent than real.  (It is the case however that the
convention of answering questions within a week is just that, a convention,
and that it is possible for Departments not to maintain the convention at all
times.)

16. A priority system for written questions the Committee might
conclude should only be contemplated where it has proved
institutionally impossible to maintain the flow of the majority of
substantive answers to parliamentary questions within the agreed
timescales laid down in the standing orders with the result that, by
any reasonable criteria, the process was being brought into general
disrepute.

17. The figures from the monitoring exercise presented elsewhere in this
report indicate this is by no means the case; that while the Executive’s
drive to reduce the backlog was hampering very recent progress
somewhat, there is evidence over the last few months that the Executive
was answering an increased proportion of questions substantively within a
progressively shorter timescale.

                                           
1 A PNQ is a question which has not appeared on the order paper of the Commons but which
is of an urgent and important nature, or relates to the business arrangements of the House.
See Handbook of House of Commons Procedure, Paul Evans (Vacher Dod, 2nd ed), Chapter
8, 8.26.  The use to which these provisions for urgent questions in the House of Commons
and the Scottish Parliament are put is somewhat distinct in practice.  For example, in the
House of Commons the only regular weekly PNQ is asked by the Shadow Leader of the
House and is an opportunity to question the Government’s business for the following week,
(Erskine May, Parliamentary Practice, 22nd ed., p.306).  In the Scottish Parliament such an
opportunity can be accessed through the provisions of Rule 8.11 and not the Emergency
Question route.  The Chamber Desk estimate that around 30 Emergency Questions have
probably been lodged since May 1999; but only one has been accepted by the PO (Jamie
McGrigor, 25 May 2000).  Source: Chamber Desk records.
2 Letter from Murray Tosh to Sir David Steel, 15 October 1999, Procedures Committee 1st

Report, 1999, p.24.
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18. In these circumstances the Committee might conclude that there is
no clear justification at this time for pursuing the option of a priority
written question system in the Parliament.

Revision of timescale

19. The Committee undertook,  “to keep under review the option of
investigating the timescale for answering written questions in the light of
further work.”1

20. This issue is raised in the context of Parliamentary Questions in
Parliamentary recesses.  Consequently brief mention only is made of
it here.

21. The Committee considered the deadlines for answering written
Parliamentary Questions previously in 1999.  In its 1st Report, 1999 it
concluded that there should be a change to the deadline of 14 days during
recesses, and the Parliament agreed that in recesses of 4 days or more,
the appropriate deadline should be 21 days.  It saw no reason to change
the deadline of 4 days at other times, i.e. when the Parliament is sitting. 2

22. The issue of deadlines for answering questions arose in the context of
some members’ frustrations during the Parliament’s first summer recess
(1999) at the rate of substantive answers and the number of holding
answers.

23. A parliamentary question from Alex Neil was asked as to whether the
Executive would give a timescale for substantive reply when a holding
answer was given.  The then First Minister replied in the negative, but
assured Mr Neil that “on each occasion every effort will be made to
provide the requested information as soon as possible.” 3 The Presiding
Officer wrote to the Convener on 12 August 1999 about the matter.4

24. Evidence heard from the Executive by the Committee in 1999 was to the
effect that the Executive believed that the present deadline was
appropriate taking into account the need to balance resources available
with the requirement for a timely response to members’ questions.
Evidence was heard from the SNP that a substantive answer should be
available within “a fortnight”, that Ministers should be sparing with holding
answers, and should be prepared to justify them.5

25. The Committee will have noted evidence elsewhere that the Executive’s
speed of response in answering parliamentary questions is holding up

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1st Report, 2000, SP Paper 169, paragraph 3 p.22.
2 Procedures Committee, 1st Report, 1999, SP Paper 28, p.25.
3 Written Answers Report, 8 July 1999 Question No. S1W-223.
4 Letter from the Presiding Officer to Murray Tosh, 12 August 1999 “In the light of
this…whether there would be a limit on the number of written Parliamentary Questions which
could be asked during recess.”
5 Procedures Committee paper, PR/99/5/2, Issues 25 and 26.
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reasonably,1 achievements within the present deadlines of 14 days when
the Parliament is sitting and 21 days during recesses of 4 or more days.

26. The Committee is considering one aspect of this further in the
context of deadlines during recesses. The Committee may consider
that while it will wish to look for further improvements in the
performance of the Executive, the present performance does not
require at this time the relatively drastic remedy of an alteration to
the present deadlines for answering Parliamentary questions during
periods when the Parliament is sitting.

Rules on lodging parliamentary questions

27. The Committee noted in its 1st Report, 2000 that, “the Chamber Desk is
currently preparing an updated version of the detailed guidance circulated
to members in June 1999, and that it is intended to incorporate in this
guidance advice about other sources of information.”2

28. The Committee’s major concern was that members should have in mind
that alternative sources of information are available to them at the point
when they are be contemplating framing a parliamentary question.  The
report states: “The Committee encourages members to reflect on their use
of parliamentary questions and the availability of all sources of information.
(emphasis added)”3

29. The revised guidance on parliamentary questions has recently been
issued by the Chamber Desk after approval by the Parliamentary Bureau
and was circulated to those attending the seminars hosted by the
Committee and chaired by the Convener on 14th and 16th February and
ahead of publication.4  The Guidance has been sent to all MSPs in hard
copy and it is also available to members on the Parliament’s Intranet.  The
relevant part states…  “it is for individual members to take responsibility for
the quantity, quality and relevance of their questions and to take account
of the availability of all other sources of information so that the
parliamentary question system is used in the most efficient and
appropriate manner.” (emphasis added)5

30. The Committee is invited to endorse the point made in the Guidance
and underlined above.

31. The Committee may wish to agree that the revised Guidance, given
the primary purpose of the document, does embody its earlier

                                           
1 Paragraph 17 above.
2 Procedures Committee, 1st Report, 2000, SP Paper 169, paragraph 25, p.7.
3 Procedures Committee, 1st Report, 2000, SP Paper 169, paragraph 23, p.7.
4 The two seminars chaired by the Convener were primarily for members’ researchers in
order to ensure that members and their staff are fully aware of the alternatives to asking a
parliamentary question and are also alive to the current system of parliamentary questions.
The event is a “continuing seminar” and  the Committee intends to hold it again when
appropriate, for example to update members and their researchers.
5 Scottish Parliament Detailed Guidance on Parliamentary Questions - paragraph 2.1 p.2.
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aspiration that members should be alerted to the need to consider all
available sources of information.

Members’ ability to raise their concern within the Chamber regarding an
unanswered written question.

32. Members can on occasion wait some time to receive answers to
questions.1  This indeed is a main reason why the Committee is
conducting its present enquiry.  The Committee’s report might usefully
reflect the hope that the example of a fairly recent very long wait for a reply
noted at footnote 1 will become a thing of the past.

33. As noted, all the measures looked at by the Committee are being
examined with the object of deciding whether or not their application may
assist the Parliamentary Question process to run more smoothly.

34. The present proposal was considered from that perspective: would the
ability of an MSP to raise the matter in the Chamber be likely to contribute
to improving the process?  Would the disadvantages of adding to the
public business of the Chamber (albeit a short and exceptional item) be
offset by the process advantages?

35. First, what measures are available at present to members who wish to
draw attention to the failure of the Executive to answer a question?

36. There are a number.  Briefly, it is open to members to ask the Procedures
Committee to consider the matter.  Members are free to write to the
Presiding Officer. 2  They may complain directly to the Executive itself.
They could also ask a question (for written or oral answer) about the non-
appearance of an answer to a previous question,3 though the successful
selection of the oral variety  (effectively the proposal under consideration)
would depend on random selection.

37. The purpose of raising the matter in the Chamber would presumably be as
a measure of last resort, using a public forum and potential
embarrassment to try and obtain an answer more quickly than might
otherwise be the case.

38. There is a danger in such a procedure of bringing the parties and the
process into disrepute.  It is unlikely that public opinion would approve of
time being taken on such matters in the Chamber.  The public would be
more likely to consider that the arrangements in which all the parties were
stakeholders should be sophisticated enough to deliver complete answers

                                           
1 Procedures Committee, 1st Report 2000, pp. 3 and 4.  Fiona McLeod’s question S1W-5058
received a holding reply on 20 March 2000; and an answer on 24 November 2000.
2 Kenny Gibson and Dennis Canavan, Procedures Committee, 1st Report 2000, Annex B and
Annex C, pp. 18-20.
3 For example, Alex Neil’s question S1W-10697 asking after S1W-4411; Michael Russell’s
S1W-12287 asking after S1W-11696; and Adam Ingram’s S1W-12464 asking after 4 previous
questions.
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within the agreed timescale.  The Committee may feel that MSPs
themselves are likely to share this view.

39. There would also be the question of devising a form and procedure in
which the matter could be raised. This appears unnecessary when
provision exists already for members to lodge questions enquiring after a
late answer.

40. The Committee may conclude that there is little justification for
instigating such a procedure at this time.

Limiting the number of parliamentary questions

41. The Committee stated in its 1st Report, 2000 that it would, “require the
most compelling evidence that the present arrangements were broken to
pursue the option of limiting the number of Parliamentary questions,”1

further, it was to be contemplated only in circumstances where,
“reasonable and effectively deployed Executive resources were unlikely to
prove capable of coping with questions.”2

42. The selection of up to 30 questions for answer at Question Time; and up to
6 at First Minister’s Question Time is itself a rationing of oral questions.
The option for present consideration applies only to the written questions
therefore.

43. In the Westminster House of Commons a member may give notice of any
one oral question to each Department answering, up to a maximum of two
per day.

44. There is no such limit, ration or quota on written questions (ordinary or
priority) in the House of Commons, but a limit has been discussed (though
it was not pursued) and concerns expressed over what might be perceived
as the abuse of the priority written question system.3  Some MPs
expressed strong views that no limit should be contemplated.4  The Select
Committee on Procedure reminded members that priority questions should
be used sparingly.  This reflected the Committee’s view that the main
concern expressed to them was on the “use or misuse” of the priority
written question system, not any desire for a blanket restriction (limit) on
members’ ability to ask questions.5  (This suggests that the difficulties
inherent in considering a priority written questions arrangement are very
real and that once set up it can itself be a source of dissatisfaction.)

45. Any move to ration the number of written questions would be highly
controversial and the delivery of any consensual arrangements would be

                                           
1 Procedures Committee 1st Report, 2000, p. 22.
2 Evans, p.69.  See also, Select Committee On Procedure, Third Report, Parliamentary
Questions, House of Commons, Session 1990-91, published 22 May 1991, [178].
3 HC (1990-91) 178, published 22 May 1991, paragraph 57.
4HC (1990-91) 178, published 22 May 1991, paragraph 63.
5 HC (1990-91) 178, published 22 May 1991, paragraph 69
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fraught with problems.  It is reasonably clear even now when the
monitoring of parliamentary questions is in its infancy that the criteria
(paragraph 41 above) set by this Committee earlier for looking at this
option in detail have not been met and that progress is being made in
setting up a Parliamentary Question monitoring system in which we are
able to have confidence.

46. In those circumstances the Committee is invited to agree that no
further work be done on this option.
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ANNEXE H
PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES

2nd Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 6 March 2001

Present:
Murray Tosh (Convener) Brian Adam
Donald Gorrie Patricia Ferguson
Frank McAveety Kenneth Macintosh (Deputy Convener)
Gil Paterson

4.     Enquiry into Parliamentary Questions: The Committee
agreed—

• to note the successful implementation of monitoring
arrangements for Parliamentary Questions

• that such monitoring should continue and the outcomes
should be used to inform further consideration

• to note the various sources of information which were
available to MSPs

• to note the outcomes of the seminars which had been held,
and the intention to run these again when required

• to recommend that the time period for answering questions
during recess periods of four or more days should be
extended to 28 days, and that this extended time period
should also apply during the week before any such recess
period

• that Parliamentary Questions are a reasonable method for
the Executive to make policy announcements and to
consider the matter further at the next meeting of the
Committee

• that the length of Question Time should be considered
further at the next meeting of the Committee

that, as recommended, no further action should be taken on the
issues identified in Annex E of the Procedures Committee’s
1stReport 2000 on Parliamentary Questions (SP 169)
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PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES

3rd  Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 3 April 2001

Present:
Murray Tosh (Convener) Brian Adam
Donald Gorrie Frank McAveety
Kenneth Macintosh (Deputy Convener) Gil Paterson

Apologies were received from Patricia Ferguson.

Enquiry into Parliamentary Questions: The Committee agreed to the
proposals set out in paper PR/01/3/5.
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MIN
PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES

4th  Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 1 May 2001
UTES

4th Meeting, S
Present:
Murray Tosh (Convener) Brian Adam
Patricia Ferguson Donald Gorrie
Frank McAveety Kenneth Macintosh (Deputy Convener)
Gil Paterson

ession 1 (2001)
1. Enquiry into Parliamentary Questions: The Committee took

evidence from—

Mr Tom McCabe MSP, Minister for Parliament

Euan Robson MSP, Deputy Minister for Parliament

Michael Lugton, Head of Constitution & Parliamentary
Secretariat, Scottish Executive

Andrew McNaughton, Head of Parliamentary Liaison
Unit, Scottish Executive.

The Committee agreed to consider a draft report on Parliamentary
Questions at its next meeting.
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Annexe I

EXTRACT FROM THE OFFICIAL REPORT

PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

2ND MEETING, 2001 (SESSION 1)

TUESDAY 6 MARCH 2001

Col 623
Parliamentary Questions

The Convener: Item 4 is supported by a series of papers on parliamentary
questions. Michael Lugton and Andrew McNaughton from the Executive, and
Hugh Flinn from the Parliament’s chamber desk join us.
The report flags up a series of issues that are under consideration by the
committee, arising from our first report on parliamentary questions, which was
approved by Parliament last year. Many issues were raised; they are
summarised in the third paragraph of the paper. Those issues that are
highlighted in that paragraph are covered in the following series of papers.
We intend to discuss the issues this morning, come—if possible—to
agreement on our direction, commission further work where necessary and
hold the replies until such time as we are able to deal with the remaining
issues. We will then wrap up those issues in our second report on
parliamentary questions.
Do you have some general comments, gentlemen?
Michael Lugton (Scottish Executive Executive Secretariat): We are very
grateful for the opportunity to participate in the committee's further
consideration of parliamentary questions. Since the committee report last year
and our response we have, as agreed, been working in close co-operation
with the committee clerks and the chamber office. Joint working arrangements
have been established to consider the issues, primarily those in relation to the
monitoring exercise.
Ministers will want to consider their position and policy in relation to some of
the other topics that are raised in the papers. At this stage, we would be
happy to offer some general observations on the facts of the Executive's
position in relation to parliamentary questions.
Ministers and Executive officials attach the highest importance to responding
timeously and helpfully to parliamentary questions. Our performance is
carefully and regularly monitored by the Minister for Parliament, the Deputy
Minister for Parliament and senior management. Corrective action is identified
wherever particular problems occur.
Parliamentary questions are an area of activity in which the Executive is
demand-led. The papers from the clerk show that there are considerable
fluctuations in the volume of questions that are being lodged from month to
month and even from week to week. That unpredictable and variable volume,
coupled with the significant increase in
Col 624
the number of questions that are lodged since the Parliament and the
Executive assumed their respective responsibilities in July 1999 has had a
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considerable impact on Executive staff resources. However, despite that, we
are rising to the challenge of coping with the additional work load. We are now
making significant inroads into improving the overall performance and clearing
the backlog.
Prior to the last quarter of 2000, at the end of each quarter, our audit showed
a long trail of unanswered questions that stretched back for many months. In
recent months we have worked very hard to tackle that problem. The current
position is that the backlog is cleared up to last October.
11:00
There are 11 unanswered questions from November and 25 from December.
The decline in overall performance from the middle of December, which is
recorded in annexe B of the paper, must be viewed in the context of the
overall volume of questions, the fact that we concentrated on dealing with the
backlog of questions and absences during the Christmas recess. Paragraphs
15 to 19 of the paper provide a helpful analysis.
Ministers continue to attach the highest importance to providing speedy and
helpful answers to questions and will keep the matter under regular review.
Our parliamentary branch is being strengthened and an updated electronic
tracking system is being piloted. We were glad to be able to participate in the
seminars for members and their assistants, which were organised recently by
the Parliament. We hope that they have helped to underline the Executive’s
willingness to provide in the most effective way information in response to
members’ inquiries. We will continue to work closely with parliamentary
officials to try to ensure that the service that we provide is as helpful as
possible.
Ministers will want to take careful account of the various views that members
express during this part of the committee meeting, and we will be happy to try
to deal with any questions of a factual nature and to participate in the
discussion.
The Convener: Thank you. Michael Lugton has spoken on the first issue—
inside the yellow cover in members' folders—which is the volume of
parliamentary questions and the Executive's speed of response. In a moment,
I shall open the discussion for members to make points or ask questions.
First, I ask Hugh Flinn whether he wants to say anything about the volume of
questions and the speed of the Executive's response.
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Hugh Flinn: The paper speaks for itself. I shall, however, clarify one point.
Paragraph 8 of the paper refers to annexe A and states that the figures on the
total number of questions cover the period from February 2000. In fact, at a
late stage we decided to take the figures in annexe A right back to May 1999.
The Convener: Thank you for pointing that out. I had not picked that up.
I would like an explanation for the tail-off in performance towards the tail-end
of the year. Does the Executive regard that as seasonal, or did it have specific
causes? Is it a problem that Executive officials are still tackling?
Michael Lugton: That issue is addressed in paragraph 18 of the paper, which
explains that the period covered included the Christmas recess, when the
office of the clerk and the Executive were closed for a significant number of
days. Questions that were asked in the run-up to Christmas were most likely
to receive holding answers, due to the extent to which people were not at their
desks during that period.
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As I said, a concerted effort has been made to try to work off the backlog. I
hope that now that we have broken the back of the backlog, we can
concentrate on dealing with the current work load more than we have been
able to in the recent past. I hope that performance will pick up again.
The Convener: Okay. Can we assume that the backlog issue will not arise
again, as the back of it is broken, and that that distortion should not recur? As
the problem due to closure during the Christmas recess will probably recur,
will the Executive take steps to deal with it or will we have to accept that, for
practical reasons, there will be delays in answering questions that are lodged
in December?
Michael Lugton: We hope that we will be able to operate in such a way that
backlogs will not build up again. However, as I said in my introductory
remarks, our difficulty is that answering parliamentary questions is a demand-
led activity. One is led inexorably to the conclusion that if the demand
increases but our resources, in the short term, do not, backlogs will build up
again. We will do everything that we can to respond positively; however, if
demand rises further, a backlog might manifest itself again.
The other issue, which is addressed further down the papers, is whether there
might be a change to recess periods in standing orders. Ministers attach
considerable importance to that issue and would be pleased if the committee
could address it.
The Convener: We will come to that shortly. Do members have any further
questions on the paper
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on the results of the monitor?
Mr Gil Paterson (Central Scotland) (SNP): I have two points to raise. First,
the Executive’s performance in answering questions is obviously getting
significantly better. The average is 52 per cent across the board, with some
highs and some lows. How does that measure against the performance of
other Parliaments, with regard to the number of questions that members
submit and the performance rate in answering them? It would be useful to
have such information, to give us an idea of just how well we are doing.
Secondly, non-answers attract further questions. I asked a question in March
and received no answer. In early November, I lodged a second question to
ask when the first question was going to be answered. The reply to the
original question was received fairly swiftly after that, on 22 November. I
thought that that was the end of the matter. I then received an answer
yesterday to my second question, on when an answer was going to be given
to the first one. I have made inquiries and have discovered that that happens
quite frequently.
I have opened a few establishments in my time and so I realise that there are
teething troubles in establishing systems—I do not mean to criticise the
Executive. However, it may be useful for Executive officials to consider
attaching second questions to the original ones, so that the two can be
answered at the same time. That would be a practical solution, which would
help to cut down the number of questions.
Michael Lugton: I am grateful to Mr Paterson for drawing that matter to our
attention. We will look into his specific case.
Some work was done in the early months of the Parliament on the relative
volume of questions. It looked as though the average number of questions
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lodged per member of the Scottish Parliament was not significantly different
from that in other legislatures that we examined. However, since then there
has been a significant increase in the number of questions that are asked and
the conclusion might be different if one were to undertake the same study
now. The exercise was undertaken primarily by parliamentary officials, who
may want to comment on or consider the issue again.
Hugh Flinn: I have nothing to add to the updated information that was
prepared for the committee a year or so ago, to which Mr Lugton has alluded.
As the paper shows, the volume of questions has fallen away a little since its
peak in the first half of last year, so the picture may not have changed
significantly.
The Convener: When Gil Paterson’s long-standing question was not
answered, he tackled
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the situation by asking a further question. Might he have done something
more efficient? I have done exactly the same thing. When six or seven
months have elapsed without a response, I have lodged another question.
One feels silly asking a second question in that way. What else might we do?
Michael Lugton: I would hope that, before that stage is reached, formal
contact has been established between the chamber office and the
parliamentary branch. I imagine that, if a member had not received a reply for
that length of time, the chamber office would take the view that it had a
responsibility to raise the issue with the parliamentary branch. We would then
expect the parliamentary branch to respond pretty quickly to explain informally
what had happened.
The Convener: Should not your tracking system throw the matter up, and
should not the situation be resolved on your initiative, at your end?
Michael Lugton: Yes, we have a responsibility to ensure that. However, your
question concerned what the member should do. The first step would be for
the member to pursue the matter informally with the chamber office. The
relationship between the chamber office and the parliamentary branch is
sufficiently good for informal inquiries to be dealt with pretty quickly, and the
member should get some indication of what the position is.
The Convener: Are there circumstances in which the member should raise
the matter directly with the Executive?
Michael Lugton: It is always open to a member to raise such an issue with
the Executive.
The Convener: It might help if you could say what channels are available to
members to do that. For example, I have written to the relevant minister. How
else might one draw the matter to a minister’s attention and receive a speedy
response?
Michael Lugton: Technically, the parliamentary branch is part of the private
office. If the member were sufficiently concerned, the correct route would be
to go through the chamber office to the parliamentary branch. If the member
signalled that he would like the minister, personally, to be aware of the
problem, the parliamentary branch would want to take that into account and
report it to the minister’s private office.
Mr Macintosh: I am glad that there has been an increase in the number of
questions that are answered in the required period. However, a success rate
of 60 per cent is still disappointing and is unacceptable in the long term. I find
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equally disappointing and unacceptable the tendency of some members to
abuse the system, which—as has been said—is demand led. Perhaps the
committee needs to focus on the question of what
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constitutes a parliamentary question and on the demand side of the problem.
Has the Executive undertaken any work on that part of the parliamentary
questions system?
Michael Lugton: Those points are well made. The committee's first report
helpfully struck a balance and made the point that both sides have a
responsibility to make the system work effectively. There are other means of
getting information from the Executive and we hope that those other means
are efficient and effective and that members have confidence in them.
At the moment, parliamentary questions are frequently grouped around the
same subject, seeking factual and sometimes statistical information that
members might be able to get more effectively by means of a letter to a
minister or through the Scottish Parliament information centre, which has links
with officials who have detailed knowledge of specific subjects. The list of
questions that are received each day contains some questions or groups of
questions that seek information that might have been obtained more easily by
another route. That was why we participated in the seminar a little while ago,
which parliamentary officials helpfully organised. We would encourage
members to consider pursuing their inquiries in other ways if they seek
information on a specific topic and require a good deal of factual information.
Mr Macintosh: You are saying that we should encourage responsible
behaviour from members. Has the Executive identified a mechanism for
grading parliamentary questions? I cannot see how that could be done.
Perhaps the only answer—and I am answering my own question—would be
to encourage members to act responsibly.
Has the Executive found any way of identifying questions that waste civil
service time? Can it distinguish those questions from the more genuine
parliamentary work that members do? I am sorry if my question is not clear.
Many members ask questions, which have to pass the chamber desk. There
is a set of criteria for questions. The volume of questions would suggest that
there are questions that are politically motivated. Are there any criteria that
the Executive can apply?
11:15
Brian Adam: There is no problem with politically motivated questions—they
are part and parcel of a Parliament.
Mr Macintosh: But if the political motivation is to tie up civil servants so that
they do not get anything done, I would suggest that the questions are a
complete waste of civil servants' time.
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Brian Adam: I doubt that anyone is motivated to tie up civil servants. We
have heard today—
Mr Macintosh: If you do not mind, I am questioning the Executive officials,
not you.
The difficulty is that abuse of the system demeans the whole process for
everybody. If we want to force the Executive to answer questions promptly,
we must behave responsibly. We must get the balance right. A 60 per cent
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success rate is not acceptable. However, if it is the result of MSPs’ actions,
something has to be done.
The Convener: I invite Mr Lugton to address the parts of that discussion that
he feels he can.
Michael Lugton: Thank you, convener.
We are in tricky areas of constitutional policy here. It is the right of MSPs to
hold the Executive to account by asking parliamentary questions. The rules of
the game are set out in the standing orders. I am sure that the chamber office
would say that it always ensures that the questions that are lodged comply
with the rules. However, Mr Macintosh has opened up bigger issues, which
would be better debated with ministers than with officials.
Donald Gorrie: I do not see the problem. If I visit an organisation and it says,
"We would like to know A, B and C," I would lodge a question. If the facts are
widely known—to SPICe and so on—surely a civil servant could answer those
questions in five minutes, even if they say, "Go and look at page something in
such-and-such an Official Report." I do not understand the concept that easily
answered questions take up a huge amount of time.
Michael Lugton: Whether a question is easy or difficult to answer depends
on where you are coming from. From the official point of view, all questions
have to be treated with a great deal of care. A question can seldom be
answered quickly and without considerable thought. A question that might
appear simple and straightforward often has underlying issues that officials
will take a considerable time to deliberate on. Ministers are provided with
background before they are offered a suggested answer.
The process of extracting information from the Executive by means of
parliamentary questions is not always the most efficient way of getting
information. It is a question of judgment whether, in the circumstances, the
most efficient way of obtaining information is to ask a series of parliamentary
questions or whether there is some other route.
Donald Gorrie: Parliamentarians who are better organised than I am usually
ask questions only when they already know the answer and it is damaging to
the Executive. The Executive cannot
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say that it should not have to respond if the answer is already known.
Michael Lugton: If a question is potentially damaging to the Executive it is
unlikely to be easily answered.
Donald Gorrie: We will have to disagree about that.
Brian Adam: That is an interesting concept.
Donald Gorrie: I am not sure at what point this will become relevant to the
discussion, but as I understood it there was an agreement between the
Parliament and the Executive that internal Executive departmental telephone
directories should be made available to all MSPs. I do not think that that has
been done.
The Convener: Mr Lugton may be able to give us an update on that.
Michael Lugton: I ask my colleague, Mr McNaughton, to answer that one.
Andrew McNaughton (Scottish Executive Executive Secretariat): The
process is still in hand. We are discussing with SPICe colleagues the final
details of setting out some guidance notes on the front page. We hope that
the information will shortly be available to members.
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Donald Gorrie: That would be helpful. The length of time that it is taking to do
this sends messages that I do not like.
Mr Frank McAveety (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab): It strikes me that the
process can be unnecessarily cumbersome. In my previous role, I asked that
the question be answered quickly if I knew the answer. However, it still took
six to eight weeks for it to be processed.
I have a background in local government—it would have been inconceivable
for an elected member at local council level to tolerate not only that degree of
delay but the concept of such a delay. I understand the witnesses' caution on
this, as it is in their nature to be cautious, but 85 per cent of answers are in
the public arena anyway. A hierarchy of response would be helpful.
My first question is on the improvement in performance. What are the reasons
for that? Are there resource implications?
Secondly, we know that Christmas comes up every year. Given that we have
standardised our holiday periods, cannot our structure respond to the fact that
fewer staff may be available in the recesses?
Thirdly, where do questions go? When I was in the ministerial team, I would
ask my private office to chase things up. I was more anxious than others
about responding to questions—I wanted a
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quick response to deeply political questions.
Finally, I am with most members in believing that, in a parliamentary system,
questions are a way of holding the Executive to account. However, how can
we prioritise questions more quickly? It is unacceptable for members to have
to write back to constituents two or three times to say that they are still waiting
for a response. It makes us look inefficient and it is unacceptable, especially
in a newly developed organisation such as the Scottish Parliament.
Michael Lugton: There are a number of reasons for the improvement in
performance. First, we have got better at coping with the significant volumes
of questions that have come in since 1 July 1999. The system has been
geared up to cope with the step-change increase. Secondly, ministers have
become increasingly aware that the performance levels that they previously
turned in were not acceptable. As I said, ministers consider progress and
performance at regular intervals. The Minister for Parliament takes a personal
interest in that. Thirdly, the senior management of the Scottish Executive is
well seized of the importance ministers attach to the issue. It is playing its part
in encouraging colleagues throughout the organisation to attach priority to
dealing with parliamentary questions.
The second point raised by Mr McAveety was on the recess periods. He
made the point that, as everybody knows when the recess periods are and as
people tend to take their holidays during the recess, we ought to be able to
plan better. I would say two things in our defence. First, it would be nice if
MSPs could reduce the number of questions that they lodge in the run-up to
and during the recess. Business does not tend to slacken significantly in the
recesses and the periods just before them. We continue to have a high
volume of questions to deal with, but fewer people to cope with the work load.
That brings us back to my earlier point. If we could find a way of modifying
standing orders to give us a bit more time or to encourage members to
exercise some sort of self-denying ordinance during the recess period, it
would help to improve performance overall.
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Mr McAveety asked where questions go. We made a flow chart available at
the seminar, which explains precisely what the internal processes are. I will
not trouble the committee with the details of the flow chart, but we are happy
to make it available to Mr McAveety.
Mr McAveety’s fourth point was on priority. Whether one question should
receive more priority than another is a difficult issue for the Executive. From
our perspective, all questions are of equal priority. We must be able to
respond effectively to
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the case load as a whole.
Mr McAveety: Are there significant variations among ministerial areas? What
is being done to tackle any variations? I am intrigued by your saying that, to
assist the process, members should minimise their questions, but I will leave
colleagues to follow that up.
On the flow chart, I understand the process, but I am concerned that people
take a long time to come back with fairly basic responses. I found that
frustrating in my previous role. Understandably, that makes members who are
not ministers critical of the Executive for not responding to questions that
ministers could probably answer over a cup of tea. However, I found that
people wanted a formal response and it is the formal responses that take
ages, rather than the politically aware responses that ministers could give.
Michael Lugton: On relative performance, the audits that we publish every
quarter expose details of comparative performance broken down by
ministerial portfolio. Such information is therefore already available in the
parliamentary and public domains.
Mr McAveety: To be fair to ministers, it is sometimes not their fault. Some
agonise more than others do over putting their name to a letter—it is down to
psychology. Someone from the private office should tell the minister, "We're
only at 54 per cent," so that the minister goes ballistic and says, "I want it at
75 per cent." How can ministers be helped in that process? They are,
legitimately, in the front line for abuse from MSPs.
Michael Lugton: Currently, the Minister for Parliament makes the situation
clear to his colleagues at regular intervals. Things may have changed a little
since you were in office, Mr McAveety.
Mr McAveety: Significantly.
The Convener: The whole thing is working much more efficiently.
Mr McAveety: It is not working as effectively.
Michael Lugton: Ministers have up-to-date and regular information about the
performance of the department for which they are responsible and about their
own performance.
Mr McAveety: I know that I am hogging the discussion a bit. I agree with
Michael Lugton's comment, but a minister does not know what is happening
until someone planks the figure down in front of them and says, "By the way,
you're at 53 per cent." To my knowledge, there is no mechanism for a minister
easily to intervene before it gets to that stage. Ministers do not see the figures
until someone tells them about them. Then they have to sit down for the next
two hours
Col 633
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to sign things off. Junior ministers sign most things off. What I am trying to say
is that we need to sort out the process for the benefit of everyone concerned,
as it looks as if we are inefficient across the board. With that, I will shut up.
The Convener: Wee Wendy will kill you, Frank.
Mr Paterson: I want to clarify something for the Official Report. The 52 per
cent that I mentioned relates to the questions that were answered efficiently
and in time.
I want to make an observation. The member who asks a question is engaged
in a political process and means to get political answers. The question might
seem insignificant to some people, but might be pertinent. I do not think that
the Executive should decide what is an unimportant question and what should
go to the front of the queue.
11:30
Normally, I ask one question or two at the most. Recently, however, I have
had to ask something like 27 questions on one subject. Before that, however,
my staff had contacted a good number of outside bodies and had got some
replies from them. Believe it or not, we got some answers from abroad and we
also got some from SPICe. The 27 questions were the ones that remained.
The bulk of them were answered extremely quickly, some took a few weeks
and some we are still waiting for. I appreciate the work that has been done
and the answers that I have received have been useful. I do not expect to get
all the answers instantly.
As an individual, I have no way of knowing whether the 52 per cent I
mentioned—someone else said that it is 60 per cent—represents an efficient
rate. I have no way of measuring that performance against the performance of
other Governments. I am therefore not prepared to say that the system is
inefficient as the figure that we have may be the norm. We can always expect
to have some answers quickly and some answers—perhaps the more
detailed ones—less quickly.
I am not saying that I am on your side, Mr Lugton; I am saying that I am not
prepared to make a judgment at this time.
The Convener: Presumably it is impossible to compare efficiency because
more questions could be answered if more resources were allocated to the
answering of questions. That allocation of resources might be unjustifiable at
some point. The Executive has committed more resources to answering
questions and invested a lot of time and effort in improving its internal
processes. I am not sure that we want to compare ourselves with other
Parliaments. We want sustained improvement on both sides of the equation
as we try to manage the
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process to try to ensure that it delivers for us all. Do you want to add to that,
Mr Lugton?
Michael Lugton: I think that you have put the point admirably, convener.
Mr Macintosh: I have a great deal of sympathy with the situation that Gil
Paterson described. That is the sort of process that members should go
through—a lot of work and independent research should be done before a
series of questions is asked. In such situations, it would be helpful if the
minister told the member that some questions could be answered immediately
but further work had to be done on others. We should expect that kind of
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dialogue but it is not taking place because the system does not work as
efficiently as it should.
Are resources being diverted from areas such as answering letters to
answering parliamentary questions? I almost always write letters when I am
seeking information and hardly ever ask parliamentary questions as I prefer
the answer that I get in a letter. However, it often takes an unbelievably and
unacceptably long time to get an answer to a letter—far longer than the time it
takes to get an answer to a parliamentary question. In July last year, I asked a
question in a letter and received the reply in February this year. In one of our
papers, it is suggested that members might want to ask their question in a
letter. That is great, but it is not helpful to suggest that if it will take longer to
get an answer by letter than by asking a parliamentary question.
Have we moved civil service resources away from answering letters to
answering questions? Is that having an adverse effect on the answering of
letters?
The Convener: We now suspect that it takes such a long time to get answers
to our parliamentary questions because civil servants are too busy answering
Kenneth Macintosh's letters.
Brian Adam: It is Kenneth Macintosh's fault completely.
Michael Lugton: The general position is that those who draft letters for
ministerial consideration and those who draft suggested replies in the area
concerned are the same people. Although there has been an increase in our
resources following devolution, the same people are having to tackle an
increased work load. It is fair to say that ministers are conscious that we need
to improve our performance in relation to parliamentary questions and
ministerial correspondence. The increase in ministerial correspondence has
not been as great as the increase in parliamentary questions, but there has
been a step change. Performance on ministerial correspondence is probably
not as good as performance on parliamentary questions. A group that is
chaired
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by a head of one of our departments is examining the processes that are
involved. The Minister for Parliament takes a close interest in the group and
examines its progress regularly. There is a concerted effort on the part of the
civil service machine to respond to the understandable desire of
parliamentarians for a better performance.
I hope that, if a member thought that the desired information would be best
obtained through a letter, they would not be deterred from writing a letter
because they believe that it will take a longer time to get an answer than it
would if a significant number of parliamentary questions were tabled. If the
member genuinely believes that the answer that he will get from a letter will
be more helpful than the series of answers that he will get from a series of
parliamentary questions, it would be in his interest for him to write a letter and
it would be in our interest—from the point of view of managing the case
load—to ensure that he gets a reply as quickly as possible.
Brian Adam: It is interesting to discover that you are examining the
turnaround time for letters. I know that that is not the matter that is before us
today, but it would be useful to get some idea of the usual turnaround time for
letters. I have had the same experience as Kenneth Macintosh and have
occasionally waited many months for answers to straightforward inquiries.
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This is probably an invidious question, but are there any departmental
differences in turnaround times? It is interesting to have a former minister on
the committee to explain the situation from a ministerial perspective, but there
might be significant differences between departments that are skewing the
response times. That might have resource implications.
Michael Lugton: I am afraid that I have no statistical information to hand on
that matter as I did not come prepared to speak about the ministerial
correspondence system. However, we will provide what information we can. It
would be surprising if the performance rates for letters emanating from one
minister were the same as those for another.
Brian Adam: It has been suggested that members are not necessarily
pursuing their inquiries in the most efficient and effective way. If we move
from lodging questions to writing letters, we may get a fuller answer but we
might have to wait considerably longer for it. Is there any mileage to be gained
from a more proactive approach on the part of the Executive? If officials felt
that the member was not pursuing their inquiries in the best way, could an
official send to the member a note to suggest that, had the member taken
another course, everyone could have saved some time? That might involve
the consumption of a lot of resources, but it might help
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us move forward, rather than having one side saying, "I am entitled to ask
these questions" and the other side saying, "You are giving me far too much
work." If we are to accept some responsibility on our side, perhaps the civil
servants could be more helpful as well.
Michael Lugton: That is an issue that we want to consider. I am not sure that
the official view of a particular set of questions might be relevant, but a
ministerial view might be. I would like to speak to the Minister for Parliament
about that to find out whether mechanisms could be devised to get across
informal messages of that kind to the benefit of both parties.
We see SPICe as a valuable source of information for members. We hope
and believe that members have confidence in the ability of SPICe not only to
provide information from its own sources but to get information from other
sources, including the Executive, if a member asks for it.
The Convener: Sometimes, however, visiting SPICe or doing other research
does not close down questions but gives one scope for the pursuit of many
more issues. However, if that results in better questions, it is presumably not
so much of a problem.
I think that we have exhausted our lines of questioning so I draw members’
attention to the recommendations in paragraphs 24 and 25, which suggest
that we note the monitoring arrangements and agree that further joint
monitoring should take place to inform further consideration.
Patricia Ferguson: Perhaps the committee would like to widen the
monitoring of questions to include the monitoring of ministerial
correspondence. The two areas seem to be inextricably linked as they are the
two ways in which members can get answers. In putting pressure on the
Executive to answer questions more timeously, we do not want to make it
more difficult for answers to letters to be provided timeously. We might want
to examine communications in a more general sense.
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The Convener: I suspect that we all agree that we do not want one form of
answering to suffer to expedite the other—there should be a general fairness
in the promptness of responses.
Mr Lugton, could you readily provide such information in relation to ministerial
correspondence? Does your system lend itself to the tracking of letters? Might
that be a useful piece of information to give us?
Michael Lugton: I can take delivery of that question and I will get back to the
clerk as quickly as I can. On broadening the monitoring exercise, it seems that
we are quite far down the track. The committee will want to deal with initial
conclusions
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when it next meets in April. I believe that the intention is for some sort of
further report to be published in May or June.
If we are also to start to examine ministerial correspondence, we need to think
carefully about the most efficient way to cover it. I am not absolutely sure that
starting to conduct parallel monitoring of ministerial correspondence is
sensible at this stage in the game.
11:45
The Convener: Would it be more appropriate for a further phase of work?
Michael Lugton: That would probably be the more sensible way to approach
it.
The Convener: Can we agree the recommendations?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: That takes us on to the paper on sources of information that
are available to MSPs. The paper is essentially a summary of various sources
of information and the SPICe guide to services that all members receive.
The recommendation is simply that we note the sources of information. I do
not think that we need to discuss that any further.
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: The next issues paper is a summary of parliamentary
questions seminars that were held in February, including the papers that were
presented to the seminars.
The recommendation is that the committee note the position and that further
seminars will be held when required. I add that the revised guidance on
parliamentary questions, which is referred to and copied into the papers, has
now been issued. All members have copies. That guidance contained the
flowchart to which Mr Lugton referred.
Donald Gorrie: Two members of my staff who attended the seminars thought
that they were extremely good and, if I can grovel, convener, they thought that
your contribution was particularly good.
The Convener: That, no doubt, is why you are seconding all my
amendments. I am greatly indebted to you for those remarks.
I am embarrassed now. If there are no more remarks, we will note the position
and move on to the next paper, which is the deep pink paper that covers the
argument for restricting the volume of questions lodged during recess, or even
prohibiting questions during recess. Mr Lugton has already alluded to that
argument at least twice, so I assume that he would like to make some points.
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Michael Lugton: I am not sure that there is much more to add. Ministers
have not had an opportunity to consider the paper or the options that are
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outlined in paragraph 8. They would welcome the committee’s views before
they begin to firm up their own. The committee might like to discuss the matter
with ministers when it is ready.
I come from the view that there is an issue in that, at the moment, members
have an unfettered right to lodge questions during the recess. That is different
from Westminster. However, Westminster is not necessarily a good model.
The consequence of that right is that there is little respite for the machine
during the recesses, which has implications for the overall performance of the
Executive.
The Convener: Did the decision that the committee took in its previous
report—to extend from 14 to 21 days the deadline for answers to recess
questions—assist materially?
Michael Lugton: Yes indeed. It has assisted in that it has probably helped to
improve our performance. For questions that are lodged during the recess,
the period within which we need to answer is 21 days, failing which we need
to put down a holding reply. The system therefore has a little longer to
prepare answers to questions that are lodged during the recess. The
consequence is that overall performance is better than it would be if the
standing orders had not been changed.
Lengthening the time further would undoubtedly lead to an improvement in
performance when measured against the target that is set in the standing
orders, but it would not have any impact on the total volume of parliamentary
questions that the system has to deal with.
The Convener: I appreciate that that would not get anybody an earlier
answer, but if we make greater provision for recess questions, that might be a
fairer yardstick to apply to performance.
Donald Gorrie: As part of our public relations effort to persuade the press
and the public that recess does not equal holiday, it is important that we do
not ban questions during recess. Doing so would give the impression that the
recess is a holiday, which we all know to be false. The opportunity to ask
questions has to continue as before, but extending, if necessary, to more than
28 days the deadline for answers is acceptable. If I have a question about
widgets and the civil servant who really knows about widgets is away on two
or three weeks' holiday, it is fair that I wait until they come back before I get an
answer.
We must have the right to continue to ask questions, but we should give
reasonable latitude to the civil servants who answer them.
Mr Macintosh: I agree with Donald Gorrie. The
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idea that we should ban the lodging of questions in the recess is not really a
goer. It would be an unwarranted restriction on our jobs. We cannot seriously
consider preventing MSPs from asking questions. That is one of the main
devices at members' disposal to hold the Executive to account.
There is a superficial attraction to the option of restricting the number of
questions that members may lodge, as there might be a belief that some
members ask a lot of time-wasting questions, but I am not sure that that case
has been proved or that we have the criteria to make that judgment. Until we
do, I find that restriction unnecessary.
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I do not ask lots and lots of questions. Gil Paterson gave a good example of
when he had to ask 27 questions. I assume that he had good reason and I do
not think that there should be any restriction on the freedom to do that.
The third option, which Donald Gorrie summarised perfectly, seems sensible.
A system that does not work because the targets cannot be met brings the
whole system into disrepute. We are acknowledging that extending the
deadline will not improve matters, in that it does not put in any more resources
and does not give a faster answer, but at least we are accepting that civil
servants take their holidays in recess periods because that is what the
Parliament wants them to do. I favour that option, rather than maintaining the
current position, which would imply that we accept that everything is fine.
The Convener: I find that I lodge most of my questions during recess
because I have time to read then. Week in, week out, we do not have time to
control our thoughts or shape what we are doing to any significant degree: we
are reacting to the agenda. During recess, I might catch up on my reading
and, in the summer, I might regularly put in batches of questions that pursue
an issue. If I were not allowed to do that, the questions would go into the
chamber desk and the business bulletin on the first day the Parliament
resumed. A huge queue would build up if every member did the same.
It is reasonable for questions to continue to be lodged in the recess, but I take
the point about recess questions being given a longer deadline so that we
have a fairer yardstick for performance.
What do members think of the suggestion that we apply a longer deadline for
the week before the recess, to take into account the fact that if a question is
lodged the week before the break, by the time it reaches the civil servant that
civil servant may have taken some annual leave?
Brian Adam: That is the best part of the paper. Members tend to clear their
desks before any recess and there is a big increase in the number of
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questions in that period.
I am not utterly convinced that extending the deadline to 28 days will make
any progress other than to make the civil servants look better, if you will
forgive me. However, it may be a realistic turnaround time. I am not certain
that it will be applicable for the whole recess.
We have only recently extended, to 21 days, the turnaround time that applies
during the recess. Could we not bring that 21-day period forward by a week
before each recess? Would that not make the change that is required?
The Convener: I do not know. We seem to accept that it will not advance the
answer to a question but will make performance management or more
realistic target setting easier. I am inclined to go with the third option, which is
to give the Executive 28 days to reply and to extend that time period for
answer to the weeks before the summer, Christmas, February and Easter
recesses. I do not think we would lose anything by shifting the deadlines in
both respects. If no one else feels the good of this, at least the people who
are handling it will feel that their position is recognised and that we are not
going to give them a kicking for not being at work when, effectively, they are
on holiday.
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: We now move on to the issues paper on inspired questions,
which we have discussed several times. It is probably fair to say that since
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written questions and answers have been put on the intranet each day, much
of the objection to inspired questions has been removed. However, there have
been requests from various quarters that we label inspired questions in some
way, although none is noted in the paper.
I have taken a particular personal interest in this issue. At the outset, I thought
that inspired questions were a bit of an underhand device. However, my
thinking has moved on quite a lot and I accept now, having looked at the
issue, that it is a reasonable and legitimate way for ministers to make
announcements. What strikes me as the difference between an inspired
question and answer and a routine press release is that the release will
normally relate to a ministerial visit, a discussion with somebody or the
publication of a paper. All those things can be anticipated or are capable of
being anticipated, whereas many of the inspired questions come out of the
blue or, rather, the answers to the questions come out of the blue.
It is a question of the relationship between transparency and power sharing. If
a member knows that the minister for X is going somewhere to make a
statement about something, the member can anticipate that if they want to:
they can research it and write some sort of press
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release that corresponds to the minister’s press offensive. However, when an
inspired question is answered late on a Friday afternoon—although Friday
morning is more likely, as that is a favourite time for the Executive to issue
answers—the member often does not have the resources to respond. That is
very much the point of view of an opposition member who wishes to respond
to ministerial statements.
I wonder whether there is not a perfectly legitimate argument for tagging
inspired questions, first to tell everyone that a ministerial statement is
imminent. If a member feels that the question covers something they want to
react to or to research, they will have an opportunity to do so. In the second
place, there would be an insistence that, in normal circumstances, the answer
should be received the following day. That generally happens, although there
is sometimes a longer gap.
At other times, the question and answer appear on the same day, which
represents a degree of the Executive working the system in its favour. That is
against the interests of any other political person who might want to make a
counter comment. I am aware that I am throwing an awful lot at Mr Lugton,
but perhaps he could give an Executive perspective on that.
12:00
Michael Lugton: I was interested to hear how the committee's thinking about
inspired questions has developed. The Executive's point of view is that
Parliament has a special place in relation to accountability of the Executive.
The inspired parliamentary question and the answer to an inspired
parliamentary question form a mechanism for informing Parliament about
those issues about which the Executive considers Parliament has a right to be
informed.
The issue of how Parliament understands whether a question is inspired has
a number of strands and the procedures are important. I entirely understand
that developing procedures to enable members to be clear about the fact that
the question is inspired is a matter of concern to MSPs.
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We would want to continue to use inspired questions as a means of informing
Parliament of those things that we think it should know about. We take the
point that, generally speaking, we should try not to provide the answer on the
same day that the question was lodged, and we understand the Parliament’s
point of view that some system of flagging up inspired questions would be
helpful. We see that primarily as a parliamentary issue, but it is one that we
would be willing to help with, if that is the general mood of
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the committee and of Parliament.
The Convener: Is the chamber desk automatically aware that a question is
inspired?
High Flinn: In practice, we almost invariably are. However, if there was a
move towards, for example, using a question that had previously been lodged
rather than a question that was asked specifically for the purpose of eliciting
an announcement, we would not necessarily know unless the Executive had
made that explicit to us.
The Convener: I appreciate that any system of tagging would not catch a
ministerial answer that was given to a question that had been lodged
previously. I know that such questions have sometimes been used as vehicles
for ministerial announcements.
Michael Lugton: Hugh Flinn has put his finger on an important procedural
point. In previous correspondence with—I think—the convener, we have taken
the point that, where an outstanding question covers the same issues, we
should at least arrange for that question to be answered at the same time. In
particular circumstances, it might be appropriate for the announcement to be
the subject of an answer to a question that was not inspired. There is a
difficulty about identifying those for the benefit of members.
Another point is that sometimes members ask questions that stimulate an
idea in the heads of people in the Executive. An announcement might
therefore be made on the back of an answer to such a question. That
question is not an inspired question, but the consequence of the question
might be an announcement. There are a number of procedural issues that
need to be thought about.
The Convener: I have no objection to one of my questions being pre-empted
by an inspired question, so long as I get a response to my question
simultaneously. It is only when the response comes much later that the
member might think that that was not very fair. In saying that, I am expressing
an individual point of view, as I am conscious that there are other members
who feel aggrieved if their question is pre-empted by an inspired question.
Mr Paterson: Looking at the options given in the issues paper, I believe that it
would be sensible to tag what I would call a legitimate inspired question when
that is possible. Not only should we tag the inspired question but, where an
inspired answer, so to speak, is attached to a question lodged by a member
who did not suspect that it was to be used in that way, I agree that both the
question and answer should be tagged.
We should tag the question so that we identify the MSP who is the vehicle for
the Executive's
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answer and, when the Executive has used an innocent bystander to answer a
question, perhaps the question should also be tagged. We are all big boys
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and girls and, as I said, this is politics, but that would let us know exactly what
was going on.
Brian Adam: The important thing is that we have transparency. There may be
some technical difficulties in identifying exactly what has happened in a given
case. However, I am sure that those difficulties can be overcome. Inspired
questions can be an appropriate way for ministers to make announcements.
However, the gap between a question being lodged and the answer being
given is also important in terms of accountability.
Mr Paterson: That is a fair point.
Donald Gorrie: I find the whole procedure pretty childish, to be honest. Every
now and then, ministers should make announcements about things—that is
what they are there for. I do not see why they cannot just say, "Right, I'm
going to make an announcement about bottled water," for example, and get
stuck in. If it is the rule of the game to have inspired questions, that is okay—I
have no objection to a minister using an inspired question to make an
announcement if that is the appropriate vehicle, although I think that it is
reasonable to expect that other people who have lodged a similar question
will get a reply at the same time.
I do not agree with Gil Paterson's point. If he lodges a question such as, "To
ask the Scottish Executive when it is going to replace all these ghastly
curtains," and if the minister replies, "Gosh, that's a good idea—we really
should be replacing curtains; I will make an announcement about replacing
curtains," I do not think that we would have to tag Gil's question. He will have
asked a question and got a good answer for once—which is unusual.
We should go for tagging ordinary, inspired questions and their answers and
let other people get an answer at the same time. I think that people will live
with that.
The Convener: I do not agree with Gil Paterson's point about tagging the
answer. An answer is an answer, but the point about tagging an inspired
question is this: if a question on the water industry, for example, is lodged and
if it seems to be inspired, every member with an interest in the subject will
know that an announcement relative to the question is coming. They can be
alert to that and can get in a position to respond publicly to it if they wish. That
is about the process of sharing the power. If a member gets information that a
minister has used the answer to the question to make a press release, so
what? The member will presumably know that
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anyway if they look at the Executive website.
What counts is knowledge in advance and transparency. The matter would be
dealt with satisfactorily if we had an agreement that the chamber desk would
tag the question in some way and if the Executive agreed, as a matter of
general procedure, that, although things sometimes need to be urgently
stated, an answer should not be given on the same day as the question was
lodged. If we had such an agreement, I think that the issue would go away.
Mr Macintosh: I have a slightly different angle on this matter, as someone
who attracted a degree of attack for asking inspired questions. I was accused
of asking planted questions, which, to my mind, are completely different.
Mr Paterson: Is there a difference?
Mr Macintosh: I think that there is. To me, a planted question is a sort of
patsy question, to give the minister an easy time, whereas an inspired
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question is a mechanism whereby the Executive can make a statement
without having any control over the Parliament. By that I mean that the
Executive has a relationship with Parliament in which it should not take any
more parliamentary time than is necessary. If it is up to Parliament to ask the
questions to get the announcement out of the ministers, that puts the power
more in our hands. However, I have—
Mr Paterson: If there are patsies there too, then we will get—
The Convener: Come on, Gil, we listened to you.
Mr Macintosh: As I was saying, I have a great deal of difficulty with this. I
have been blamed—there is nothing that I can do about it now.
The Convener: We are rehabilitating you.
Mr Macintosh: Exactly—despite the fact that I think that there was absolutely
nothing wrong with what I did and that what I was doing was completely
above board.
Brian Adam: It was not transparent.
Mr Macintosh: That is exactly the point. I am not sure that tagging would
make the procedure any more transparent. I can envisage that tagging may
mean that some members who ask questions of the Executive will attract
more opprobrium. I do not think that that would be helpful.
I sympathise with Donald Gorrie's point that a different mechanism of making
the information public would be beneficial to all. If we are to use a
parliamentary question system to issue information, I understand that, as it
gives power to Parliament, not to the Executive. That is fine. If the question is
tagged, I suspect that the Opposition
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would use that as a way of attacking people, instead of accepting the
mechanism. That would have a downside.
That is just my view on the matter; I do not have an answer. I think that the
Executive should use questions lodged by Opposition or Executive party
members on a particular subject. I do not think that we need an inspired
question on a given subject if a question has already been lodged. That is
straightforward. Neither the question nor the answer would have to be tagged
to supply the information.
The Convener: To be fair, the criticism of individual members arose because
nobody officially knew that questions were inspired. The process was not
transparent—we worked it out. The people who were caught participating in
the process got some flak. If they feel bad about it, that is regrettable. If we
had been told up front what was happening, how it worked and what the rules
were, I do not think that the matter would have excited any comment. If we
regularise the practice and make it transparent, I cannot envisage huge
criticism because 50 tagged questions come up against a member's name in
a year. It is the way in which the system has worked, rather than what we are
trying to suggest, that has exposed individuals to criticism. We are trying to
take the aggro out of the process.
Michael Lugton: I am conscious that this debate is being held in the absence
of ministers. It is obviously open to the committee to reach conclusions.
However, if you wish to have the benefit of ministers' views, I am sure that
they would be glad to let you have them.
The Convener: I am delighted to take up that offer. In fact, I have discussed
the issue with Mr McCabe on a couple of occasions. I anticipate that we will
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take forward what I think has emerged as a general degree of consensus
about how we approach the issue. We are not taking final decisions on the
issues now—the next stage will be to exchange views. Mr McCabe may wish
to flag up possible procedural difficulties. We may need to discuss the matter
again if we cannot proceed on the basis that I think we have broadly cohered
this morning.
Let us move on. On the recommendation in the paper, we have discussed the
matter and have agreed that we could progress on the basis of agreed
procedures. We will have the opportunity to return to the subject when we
have exhausted the matter with the Minister for Parliament.
The next issue for discussion is the length of time that is available for question
time. Members will have had the opportunity to go through the paper and they
will have noted that they are invited to consider the matter further.
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I think that it is a pity that we do not get through more questions, but I doubt
whether extending the period of question time would be widely supported
because of the impact that that would have on the subsequent debates on
Thursday afternoons.
12:15
Mr Paterson: We have already discussed the paper that was prepared by
Donald Gorrie on how we allocate time in the Parliament—the paper was put
together well, but we have not come to a conclusion on it. I suggest that we
take a raincheck on the matter of question time and consider it with the
broader subject of time allocation.
Whether we like it or not, question time is the highlight of the Parliament and
has some merit. Correspondingly, debates are structured in such a way that,
generally, the Presiding Officers squeeze the time that is allowed, especially
for back benchers. In other words, people who are moving motions, as well as
spokespeople, get extra time but, when there is a squeeze, it seems to have
been decided how the squeeze will apply when the debate opens. That
effectively means that, by and large, the tail-end Charlies are the people who
are going to get a kicking.
I am sure that I will be corrected if I am wrong, but, in that context, if a
decision was made to accept some of Donald Gorrie's ideas and we had
fewer but longer debates—which would allow back benchers and people in
the middle perhaps five minutes—we might be able to engineer additional
time for question time.
I agree that extending question time does not necessarily mean that more
questions will be answered, but sometimes I find that the interventions and
supplementaries are better than the original question and that I get more out
of them. Personally, I would like to see more interventions rather than
additional questions. That may result in the ballot being reduced from 30
questions to 25. It is becoming ridiculous that we always have 30 questions,
of which something like 12 or 14 fall off the edge every time.
The Convener: On the other hand, a response to the question is received on
the next day in a written form. Not many people whose question is numbered
between 20 to 30 on the list withdraw that question so that they can ask it the
following week. Mostly, they just accept the written answer.
Donald Gorrie: I agree with Gil Paterson that we should look at the whole
issue of the use of parliamentary time. I think that, within limits, questions are
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of better value than debates. We should look at the possibility of half an hour
of questions on a Wednesday afternoon as well as on a Thursday afternoon.
It would be helpful to
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have some statistics on how many oral questions each department gets over
a month or a year, which one could compare with Westminster or other
Parliaments. The issue is the degree of scrutiny of the departments. Some
departments, perhaps by the luck of the draw, get off fairly lightly. We should
look at the possibility of spending more time on questions.
I agree with Gil Paterson, although he used the word "interventions" when I
think that he meant supplementary questions from other people—
Mr Paterson: Yes, supplementaries.
Donald Gorrie: Supplementary questions are valuable and should not be
curtailed. The convener made the point in his initial remarks that the time for
debate on the Thursday afternoon should not be further truncated, but we
could consider using half an hour on a Wednesday.
A lot of people seem never to be successful in the ballot. It is not just the
people who submitted questions 20 to 30 who are disappointed; the people
who submitted questions 31 to 50—or to 100, or however many people have
lodged questions—are all going to be disappointed. The more questions we
can get in, the better. We must try to ensure that the Executive comes up to
scratch. Questions achieve that—a bit, anyway.
Brian Adam: The changes that were made when we last looked at question
time were a big improvement. I agree with both my colleagues who suggested
that the supplementary questions are better value for money than the routine
questions. Perhaps this is a matter for the Presiding Officer. Whoever is
presiding has the right to take as many supplementaries as are offered; that is
a matter for his or her discretion. Perhaps, rather than concerning ourselves
with the amount of time or the number of questions reached, we could give a
nod and a wink to indicate that we would like more supplementaries to be
taken.
The Convener: I feel that the Presiding Officer is not bad at sensing when a
question raises an issue that is of general interest across the chamber or at
calling a good spread of people and varying those whom he calls.
I am enormously irritated when someone asks a supplementary question that
is on an entirely different aspect of the same headline topic. Standards of
vigilance seem to vary on those occasions—sometimes the Presiding Officer
will purge those questions and on other occasions he will let them go.
Members may not agree with me, but I get annoyed if I wait to ask a question
but someone gets in before me and completely changes the topic to another
within the broad parameter.
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I am also irritated by those members—we all know who they are—who
preface their supplementary questions with a great, long speech about landfill
sites in Glasgow, for example. That burns up the clock and takes up time that
another member could have had to ask another supplementary question.
Perhaps the Presiding Officer could be more ruthless in dealing with those
matters. He could also be more ruthless about getting brief and specific
answers from ministers. I know that, under standing orders, he cannot require
ministers to be brief and specific, but he can encourage them more.
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Some of the speed and pace of question time is within Sir David’s control, but
the suggestion before us is that we should allocate additional time to question
time. I must probe whether members of the committee share that view;
beyond that, we should raise the issue with ministers, who will have a view,
and with the wider parliamentary community. If we were to promote an idea
that is as innovative as allocating a half-hour slot to question time on
Wednesdays, we would need to know what impact that would have on
ministers’ diaries and on the work load of the people who prepare the
answers. We would also need to know how members would feel about the
loss of time for debating bills and the other motions that come before the
chamber.
I do not think that we are ready to make a decision today, but I would like an
indication of members’ views. Perhaps we could ask Mr Lugton for an initial
response from the Executive, although I appreciate that he may not have
prepared thoughts on that point.
Patricia Ferguson (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab): I think that question time is
just about the right length. The changes that were made were entirely justified
and appropriate. However, if we were to hold question time on a Wednesday,
I would be concerned that that would eat further into the time available in
debates for back benchers to speak. There would still be guaranteed time for
opening and closing speeches, but the back-bench element would be
squeezed, although that loss of time would be proportionate. The rota and the
specified length of time allowed for opening and closing speeches are
adhered to rigidly. Although Gil Paterson may not know this, closing speakers
are sometimes asked to take slightly less time and, as Donald Gorrie knows,
they are sometimes asked to take slightly more time if we are running ahead
of ourselves.
It is fair to say that the Presiding Officer puts a lot of preparation and time into
trying to ensure that question time is as satisfactory as it can be for MSPs.
Although allowing as many supplementary questions as possible is regarded
as important, when question 10 is asked, the Presiding Officers
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must also have an eye on question 14, which is lurking in the background. If
we know that question 14 is on foot-and-mouth disease—or whatever the
topic of the day happens to be—we are anxious to get to that question in
order to allow the issue to be aired. The fact that the Presiding Officer has no
control over the order in which questions are asked or over the priority that
they are given must be taken into account.
As I said, my general point is that question time is just about right, but it does
no harm for us to remind ourselves occasionally of its purpose and for us all to
consider ways in which it could be improved. It also does no harm for us to
exert self-denying ordinances or some peer pressure on those who ask the
extra-long questions or who make the speeches that often preface
supplementary questions. It must be said that the same people do that all the
time.
Mr Paterson: I was not making a firm proposal for extra question time. My
view is that, if everything else remains as it is, increasing time for questions
would make the position even worse for those who speak during what I call
the bit in the middle of a debate.
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Something is structurally wrong with our debates. You highlighted the fact that
it is fair shakes for everybody, and I am glad about that, but the effect of the
way in which we run debates is that someone is being squeezed. I would
rather consider this issue along with Donald Gorrie’s paper, because there
would be a knock-on effect. We cannot look at this issue in isolation, because
it would have an impact on everything else that we do.
The Convener: I am conscious of time; we have been going for almost two
hours. Kenneth, do you have a view?
Mr Macintosh: Question time is about the right length. Some question times
are better and more constructive than others, but that is more to do with—
The Convener: Whether you are picked or not.
Mr Macintosh: Indeed—whether I get a top-10 question has a huge bearing.
The fact that some question times are better than others has more to do with
the topics of the day and how the Presiding Officer looks after the chamber.
I am interested in what Gil Paterson and Donald Gorrie said about debates.
The most unsatisfactory debate of the week is the Thursday afternoon debate,
because back benchers have so little time to speak. Front benchers speak,
we get nothing, then the front benchers speak again. It is great to hear their
wisdom, but we would all benefit if back benchers with views spoke in those
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debates. That would not be helped by extending question time.
Although question time is a useful part of the week—I would not go as far as
Donald Gorrie in saying that it is the best use of parliamentary time—there is
a slight element of theatre about it, which sometimes takes away from it.
There is a balance to be struck. At the moment, as Brian Adam and Patricia
Ferguson said, we have made changes and they seem to be working and to
have improved question time. I am not sure that extending question time any
more would be a further improvement. It is fine as it is.
The Convener: I do not think that we have come to a conclusion. There is no
unanimous view that we should extend question time. A suggestion has been
made, on which it would be useful to consult the Executive. We can return to
the matter when we finalise the report and examine the other issues at a
subsequent meeting. Mr Lugton, do you have anything to add on this point
before we leave it?
Michael Lugton: Paragraph 17 of your paper puts the issues well. It draws
attention to the fact that the Presiding Officer issued a reminder of the rules
regarding supplementary questions and answers on 8 February, and following
that, 17 questions were covered in one question time. I do not want to commit
ministers, but I think they would feel that the best way forward would be to
maintain the current arrangements and review them at a future date, and to
take heed of the Presiding Officer's guidance, which he might want to reiterate
from time to time.
The Convener: If we could reach 17 questions every week, we would feel
that we were getting through a fair volume of business. We should
concentrate on attempting to attain that standard every week. The issue will
return to us.
Further issues that were raised are contained in annexe E of the original
report; we are not looking to do much more on them. The issue of priority
written questions was raised, I think, by Alex Salmond. Having considered it,
our view is that the object is to try to speed up the whole process. It would be
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difficult to identify categories of questions that should be fast-tracked for
speedy answer. If priority questions were answered speedily, that would have
an immediate impact on all other questions. My view is that if there is a case
for priority notice questions, it remains to be made. Someone would have to
have a convincing reason why their question should be treated more
attentively than mine. That appears to be broadly agreed.
The next issue is time scales, which, in effect, we have discussed. We have
recommended a change in the treatment of recess questions. We
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have the revised guidance on the rules for lodging parliamentary questions.
We have had seminars on the availability of other sources of evidence. We
are continuing to work along those lines.
12:30
The next heading after paragraph 31 is:
"Members’ ability to raise their concerns within the Chamber regarding an
unanswered written question".
We have discussed ways of addressing that without raising the matter in the
chamber. We would like those initiatives to develop and bear fruit before we
consider introducing a new procedure. However, we should keep an eye on
that and ensure that the long-standing unanswered questions with which we
are so familiar are eliminated by the new procedures.
Limiting the number of parliamentary questions, which we touched on earlier,
would be difficult. It is hard to see how we could justify such a system or even
make it work, given that if a member reached their limit they could always ask
questions by passing them to a colleague who was below the limit. Indeed, if
a member hit the limit, they might simply raise further issues by letter. That
would mean the same volume of business at the end of the day. Limiting the
number of questions has some superficial attractions, particularly if one is
irritated by members who ask 800 or 900 questions, but it is not an answer to
the problem.
There is no particular scope for making recommendations on those areas in
the report that will ultimately go to Parliament. However, as members will see
from the initial paper, there are still matters to be considered at our next
meeting. Are we agreed that no further work be done on those points?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: I thank the witnesses for attending.
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Parliamentary Questions

The Convener: We will be doing well if we get through this item by 12.30. If
we find that we are time constrained, we might have to ask Donald Gorrie to
accept that his paper will have to be dealt with at the next meeting.
Donald Gorrie: As long as it then gets favourable consideration.
The Convener: We will put it at the top of the list.
We have been working our way through a series of issues on parliamentary
questions. Some of the usual suspects are with us today. Hugh Flinn is
making a repeat appearance before the committee, but I do not think that
Janet Seaton has been here before. I welcome her and assure her that all the
awkward questions will go to Hugh. We are also joined again by Michael
Lugton and Andrew McNaughton from the Executive.
We can proceed straight to paper 5A, which deals with holding answers and
makes a recommendation. Would Hugh Flinn or either of the Executive
people like to comment on the paper?
Hugh Flinn (Scottish Parliament Directorate of Clerking and Reporting):
We have nothing to add. We flagged up the recommendation in a previous
discussion and are simply asking for its endorsement.
The Convener: As no one from the Executive seems to have any comments
either, do members agree the recommendation to note the number of
questions; to agree to proceed as set out in the report; and to note that the
matter will continue to be monitored?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: That takes us to a more substantive report on the
admissibility of questions. Do members have any comments on paper 5B?
Donald Gorrie: I have a question about paragraph 9. As quangos
"fall within the general responsibility of the Scottish Executive"
questions about them are legitimate. The paper continues:
"However it is recognised that operational matters solely within such bodies’
direct responsibility are not most appropriately addressed"
through parliamentary questions.
That returns us to the question of how an operational matter is defined. For
example, if it is
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alleged that the acute health trust in Tayside, or whatever, has made a
complete hash of something or other, presumably members from that area
should be allowed to ask questions about that. Perhaps the definition of
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"operational matters" needs some tidying up in that respect. The presumption
should be that members are allowed to ask questions if there are doubts
about a certain situation.
The Convener: I sympathise with that view; I, too, have scribbled down some
notes about paragraph 9. I understand that the untidy appearance of the bin
store at Crosshouse hospital is not an appropriate matter for a parliamentary
question and that any member who is worried about that matter should write
to the local health officials. However, I have seen parliamentary answers on
health matters that have contained the clear implication that a problem was a
matter for the health board, even though the question that I have in mind
concerned ministerial guidance to the health board in question on the disposal
of surplus properties.
Many areas are, arguably, operational matters for health boards, but
questions may arise about ministerial guidance, recommended practice and
whether information is or should be held centrally for monitoring purposes. As
a result, in health and other areas, on many matters that affect the interface
between the minister and the health board or trust, it is reasonable to ask the
minister to take either an overview or a more central and strategic view. If we
accept the final clause in paragraph 9, we should be quite clear that, although
we accept the principle that minor local administrative stuff is a matter for local
people, policy, guidance, control and major budget matters are properly areas
for which ministers should answer. After all, those bodies are agents of the
minister, with whom the buck stops. The same issue about operational and
policy matters will arise in relation to the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency and the new Scottish housing body.
Brian Adam: The position of local authorities is a little different, although we
could still ask them about the bins. You have drawn a perfectly fair distinction
between minor operational matters and policy issues that might involve the
minister, but how would you make a similar distinction with local authorities,
which have a fairly unique place?
The Convener: I do not think that we should be asking questions about local
authorities at all, unless they centre on ministerial guidance to local
authorities. For example, on planning matters, we might ask why a minister
did or did not call in an application. However, we cannot ask ministers
whether Dundee City Council is keeping the streets clean enough. That is a
matter for the local
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authority.
Brian Adam: However, as you described, local authorities are acting as
agents of the Government on many matters, rather than making independent
choices, because much of the money is ring-fenced. If we accept the principle
that you gave us, how would a distinction be drawn between councils clearly
making independent choices and councils acting as agents?
12:15
The Convener: That point is perfectly fair. I do not know how well the
proposal will stand up to academic scrutiny. I would have thought that a
council could not be questioned on how it discharged its education
responsibilities, because those decisions are devolved to it. However,
councils can act as contractors to the Scottish Executive. For example, they
did that until recently to maintain trunk roads and if people wrote to a roads
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director about a matter of Executive policy, the letter would go to the minister,
who would answer it, because the local authority was only the Executive’s
agent.
We must narrow down what local government matters councils undertake
because they are on the ground and over what matters councils have
discretion given to them. If the matter is in their discretion and in their
resources, it is their business. We cannot reasonably ask ministers about
such matters, but we could ask ministers about the guidance to local
authorities on educational standards, without asking how many schools they
apply to or what age the weans are when they go to secondary school.
Brian Adam: The Government doles out excellence funding for a particular
purpose. I would have thought that how local authorities may use that money
differentially was a perfectly legitimate subject on which to lodge questions.
The Convener: Absolutely. I am sure that you could ask a question about the
steps that the Executive has taken to monitor local authorities’ effectiveness at
handling excellence funding. The Executive would tell you what it did.
However, I do not think that you could ask the Executive whether it agreed
with the purchase of computers at Monifieth High School, for example.
Anyway, we are hogging the debate. I beg the witnesses’ pardon. We
assemble all these experts for their wisdom and end up talking shop. Can the
witnesses give any guidance to help to clarify the meaning of that part of
paragraph 9 of the section on admissibility of questions?
Hugh Flinn: The distinctions that you have drawn are not inconsistent with
the practice that we follow. I emphasise only that the second
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sentence of paragraph 9 does not say that some questions are inadmissible.
It simply describes what guidance we would give members about the most
appropriate way of proceeding to obtain the information that they want.
The Convener: We have been arguing about how many angels can dance on
the head of a pin. The information is only guidance.
Mr Paterson: Another issue is the thorny old subject of the requirement in
rule 13.3.3 that questions "be in English". Is that a wee bit too prescriptive?
Paragraph 2.2.1(c) of annexe A says:
"A question shall be in English
Members may provide Scots or Scots Gaelic translations of questions, and
such translations will be printed in the Business Bulletin. However an English
version must always be provided."
Should not that say that an English version should normally be provided? One
or two members normally use common Scots words such as dreich, drookit,
oxter or vindaloo. If that paragraph were followed right down the line, it would
suggest that such words would have to be translated. That would be silly.
I know what we are trying to get at. I understand spoken Scots, but I find
Scots difficult to read. That is something that we have missed out in the past
100 years. We no longer practise it. If a substantive question is in Scots, Doric
or another foreign language, a note should accompany it, but the paragraph
that I quoted would knock out words, rather than sentences.
The Convener: We have discussed that several times and reached a
decision.
Mr Paterson: Not in this context.
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The Convener: No. However, on the grounds of logic and consistency, the
decision that stands in relation to everything else should stand here. I would
be embarrassed if our Australian compatriots, reading the Official Report
avidly on the website, were confused because all Brian Adam’s Doric
questions began with "Fit like". I am happy for Brian Adam to lodge questions
in Doric, but I would like to be able to read an English equivalent, which would
need to be reasonably standard across the English or American speaking
world. I think that we should stick with that point. However, Gil Paterson’s
comments will be recorded for posterity in the Official Report.
Mr Paterson: In that case, I will push it to a vote.
The Convener: Oh dear.
Mr Paterson: It is the same thorny old subject. We say that the Parliament is
Scots and Gaelic friendly, but rules such as this, in effect, say that
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those languages are substandard and not to be used. That sends out the
wrong message. If we want to send out the right message, we should facilitate
the use of Scots and Gaelic. We could include the phrase "should normally be
provided". That would be more than adequate and would cover people such
as me who use Scots an awful lot. There are many words that I use that are
going out of fashion because people think that those who use such words
must be ignorant.
I am determined that that point should not only be on record in the Official
Report, but that we should vote on it to find out whether other members agree
that we are simply paying lip service to the language whereas we could give it
some support.
The Convener: Before we do that, could I clarify what the position would be if
someone wishing to make a point of using the Scots tongue came to the
chamber office with a question framed in Scots and wanted it to go in the
business bulletin in that form? Does that happen?
Hugh Flinn: It has never happened with a question, although it happens with
motions from time to time. If it happened with a question, we would adopt the
same procedure as for motions, which is that the English version would
appear followed by the Scots language version that is provided by the
member. If it were a matter of one word in a motion that was otherwise in
standard English, it would depend on the context. We have to make a
judgment on each case. I would not have thought that we would say that an
alternative would have to be provided for one word.
The Convener: That strikes me as a model of flexibility and good sense.
Mr Paterson: I will accept that. I was not talking about whole questions, but
the odd word here or there. I frequently use Scots words, as do other
members, including the Presiding Officer. I am satisfied as long as we would
not have to write out such words from the script or put in another word.
The Convener: I am sure that Gil Paterson will now draft a whole series of
questions with single Scots words planted in them to test the validity of the
ruling that we have been given.
Brian Adam: The problem with the flexible approach that has been explained
to us is that it is precluded in the standing orders, which say that a question
"shall be in English". There is no choice as long as standing orders say that
questions shall be in English.
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Mr Macintosh: I suggest that the English language is flexible enough, but I
would like to test the ruling that we have heard. Would the word "dreich" be
accepted in a motion?
Brian Adam: It is certainly not English.
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Mr Macintosh: It is not English, but most people speaking English in Scotland
would understand it. I am interested to know whether Hugh Flinn would
accept it.
The Convener: I would say that the word is English. Any Scots, Russian or
Japanese word that is in common use in English has become part of the
English language—it will be found in an English dictionary. Scotticisms—
whether idiom or individual words—that are commonly used are English and
are therefore covered. I cannot imagine a question that would include the
word "dreich", but if someone came up with such a question, I would argue
that "dreich" would be an acceptable English expression that should be
allowed. We use all sorts of words that have no Celtic root and are Anglo-
Saxon in their origins but are accepted every day in Scots, such as kirk, which
is both a Scots and an English word. The Executive will resolve the matter for
us.
Michael Lugton (Scottish Executive Executive Secretariat): As I
understand it, the standing orders place the burden of interpreting the rule on
the Presiding Officer. One could rest on the assumption that the Presiding
Officer would always take a sensible view on what constituted English and
what did not.
The Convener: Do we have enough agreement to accept the paper?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: We have redefined "English", we have redefined
"admissibility", and we have had a rather dreich discussion.
That takes us to paper 5C, which is a memorandum from the Scottish
Executive. I think that this is a matter for Mr Lugton to speak to.
Michael Lugton: I hope that the paper speaks for itself. It follows up points
that were raised at the previous meeting when you took evidence from us. It
deals with Executive resources and the current position on the advisory cost
limit. In view of the time that is available, I will say simply that I am happy to
try to answer any questions that members may have.
The Convener: May I ask a question about the last sentence of the paper, in
paragraph 15, which says that, on an interim basis:
"The limit would only be used to justify not providing information where the
Minister concerned considered that provision of the information was not
appropriate in all the circumstances."
Am I correct to understand that to mean that an answer would not be withheld
on financial grounds alone, but would be withheld because of wider
considerations?
Michael Lugton: That is right. We have used
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that mechanism very infrequently. Of the 14,000 questions that have been
lodged, only 50 have been subject to it. We intend to continue to use it
extremely sparingly.
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Donald Gorrie: This question may reveal my incompetence, but we were
promised by Iain Smith, when he was a member of this committee—or rather
an attender at the committee, representing the Executive—that there would
be a sort of telephone directory of relevant senior civil servants whom
members could phone. That would perhaps obviate the necessity of lodging a
question. As far as I am aware, such a directory does not exist. The Executive
website mentions various people, but I understand that that is more for the
general public than for us. Has progress been made in that regard?
Andrew McNaughton (Scottish Executive Executive Secretariat): We
hope to put in place arrangements for the directory to be made available to
MSPs and parliamentary staff during the forthcoming recess. You will have
access to it when you return from recess.
Donald Gorrie: Good—that is very helpful. Thank you.
Brian Adam: On page 2, paragraph 7 does not quite provide the response
that I was looking for. My suggestion was aimed much more at getting
guidance directly, as opposed to what is contained in the text of that
paragraph, which says:
"Members are already encouraged to access other sources of information".
As I recall, my suggestion was that the Executive could be more proactive in
its response, in that members could receive a direct communication from the
officials dealing with the matter, detailing where the information could be
found, instead of the onus being thrown back on the member asking the
question, who would simply have to go and look for their own sources of
information. I suspect that, if such information was offered on a number of
occasions, members would get into the habit of consulting the appropriate
sources.
Michael Lugton: I am sorry if we have misunderstood the point, but there
was no intention not to be helpful. We would certainly aim to be proactive;
where we felt that the information was more easily obtainable than through
parliamentary questions, we would aim to alert the member of that as quickly
as we could—as well as answering the questions, which we would have to do,
as they had been lodged.
Brian Adam: That does not come across in paragraph 7. The implication is
that members are already encouraged to access other sources. That is a
general thing. The suggestion is, "Go and look
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it up somewhere else"; the paragraph does not say that you will provide the
information on what the appropriate source is.
Michael Lugton: The second sentence of that paragraph says that:
"further advice may be offered to Members in individual cases."
I think that that covers what I was trying to say.
Brian Adam: Okay.
The Convener: Can we agree to note the paper?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: We now come to paper 5D, which is
"To consider the transparency of Executive answers to parliamentary
questions."
There is no recommendation to discuss, but paragraph 8 says:
"The solution that would provide most transparency would be for any letter
arising from an answer to be put in the public domain."
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That would appear to resolve the difficulty raised by Christine Grahame and
others. Janet Seaton, does the issue trouble the Scottish Parliament
information centre?
Janet Seaton (Scottish Parliament Information Centre): Yes, it does.
Where the answer to a question states that a letter exists, inevitably people
want to see it. At the moment, if the letter comes to SPICe—as is often
promised—that is all right for MSPs but it does not help anybody else.
However, the letter does not always come to SPICe. I suggest that, where a
minister says that they will write or that somebody else will write, when the
letter becomes available it be reproduced at the end of the WAR.
Brian Adam: That seems reasonable to me.
12:30
The Convener: That seems reasonable to us all. It may be a wee bit of extra
work somewhere but nothing quantitatively different. Is that problematic for
the Executive in any sense?
Michael Lugton: Not really, convener. We regard this as a parliamentary
matter. There is no desire on our part for responses to parliamentary
questions, whether they are in parliamentary answer format or in any other
form, to be unavailable to those who would like to see them.
Brian Adam: I expose my ignorance again, but what is the WAR?
Janet Seaton: Written answers report.
The Convener: It is what the Executive wages
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on you weekly.
We have agreed that reproducing letters at the end of the WAR would be the
best way to proceed.
The final matter under item 5 is the quantity, quality and relevance of
questions. There is a report here, which I believe that John Patterson had the
pleasure of writing. The recommendations are in paragraph 24. The report
concludes that the monitoring has worked well and that we should continue to
monitor and discuss issues. We start with the new Deputy Minister for
Parliament at our next meeting, when we can question him on those and other
matters.
Are there any questions arising from the report?
Donald Gorrie: Some of the comments refer to people like me. The purpose
of the question can be clear in the questioner's mind but not in anyone else's.
Like others, I meet an organisation, its members raise an issue and I bang in
a question. It would probably be better if people like me sent a wee note to the
department, describing the background to the question. Alternatively, if the
department did not know the background, they could phone us to ask us what
it is. While I am all in favour of transparency, my thought processes are not
necessarily transparent to others.
The Convener: If I was not clear, I would not lodge a question. I would write a
letter, knowing that it would come back to me. If I had misjudged the issue or
asked something stupid, only the minister and I would know. As I would not
publish the letter, that would be the end of it. We discussed previously the
matter of when we should ask a question and when we should write a letter.
There may be matters that can be resolved by letter. If we were considering
putting a question on the public record, writing might even help to clarify what
question we should ask.
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Donald Gorrie: It would take even longer, as the track record for answering
letters is not all that great.
The Convener: Indeed, it takes a long time.
Brian Adam: This is not a matter of just exposing public ignorance on issues.
To follow Donald Gorrie’s second point, where Executive officials are not sure
what the question is about, it is quite reasonable for them to contact the
member who lodged the question and to seek clarification. People on the
chamber desk contact me on the questions that I wish to lodge. It would be in
everyone’s interests if Executive officials who wished to know the reasons
behind questions were encouraged to contact members.
The Convener: That is a fair point. I hope that Executive officials will see our
request for e-mail contact points and a staff directory not as climbing
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all over the Executive but as encouraging communication. It ought to make
Executive officials feel that they are entitled to speak to us. If it is a particular
person’s job to follow up a particular letter or question from us, that person is
entitled to ask exactly what we mean. It would be a two-way process, and it
might help everybody to do their job a bit better.
Brian Adam: On most occasions, I would want the communication to be in
the direction that you have just described, convener, rather than in the other
direction with me bombarding Executive officials with requests. I want to give
them the opportunity to clarify what was in my mind when I asked the
question.
The Convener: Mr Lugton, we accept that you may feel that only certain
people should initiate contact with MSPs and that your staff may want to ask
you to contact us. That would be a matter for you to decide.
Michael Lugton: In general, we would think it appropriate to go through the
chamber office. The chamber office would only have accepted the question
because it regarded it as clear, with no uncertainty as to what was required. If
we were puzzled, the chamber office would be our first port of call, and we
would ask it to pursue the matter with the member. I am not sure that it would
be entirely appropriate for officials to speak directly to members to get
clarification on a question.
Brian Adam: Why not?
Michael Lugton: Because, as I said, we would need to proceed on the
assumption that the chamber office regarded the question as clear; otherwise,
it would not have accepted it. We would therefore seek clarification from the
chamber office if we did not find the question clear.
Brian Adam: We are asked to make our questions brief and to the point. It
may well be that a phone call to the member—from an appropriate official—
could provide the background information that was needed. To my mind, the
role of the chamber office is different—to help members to frame admissible
questions. That does not necessarily provide the background on why the
question is being asked.
The Convener: I think, Brian, that Mr Lugton is concerned about protocol and
about the chamber office not being involved as it should be. The question has
come through the chamber office and therefore it should go back through the
chamber office.
Hugh Flinn: That is correct. In the great majority of cases, if there were any
lack of clarity in a question, we would hope to iron that out with the member
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before the question went to the Executive. There have been occasions when
the
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Executive has asked exactly what was meant by the wording of a question,
and we have been happy to take that request for clarification to the member
concerned.
The Convener: We feel that there could be more confidence in that
procedure; we will see how it goes. We have nothing else to raise on this
agenda item, and we will approve the report’s recommendations. I thank the
witnesses for attending.
If Donald Gorrie does not mind, we will take his report as an early item on the
next agenda. Do you wish us to canvass the Executive’s views before the next
meeting?
Donald Gorrie: I was going to suggest that members canvass within their
own groups. There is an issue here and people may not like my attempt at
resolving it. Having discussions in groups on how to resolve it would be
helpful; people could then come to the next meeting with ideas supported by
their groups.
The Convener: Fair enough.
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Col 705 The Convener (Mr Murray Tosh): Good morning and welcome to the fourth
meeting of the Procedures Committee in 2001. The principal business today is
to take evidence from the Minister for Parliament as part of our inquiry into
parliamentary questions. I welcome the minister to the meeting. He is
accompanied by Euan Robson, the Deputy Minister for Parliament, and
Andrew McNaughton and Michael Lugton from the Executive. Hugh Flinn and
Janet Seaton from the Parliament are also attending the meeting.
The report that is before the committee sets out a list of issues and potential
areas for discussion with ministers. I suggest that we offer the minister the
opportunity to make some initial remarks before we proceed through the issues
that are picked out in annexes A and B of the report.
The Minister for Parliament (Mr Tom McCabe): We welcome the opportunity
to contribute to the committee’s work on such an important matter. I welcome
the co-operation between Executive officials and Parliament staff. That is a
hopeful sign for future work in this and other areas. It is worth noting that the
joint participation in the seminars on PQs was very valuable.
I reassure the committee that there is full recognition in the Executive that it is
important to provide timeous answers to PQs. It is also recognised that the
quality of information contained in the answers is equally, if not more,
important. The Deputy Minister for Parliament and I do not see this as a
contest between the Executive and the Parliament. We all came here to work
together as parliamentarians and to ensure that the new institution works. My
colleagues in the Executive and I are very interested in doing all that we can to
achieve that aim. I hope that this morning’s discussion will take us further along
that road.
The Convener: Thank you. I can testify to the spirit in which Andrew
McNaughton contributed to the seminars in February and to the very good
discussions that we have had with Andrew

Col 706 McNaughton and Michael Lugton in previous evidence sessions on this topic.
We have reached a good level of accord.
Let us turn to the annexes. The first items for discussion are the results of the
monitoring exercise and the relevance, quality and quantity of questions. The
report contains several points for discussion with the minister: the usefulness
of the monitoring exercise, the monitoring figures and the general aspirations
for the Executive’s future performance on turnaround times. Members should
chip in after the minister has had a chance to give us his thoughts on those
points.
Mr McCabe: Again, the level of co-operation between the Executive and
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Parliament staff has been an encouraging indicator. The Executive will
continue to produce the monitoring statistics on a quarterly basis for the
foreseeable future. In an ideal world, that would not be necessary. However,
we are some way off that position and are more than happy to continue the
monitoring exercise.
It is difficult to draw firm conclusions because we are still at an early stage in
the exercise. February shows an upturn, but a sizeable number of questions
were lodged in March. However, February and March show an improvement
on the position in January. Perhaps there is some early cause for optimism.
There is considerable fluctuation in performance, which adds to the difficulty in
forming firm conclusions at this early stage. The reasons for the fluctuations
are not readily obvious to the Executive. It is encouraging that the backlog of
questions from 2000 is now clear. The most recent figures for the backlog in
2001 are 17 for January, 27 for February and 74 for March. I hope members
are aware that we are greatly interested in continuing to reduce the backlog.
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): I do not expect the minister to clype
on any of his colleagues, but does the Executive consider the comparative
performance of departments and try to improve that of the departments that
seem to be performing less well than others?
Mr McCabe: I appreciate Donald Gorrie’s first remark. We consistently monitor
the performance in each department. As part of our management processes,
we examine whether there are particular reasons why some questions
progress through departments more slowly than others. There is constant
dialogue. I will say this a number of times today and you will have heard it a
number of times since the Parliament was created: we are still a relatively
young institution. Management processes are still being worked out and
politicians who are far closer to the day-to-day operation are still expressing
their views about

Col 707 what needs to change so that the machine operates in the way that best suits
them.
Mr Frank McAveety (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab): On the role of
departments, is a pattern emerging to indicate where blockages—to do with
individuals' ability to respond, the work load of the Parliament or the nature of
the policy area—may be occurring? Are any patterns emerging that assist you
in deciding how questions should be dealt with?
Mr McCabe: There is only the obvious pattern that departments such as health
receive a large volume of questions, which presents its own difficulties. Health
is an important brief and there are great demands on the health ministers, who
sometimes have to work out their relative priorities. However, we are aware of
that and it is part of our discussions with that department. The departments
that receive the highest volumes of PQs are the ones that most urgently need
to work out their processes for dealing with questions.
Mr Gil Paterson (Central Scotland) (SNP): There is a correlation between the
quantity of questions and the quality of answers. Is there any way to monitor
the quality of the answers?
Mr McCabe: A great deal of work is done by ministers to convey to the civil
servants who work to them the style and approach with which they are more
content. As the staff who work to ministers become more aware of ministers'
individual approaches, the answers will become more acceptable on a first-off
basis. We are aware that one of the more important reasons for the backlog
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and the unacceptable time that it takes to answer questions is that the initial
drafts go back and forward more often than we would like. That has been
identified as an area in which staff have to become more aware of the
individual preferences of ministers. Ministers have to spend more time
conveying their preferences to their staff. Sessions have been set up to ensure
that that happens.
Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): Some questions must take longer
to answer than others. Is there any process for marking those questions? The
topicality of questions must be an issue. Are any criteria applied so that
questions that are especially topical and should be answered quickly are
pushed through, or are all questions treated in the same way, with the obstacle
being the draft coming back from the minister?
Mr McCabe: As far as I am aware, the biggest obstacle is the complexity of the
questions. The more branches of the Executive that require to be involved in
formulating an answer, the longer it takes. New systems are being put in place
to attempt to reduce the time scale when more branches are involved in
answering a question—

Col 708 we may discuss those in more detail later.
On priority, I take it as read that if an issue crops up and a topical question has
been lodged, the minister may find it prudent to ensure that that question is
answered more speedily than others. Members expect that and I expect
ministers to be sufficiently aware of current issues to react in that way.
10:45
The Convener: We had discussions with Executive officials about the
relationship between letters and questions. Would it be reasonable to assume
that letters—primarily from parliamentarians—come in at a more or less
uniform rate, or could they be a reason why there is sometimes a backlog in
answering questions? I presume that the same people deal with letters from
third parties, outwith the parliamentary world, and that there may be surges of
correspondence. Does that affect the rate at which questions can be
answered?
Mr McCabe: There is undoubtedly a correlation between the overall volume of
work and the rate at which questions are answered. It is the Executive that
deals with all the issues that have been mentioned. If the volume of ministerial
correspondence and parliamentary questions rises to a great extent, pressure
is put on the system. As I understand it, those matters are dealt with by broadly
the same staff. Mr Lugton will say whether that is the case.
Michael Lugton (Scottish Executive Parliamentary Secretariat): That is
right. From time to time, topics become matters of high political and public
interest and the volume of questions and letters tends to increase. We
experienced that in relation to the problems over the Scottish Qualifications
Authority a few months ago. Often, we cannot increase the resources in the
system as quickly as the volume of correspondence and questions increases,
the consequence of which is that people struggle to keep up with the work
load. I expect that the same will happen in connection with foot-and-mouth
disease. I have noticed a significant increase in the number of questions to the
rural affairs department on that topic and I imagine that the number of letters
has increased too. The same group of officials has to deal with questions and
letters in that subject area, so they will be under more pressure than usual.
The Convener: It may be pertinent for parliamentarians to ponder on the fact
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that there will be times of pressure, when events—as we are fond of saying—
will inevitably cause delays and affect to a department's work load.

Col 709 Patricia Ferguson (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab): I am struck by two things about
the comments that have been made. First, Mr McCabe mentioned that the
health department receives a lot of questions. As I often end up chairing
members' business debates, I have noticed that the health department also
gets more than its fair share of those debates. Is there a mechanism for
ensuring that a department such as that is given additional back-up?
My second question, on Mr Lugton's comment, follows on from that. When
there is a crisis such as foot-and-mouth disease, is it possible to take a couple
of members of staff from one department and put them into another to help to
cope with that crisis? The last thing that the staff who deal daily with that crisis
want is a backlog of questions. Is the work load taken into consideration when
staff are being allocated?
Mr McCabe: I mentioned the age of the institution. There is an on-going review
of the resources required to deal with the work load in each department. It is
becoming evident that many of the questions and much of the ministerial
correspondence is directed to the health department. There is an on-going
managerial review of the level of support that is required there, just as there is
an on-going review of the level of support that each minister requires so that
they are content and feel properly able to discharge their duties. All those
things are under review.
Michael Lugton: The top management team recognises that it has a
responsibility to adjust the shape of the organisation in response to pressures
from outside. Each month, the management group looks at the volume of
questions and, once the questions have been disaggregated by department, at
the levels of ministerial correspondence. If a crisis arises, it is always open to
us to reinforce a particular area in the short term. Of course, bringing in new
people who may not know much about the problem may for a time be an
added burden on those who usually deal with it and know about the
background.
The Convener: We have now exhausted that subject. The next item is holding
answers. Does the Executive want to comment on the proposed change to
reporting the date of holding answers?
Mr McCabe: Is that with regard to the tagging and identification of holding
answers?
The Convener: Give me a second while I read the paragraph in the clerks'
paper. Perhaps Hugh Flinn will clarify that for us.
Hugh Flinn (Scottish Parliament Directorate of Clerking and Reporting):
We are referring to the situation where a substantive answer is given after a
holding answer has been given. The committee wanted the date of the holding
answer
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to be given alongside the substantive answer.
Mr McCabe: As has been said, we hope that the gap between the holding
and the substantive answer will be short enough to make the notification of
when the holding answer was issued almost irrelevant. We are attempting to
improve the process, but we have no difficulty with that suggestion.
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The Convener: The committee has seized with great glee on the fact that the
acronym for the written answers report is WAR, which is what we are trying to
avoid.
Mr McCabe: Absolutely.
The Convener: The next issue concerns the admissibility of questions. The
three points that we want to raise are listed in the clerks’ paper under the
heading "Memorandum by the Scottish Executive: advisory cost limit,
Executive staff resources and tracking system". The number of staff in the
Executive’s parliamentary branch will be increased from three to four. What
difference will that make? When will the tracking system become operational
and what are its main features? When will the advisory cost limit be decided
and what issues will be weighed in coming to that decision? I will open up the
discussion to committee members after Mr McCabe has responded.
Mr McCabe: Some initial work has been carried out on the advisory cost limit,
which is still about £82 or £84, but further work is required. It is important that
we establish an accurate cost for answering questions. It is no good for the
Executive to exaggerate the cost so that it can say that the number of
questions represents an inappropriate cost to the public purse. An accurate
figure with which everyone is content has to be established. Although we are
working with an advisory cost limit of £82 at the moment, we recognise that
that needs further refinement. Further work is being done.
On the upper limit, if the cost of answering the question is disproportionate,
we are content to operate with the figure that is currently applied in
Westminster, which is considerably above £500. That allows a big enough
margin for error.
What were your other points?
The Convener: What difference will the increase in staff in the Executive's
parliamentary branch—from three to four—make? Also, when will the tracking
system be fully operational and what will its main features be? If that is hugely
complex to explain and unlikely to add anything, please say so, but we are
interested in how it will work.
Mr McCabe: We are currently assessing the correct staffing complement to
deal with the
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situation. We have seen marked improvements following the increase in staff
from three to four. There are also two additional staff to ensure that the
tracking system is implemented successfully. We hope that the system will
become fully operational by early summer.
The main benefit of the system is that we will know the state of play at any
time. Experience has shown us that that is extremely important. Too often in
the past two years, departments have not known the current status of an
answer and that has led to considerable confusion. It is important that we
remove that confusion from the system and that everybody who is responsible
for answering a question knows its current status and what needs to be done
to make progress. That is what we hope to achieve through the tracking
system. The additional staff are in place to try to secure smooth
implementation and the current indications are that we will be successful in
that.
Mr Macintosh: Am I right in thinking that the tracking system puts every letter
into electronic form—everything is scanned in?
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Mr McCabe: Yes.
Mr Macintosh: Occasionally I e-mail letters—I am referring to letters, rather
than questions—and I would like to know whether it is helpful to use e-mail,
rather than to send a typed letter.
Is it okay for me to talk about letters rather than questions, convener?
The Convener: The same people do all the work.
Mr Macintosh: Is it quicker for MSPs to e-mail inquiries?
Mr McCabe: E-mail saves a few days in the process—it is quicker than
conventional methods. There is some advantage to that, although I am not
sure how much. If an inquiry is received electronically, it can be transferred to
the other system more easily.
Mr Macintosh: I do not know how ministers deal with the letters that they
receive, but I imagine that the civil servants end up printing off the e-mails and
handing them to ministers in paper form.
Mr McCabe: Yes, that would happen. Ministers are unlikely to read letters
directly from the screen. Often, when a minister receives a letter they are
given advice or further information with it.
Mr Macintosh: Has tracking indicated any difference between the time taken
to respond to e-mails and to letters? I take it that the volume of letters is huge
compared to the volume of e-mails.
Mr McCabe: My understanding is that the majority of inquiries are received by
conventional means, but I am not sure of the split.
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Michael Lugton: That is right. Most of our correspondence is still in the form
of hard copy. We have a central correspondence unit that scans in all hard
copy letters, which are then moved around the organisation electronically.
However, as the Minister for Parliament says, ministers often prefer to read
documents from hard copy before they sign off a letter and response. At that
stage, hard copies of the correspondence are available.
If e-mails are received, the central correspondence unit also handles them.
What helps is the initial period—instead of relying on the post to take a day or
two to get the letter to us, the member is assured that it is in the system more
quickly. After that it is dealt with in much the same way as a hard copy letter.
The Convener: If one was seeking to e-mail a minister, would it be better to
e-mail the minister at the ministerial e-mail address, rather than at the
Parliament e-mail address?
Mr McCabe: Yes. That is fundamental. To use the Parliament address would
add further confusion and delay. The minister's parliamentary assistant might
be away from their desk—off sick or on holiday and so on—and that would
cause delay. On all occasions, such correspondence should be directed to the
ministerial address.
Mr Macintosh: E-mail is more informal than letter writing and that lack of
formality tends to speed things up. Is that effect felt in the civil service, or is
there a standard for snail mail, which is maintained when dealing with e-mail?
Michael Lugton: The formality does not really have an effect on the way in
which we deal with a request. An inquiry from a member of Parliament is
always treated as such. The normal process would be for the central
correspondence unit to identify the part of the department that is best placed
to provide ministers with advice. Advice will be provided together with
suggestions as to how the minister might reply to the inquiry. The entire set of
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documents will go to the minister. As the correspondence is from an MSP,
nothing will go out until the minister has authorised the reply. It does not
matter how informal the mode of correspondence, the fact that it comes from
a member means that it is treated in a particular way.
11:00
The Convener: There are no short cuts.
Mr McAveety: Often, e-mails are not as identifiable as formal letters because
sometimes there is no location included, apart from the e-mail address. If a
minister receives an e-mail at his Parliament office and passes it on to his
ministerial office, which then passes it on to the central
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correspondence unit, why does it take so long to get back to the minister,
unless the minister takes a personal interest in the issue? That happened to
me on one or two occasions when I was a minister. I knew the members who
were involved; I passed the e-mail on but a response took four or five weeks
to get to them. I was busy doing other things, but felt guilty when the member
collared me to ask what had happened to the answer. I had thought that
somebody was dealing with it. Why does it take so long? Sometimes
questions seem to disappear until they come back to haunt the minister.
Mr McCabe: Often that is a result of the volume of questions that the
Parliament must deal with, although sometimes the delay is due to the
complexity of the question. The Executive recognises that a timeous reply to
ministerial correspondence is of tremendous value to an MSP. An MSP can
feel awkward—to say that they would look foolish would be putting it too
strongly—about the fact that they have assured a constituent that they will
write to a minister, yet they have to wait an inordinate amount of time for an
answer. I am very aware that we need to reduce the time that it takes to reply
to ministerial correspondence. Addressing that issue will be of great
assistance to MSPs.
To answer Mr McAveety's question directly, there are several reasons for
such a delay. If the question is directed towards the health or transport
departments, for example, the volume of correspondence going to those
departments has an impact on how long it takes to reply.
Mr McAveety: How do you feel that that compares to your experience in local
government?
Mr McCabe: It is not directly comparable. The civil service is a very formal
institution and I am in the same position as the other elected politicians—we
are going through a process of learning how best to engage with the people
who serve us. There are many people in the civil service who have a great
interest in improving the ways in which they serve elected politicians. It is
important to point that out.
It is difficult to draw comparisons because of the phenomenal increase in the
number of questions that has resulted from the Parliament. The volume of
parliamentary questions is six times that of the questions that were put to the
Scottish Office. Any bureaucracy takes time to refocus on an increase of such
magnitude. At the moment, direct comparisons between the Parliament and
local government are not that helpful. However, I would like to put on record
the fact that my experience has been that local government places great
importance on responding to inquiries timeously.
Col 714
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The Convener: We must now deal with sources of information that are
available to MSPs. The Scottish Executive directory is now available on the
Scottish Parliament intranet. We must ask the Executive whether it will give us
a report at some time on the use that is being made of that directory. If it is
possible to do so, it might also be useful to have the Executive monitor the
use of the telephone line that we have for making inquiries to the Executive
and to include that information in the report.
Mr McCabe: The system became fully available on 23 April. The Executive is
more than happy to monitor the way in which the new facility is used by MSPs
and I suggest that a reasonable time for that report to be delivered would be
about three months after it was set up.
It would be helpful if the Procedures Committee could help the Scottish
Executive to stress the fact that it is important that MSPs and members of
their staff properly identify themselves when they contact the Executive. The
telephone is a quick way of getting information, but people often feel more
comfortable putting their inquiries in writing, although it will take a longer time
to get a response to a letter. The inquiries will be dealt with at the level of
head of branch or above, to ensure that there is a consistent and appropriate
response to inquiries. We initiated the system because we think that it could
be of considerable assistance to MSPs. We are happy to monitor it and to
listen to suggestions about how the system can be improved.
Donald Gorrie: Could those of us who are more comfortable with pieces of
paper than we are with electronics have a hard copy of the telephone
directory? It might go out of date at times, but it would be helpful.
Mr McCabe: It could go out of date fairly speedily. It has been provided
electronically and we think that that is the easiest way in which to ensure that
the information is regularly updated and relevant. At the moment, we would
prefer to continue to make the information available only in electronic form.
However, in line with every other aspect of this innovation, I am happy for that
to be reviewed at the end of the three-month period.
Donald Gorrie: As an ordinary MSP, I get a lot of help from the chamber
desk and from the Scottish Parliament information centre—although the clerks
sometimes give me nought out of 10 for my parliamentary question and tell
me to go away and do it again.
What is the degree of help that we can get from the civil servants with whom
we can get in direct contact? There seem to be unnecessary barriers. I
understand that the civil service is a UK institution and that we are still
learning about how we will
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work within that structure, but would it be possible to make more senior civil
servants more accessible to MSPs, even if only for what might be called
easier questions? Some of us hear worth while issues being raised at
lunchtime lobbying meetings with one organisation or another and, if we could
phone the relevant official quickly to find out the civil service view, that would
prevent the need for a huge number of letters, parliamentary questions and so
on. If the relationship between senior civil servants and MSPs could be
liberalised, I am sure that everyone, including the public, would benefit.
Mr McCabe: You do yourself a disservice by describing yourself as an
ordinary MSP. There is nothing ordinary about you, Donald, and I am sure
that people recognise the contribution that you have made.
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Ministers make policy and the civil service is accountable to those ministers.
Clearly, the new system that we are trying out, which has surprised some
people and worried others, is an attempt to try to open up the process and
make it as user-friendly for MSPs as it can be. However, I worry that Donald
Gorrie’s suggestion might mean that we are in danger of placing senior civil
servants nearer to the policy-making end of the process than they should be.
It would not be helpful in the long term to confuse the boundaries between
ministers who make policy and civil servants who are accountable to them.
Donald Gorrie: I accept that point. However, it would be useful if it were
possible to get access to information on certain factual matters. If a lobbying
group told us that disabled people, for example, got no help for X, Y and Z, we
could phone up the relevant civil servant who might be able to tell us about
systems A, B and C that help disabled people. We would be trying to get
access to information more quickly, not suggesting to the civil servant that
policy be changed. That would save everybody’s time and would cut down on
the amount of parliamentary questions and letters.
Mr McCabe: You have clarified your position well. The system was put in
place to help members obtain factual information. I hope that MSPs get such
information from the system. If, at the end of the monitoring period, MSPs do
not think that the system is delivering that, we should examine its operation. I
agree that there should be no difficulty in obtaining factual information
speedily.
The Convener: The next item in our report is on parliamentary questions
seminars. We have nothing to raise in that regard. Do you, Mr McCabe?
Mr McCabe: No. I should perhaps stress that the level of co-operation is
encouraging. We hope
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that MSPs and members of their staff recognise that they can gain access to
information in a variety of ways. If they maximise the number of avenues that
they use, they will minimise the burden on the organisation.
The Convener: The next item in our report was our proposal to increase the
time period for answering questions in the recess and to extend it to the week
before a recess. We assume that the Executive will be content with that, but
we want to ask whether the Executive feels that that would help in any way
with the speed with which it is able to produce substantive answers during
recesses.
Mr McCabe: As I said, neither I nor the Executive regards this in any way as
a game. We are here to ensure that the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish
Executive serve timeously and with the most comprehensive information
possible the people who elect us.
The suggestions from the Procedures Committee will undoubtedly be helpful,
as would be any suggestion that allowed the time for answering questions to
be increased. However, I must be frank and state that my view is that there is
a need to step back from the issue a little. I am aware that the committee has
considered the issue in detail but, realistically, we must realise that the facility
to submit questions during recesses, particularly the summer recess, puts an
undue strain on the Scottish Executive. We know that the view that is taken by
the press—that MSPs treat the recess as a holiday—is a fallacy but, just as
MSPs take holidays during recesses, particularly the summer, so do
Executive staff. That means that the ability of the Executive to cope with the
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volume of questions, which does not decrease markedly during recesses,
becomes strained.
I feel that there is a case for some kind of moratorium during recess. I do not
think it would be acceptable to say that, in a seven or eight-week summer
recess, there should be no facility for answering questions. However, a
moratorium of three to four weeks during that recess—always with the facility
for members to submit genuine emergency questions on topical issues that
might crop up—would add considerably to the quality of service that members
experience throughout the rest of the year. If there were a breathing space
during the summer months—when there is a natural downturn in political
activity, as we all acknowledge—the Executive could work on the backlog of
questions and MSPs would see a marked improvement in the overall quality
of the service that they received.
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11:15
I understand that other people hold different views. Some might fear that this
is the thin end of a wedge and that it would limit members' ability to question
the Executive—I do not see it that way. An objective view of how we can
perform best over the course of a year would indicate that some respite during
recess periods would make a significant contribution. I stress that it is
imperative that the facility to submit emergency questions remains.
I am being as honest as I can with the committee. We have to consider the
issue in the round, and ask what initiatives would best improve the service
that we receive throughout the whole year; not only during parliamentary
recesses.
We are, as has been suggested, still an incredibly young institution.
Sometimes, to be frank, I am disappointed at how quickly people have
become set in their ways. After only two years, they say, "Well, that's the way
we did it from the start and therefore it should stay that way." We should be
prepared to experiment, to put in place new methods of operation and then to
assess their effectiveness. We should be open-minded enough to say, "Well,
on that occasion that worked, but on another occasion it didn't, so we should
revert to the previous method." If we are interested in finding the most
appropriate way of operating the institution to provide the best possible
service, I believe strongly that we should be more prepared to experiment.
The Convener: Would introducing a three-week or four-week moratorium in
the middle of the summer actually reduce significantly the number of
questions asked overall? If it did not, all that would happen would be that a lot
of questions in the pipeline would be pushed back to the end of the recess
period, when they would still have to be answered. If the deadlines were to be
met, the questions would have to be answered in a shorter period of time.
Mr McCabe: I recognise that potential difficulty. If, after having evaluated any
new system, that proved to be the case, we would clearly have failed.
However, when I consider the volume of questions that are submitted during
recess—in the full knowledge that everyone needs a break—there is
sometimes no discernible decrease. One wonders where the questions have
been generated. Dare I suggest that sometimes enthusiastic researchers can
generate questions as readily as enthusiastic MSPs? Consideration of the
pattern of the way in which questions are submitted at the very least raises a
question in what, I have to admit, is sometimes a suspicious mind.
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The Convener: One of the most prominent
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questioners assures me that he writes all his own questions, but he never
takes holidays and I am sure that he does not sleep either.
Mr McCabe: I have this vision of certain MSPs with a laptop and an infrared
mobile phone on a beach somewhere, submitting questions.
The Convener: You are in the papers tomorrow.
Mr Paterson: Aye, a beach. If only.
I sympathise very much with some of what you are saying, Mr McCabe.
However, I think that it would be an enormous step backwards. The world
continues to roll; it does not stop for four weeks. Problems and issues will
arise but, if there is no one in the Parliament, there will be no facility for asking
questions. Not being able to get answers to questions for a four-week period
would have a dramatic impact on the Parliament.
I agree that some form of policing is required. You said yourself that MSPs will
be on holiday during the summer recess and that staff have to get holidays as
well. I would rather go down the route of appealing to MSPs to cool their feet
a wee bit during that period. If the Executive, the parties and this committee
did a bit of work on that, we would be pushing at an open door. However, the
last thing that we want to do is to close off the opportunity to get important
questions answered when there is no other mechanism for asking them.
Mr McCabe: I appreciate that point, but I would like to offer some clarification.
The facility for questions being answered during the recess should remain. It
is very important that questions that have been lodged continue to be
answered; it is the facility to ask questions over that period that concerns me.
As I said earlier, if there were a period during which the facility to ask
questions were reduced, it would be vital that the facility remained for asking
genuine emergency questions. I hope that that offers some reassurance. I
appreciate what Mr Paterson is saying.
Mr Paterson: I want to press you a bit further, Mr McCabe. If a question is not
answered by the beginning of the recess, it may not be that urgent and may
be able to wait a wee bit longer. However, things may happen during the
recess that are fairly urgent. Questions may arise on which action must be
taken. I would rather have an open door so that we can get answers, because
things may happen in Scotland—or anywhere else, for that matter. People
may be on holiday, but you may be answerable on some issue, and the only
way that we will be able to get to you will be through a question.
Mr McCabe: I am sure that every question has great importance to the
member who lodges it.
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However, if we can find a way of reducing the backlog during the summer
recess, the service that members receive during the rest of the year may be of
a higher quality. I accept your point about a situation arising during a recess.
That is why I have suggested that there should always be a facility to answer
a question in an emergency. However, there may have to be some guidelines
from the Presiding Officer or the chamber office on the definition of a genuine
emergency.
Brian Adam (North-East Scotland) (SNP): I want to ask about that particular
point. The committee has considered the designation of a priority question,
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but we decided not to pursue that. However, if we are to have some kind of
moratorium, we will have to reconsider that.
What would have happened if, instead of happening in February, the foot-and-
mouth outbreak had happened in July, when there was a three-week or a
four-week moratorium? Would there have been one emergency question on
the issue, or one per member, or what? Heaven forbid that we see another
similar situation, but such situations do happen and the Executive does not
get one question on an issue, but a whole range of questions that need to be
answered. It would be difficult to avoid the situation that the convener referred
to, with all the questions being backed up to the end of the moratorium period
and MSPs ending up with even longer delays into the autumn.
Mr McCabe: Clearly, foot-and-mouth was a genuine national emergency. Had
it reared its head during the summer recess, there might have been a case
not only for reinstituting the facility for asking questions, but for recalling
Parliament. If a situation arose that was clearly a national emergency, I hope
that the Executive would have its finger sufficiently on the pulse to recognise
that a suspension of the moratorium on that particular subject would be
justified. Such situations can be dealt with. My point is about general
questions during that period. If a crisis or issue arose during a moratorium,
any Executive that wished to exercise common sense would recognise the
need to suspend the moratorium for that.
Donald Gorrie: I accept the minister’s wish not to generate question-
constructing factories. They may exist at Westminster, where there is a higher
number of personal researchers and energetic American assistants who
generate many questions. We do not want that system. Ministers catch up
during the summer, as do MSPs who are not very well organised, such as me.
We study our correspondence and notes of visits and say, "I promised to do
that and didn’t do it," so we compose many questions that might relate to past
events.
We have fewer than two years of information on
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which to base judgments, but the figures show that in the past year, the
difference between the numbers of questions asked in July and August, which
are in the 500s, and the numbers in September and October, which are in the
600s, was quite small. That suggests that we are slow starters when we
return from the recess. You would have thought that we would be full of zeal
and would generate many questions. The numbers rise to a rough plateau,
and fall in December and April, when holidays occur. A high point is reached
in May and June.
I am not sure whether, as the convener said, stopping questions at one time
would build up questions for another time. I do not know whether we can try to
concentrate on genuine questions rather than less relevant researcher-
inspired questions. That is difficult, because one man’s relevance is another
man’s irrelevance. It would be better if we could avoid a moratorium. I am
happy for the time limit for answering questions to be extended still further.
We all deserve our holidays, even ministers and civil servants.
The Convener: Especially civil servants.
Mr McCabe: I accept that there is no exact science. I do not know exactly
how people would react to a moratorium. I return to the point that an institution
that is as young as the Parliament should be prepared to experiment. To
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some extent, we would depend on the good faith of members not to abuse the
system. I hope that, as someone suggested, gentle pressure could be exerted
to try to improve the overall performance of the institutions. We are not
conducting a contest between the Parliament and the Executive. We are
trying to find out how we best shape this place and how we best raise the
public’s regard for it.
Mr McAveety: Would writing letters to ministers be more appropriate than the
PQ system during the summer?
Mr McCabe: As we said, largely the same staff deal with both tasks. The
pressures that emanate from a question or from a letter are not much
different. Input from staff and time are required to answer letters, and that
adds to the overall pressure on departments.
The Convener: I think that we have exhausted that issue. Our next stage will
be to consider a draft report at our next meeting. We will reflect on our
exchanges. An extract from the Official Report will be provided to remind
members of what was said. We will consider the issues when we make our
recommendations in the report.
We should move on. I am conscious that we have used the hour for which we
had booked ministers. I have no doubt that they will tell us if they have a
timetable problem. We will try to finish the discussion quite quickly. We move
on to
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inspired questions. We will pursue two issues with ministers. The committee
accepts that ministers want to use inspired questions and answers, but we still
have some difficulty in identifying which issues ministers choose to publicise
through inspired questions. I browsed the Executive’s website yesterday,
when I think that 12 press releases were issued. All contained new
information or positions, and one was attached to an inspired question. I still
have no sense of when or why an inspired question seems appropriate.
Will the minister respond to the suggestion of tagging inspired questions when
they are lodged, to alert all members to the fact that it is intended that an
answer will be given within a day or two at most?
11:30
Mr McCabe: I was grateful that the committee acknowledged that inspired
parliamentary questions have some relevance. They have considerable
relevance in an institution that meets in plenary for one and a half days. It is
not possible for the Executive to deal with all its work directly through the
chamber. Any reasonable person would fully recognise that.
I would be disappointed if policy changes were announced through press
releases that were not accompanied by an inspired parliamentary question.
Occasionally, that may not happen. We spend considerable time stressing to
ministers the importance of ensuring that Parliament is given its proper place.
I would be interested in working with the committee if it could show me
examples of Parliament not being given its proper place. If a press release
announces a policy decision, it should be accompanied by a parliamentary
question, to ensure that the information is available on the parliamentary
system to all parliamentarians. That is a perfectly legitimate route.
I am disappointed when, for point-scoring reasons, some Opposition
members try to portray the MSPs who put their names to inspired
parliamentary questions as lackeys. That is inappropriate and does not
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recognise the practicalities of running an institution with one and a half days of
plenary meetings. I ask the committee to give us any assistance possible in
stopping what I consider quite offensive behaviour of making accusations
about people who are assisting in the transmission of information to other
members. Such caricatures are inappropriate.
The mechanism is appropriate. I hope that we always accompany a policy
announcement with an inspired parliamentary question. I would be more than
happy to receive examples of our not doing
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that and to do anything that I can to ensure that that does not happen in the
future.
If the committee feels that tagging questions is appropriate, that is fine. I have
no objections to that in principle, other than to reiterate that I fear that some
people will abuse the system and use press releases to try to denigrate other
members. That is an unacceptable practice.
The Convener: The Presiding Officer dealt with the incident to which the
minister refers. We need not pursue that further.
Mr Paterson: If questions were tagged, we would know where members were
coming from and no one would be able to level accusations at anyone,
because we would all be involved in the game. However, the perception is
that some members are assisting the Executive. It is not the job of back
benchers to assist the Executive. Ministers should do their own work.
Nevertheless, if questions were part and parcel of the system and were
tagged, I do not think that anyone could complain.
Mr McCabe: I agree—I do not think that anyone could complain, but I reserve
my position on whether members will complain. I appreciate what the
convener said about that incident, but such events have happened more than
once. We are becoming more sophisticated—perhaps that is the wrong
word—about the ways in which information is put into the press. In the past
few weeks, I have noticed small articles in the newspapers that may not
contain names, but allege that some members are inappropriately co-
operating with the Executive.
We should monitor the situation. I hope that, if we felt that the tagging system
was being abused, the Procedures Committee would be prepared to
recognise that with us. In principle, we have no difficulty with tagging inspired
questions. I hope that the Procedures Committee will assist us in reinforcing
the point to Parliament that the inspired parliamentary question is a viable
mechanism for ensuring that the Parliament and its members are given their
proper place.
The Convener: We will be happy when, having gone through all the issues,
we reach the stage of reporting on them, in order to set the seal of approval
on the process. I hope that that will protect individual back benchers from
adverse comment.
I see signals being exchanged—are members concerned?
The Deputy Minister for Parliament (Euan Robson): Sometimes when the
Executive makes an announcement, it uses a question that has already been
lodged. A tagging system would have to take into account the fact that a
minister
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may look down the list of questions and see one that is an appropriate
vehicle. I am not altogether clear how the tagging system would work in such
situations. I was almost in that situation myself—I had drafted a question but
was then asked to lodge a question. I did so, but the text was the same. I
understand that the Executive has used questions that have been lodged
already. It might be unfair to the member who had already lodged a question if
their question was tagged. I do not know how we will cope with those
situations, which is a relevant consideration for the committee.
The Convener: If ministers decide to use a question that has already been
lodged, it is obvious that that question would not have been lodged as an
inspired question. It would not be tagged—it would simply be a question that
had been lodged to which the answer might incorporate an announcement on
a shift in ministerial policy.
I recall that, about a year ago, the Minister for Transport—who was then the
Minister for Transport and the Environment—did something on the back of
one of my questions. I was somewhat surprised by that. For some reason, my
question was chosen for a response on borrowing consents to water
authorities. I have no difficulty with ministers choosing that approach. In fact,
some members have complained that questions that they lodged have not
been used as the vehicle for information that has subsequently been delivered
by means of an inspired question. Members would appreciate knowing what
the rules are and having an agreed procedure. Once a procedure has been
agreed, I hope that we will all be able to live with it.
Donald Gorrie: I take Mr McCabe's point about the shortness of the
parliamentary week. Either a statement is given that is open to questions and
takes about half an hour or there is no statement. Would it be worth
considering making what might otherwise have been an answer to an inspired
question into a statement of two minutes or less but without questions? Such
statements would be on the record and people in the chamber would be able
to hear them. I appreciate that there might be some rumblings about that and
that people might say, "It's very wicked to have a statement without
questions." However, my view is that it would be better to have a statement
with no questions than to have no statement at all.
Mr McCabe: It is important to stress that statements are for urgent, rather
than routine, issues. Although it is not always made clear in the chamber, the
majority of statements are emergency statements; we will have received
permission from the Presiding Officer to make an emergency statement on
the date in question.
I do not share Donald Gorrie's optimism about
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the way in which a statement, however brief, would be received if there was
no facility to ask questions on it in the chamber. Members would rightly
become aggrieved about that.
The point was raised about the lodging of an inspired PQ when another
member had already lodged a PQ on the same subject. I can think of an
example in which a member was rightly aggrieved that, although they had
asked a question some time previously, the answer appeared through an
inspired PQ. That procedure was entirely wrong and the Executive learned
that lesson. It has been stressed strongly to ministers that when they wish to
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make an announcement through an inspired PQ, they should always check to
see whether a question that has been lodged already could be used instead.
Brian Adam: I welcome the minister’s approach to inspired questions. We
should tag those questions, notwithstanding the difficulties that may arise from
that.
The minister highlighted the case in which members were being criticised for
lodging inspired PQs. However, the counterpoint is that, on more than one
occasion, the Executive parties have criticised individual MSPs about the
number and relevance of questions that they have lodged. There has been
some biting of tongues on that issue. I was certainly the victim of such
criticism when I represented the genuine interests of beekeepers in my area.
Although I accept that the inspired question is a perfectly legitimate tool, the
feeling shared by most committee members is that it should be transparent,
which should reduce the risk of attacks on individuals. However, I ask the
Executive parties to be careful about how they handle the other side of the
issue.
Mr McCabe: I fully accept that relevance is subjective and that what is
important to one person might not be so to others. However, every MSP has
the responsibility to ensure that the system is used to best effect. That
decision is down to each individual.
Mr Macintosh: I have a suggestion rather than a question. I welcome the
modifications because they will mean greater transparency and will, I hope,
give the process credibility. However, if they are not accepted by all sides, I
wonder whether the Executive would consider forgetting the questions system
altogether and moving to a system in which information is published in a
parliamentary gazette. Although I understand Donald Gorrie’s suggestion, I do
not want ministers taking up any more of our parliamentary time with lists of
their policy announcements. An Executive publication might be a more
transparent and acceptable method.
Mr McCabe: That is a suggestion. However, I
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think that it is important that parliamentarians are given their proper place. It is
also important to the Executive that its announcements are received in the
best possible light. As a result, we would not be over-keen to have a system
that revealed at 5.30 pm one day the details of what ministers were going to
say at 12.30 pm the next. There are print deadlines to meet and, having some
knowledge of how the world works, I know that secrets are hard to keep.
There is an imperative on both sides in this matter.
Brian Adam: In response to Kenneth Macintosh’s positive suggestion, I think
that the danger with the gazette system is that there is no forewarning. With
the current system of inspired questions, there is at least a warning that an
announcement is coming within a period of time, which better satisfies the
parliamentary scrutiny process. Although I am sure that the suggestion was
made with best of intentions, I believe that the inspired question is a perfectly
acceptable technique and that parliamentarians who are keen on scrutinising
all the daily details will be prepared and in a position to respond.
Michael Lugton: I will make what might seem a rather fine point. The
justification for the inspired PQ system is that the process begins with an MSP
asking a question and the Executive responding to that inquiry. That is the
right process for anything that goes on to the parliamentary record. If we had
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a parliamentary gazette, for example, questions would arise about how
Parliament controlled what was in it. I struggle with the proposition that the
Executive should be the editor or author of a parliamentary document without
any parliamentary control. Those may seem rather theoretical points, but
there are some important underlying constitutional questions that should not
be overlooked.
The Convener: Do you mean that parliamentarians sometimes refuse to ask
an inspired question?
11:45
Michael Lugton: That is right. It seems to me that the advantage of the
inspired parliamentary question system is that the Executive has to approach
a member of Parliament and ask him if he will raise the issue. It is open to the
member to say no. Control rests with the legislature, rather than with the
Executive.
The Convener: Has every inspired question that appears in the business
bulletin been the subject of that procedure? Has a member been approached
and agreed to the question being lodged in his or her name?
Michael Lugton: As far as I am aware, that is the process that is followed.
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Mr Macintosh: I completely agree that the Executive should not control
parliamentary time or publications. Perhaps such a publication should be
called an Executive gazette, rather than a parliamentary gazette. I do not think
that the Executive should command parliamentary time any more than it does.
There must be some mechanism that is controlled by the Parliament for
getting out that information. Even if it is inspired control, it should still be
controlled by the Parliament. I hope that the reforms will work. If they do not,
we should consider the matter again.
The Convener: Your gazette will reappear, will it?
Mr Macintosh: The Macintosh gazette.
The Convener: Are we going to call it the Macintosh gazette?
Mr McAveety: Ken Macintosh must have shares in a publishing company.
The Convener: We are bordering on frivolity now.
If there are no further questions, we shall proceed to the issue of question
time. The point was raised during our deliberations that we could increase the
length of question time or introduce questions to ministers on Wednesday
afternoons. What is the Executive’s response to those suggestions?
Mr McCabe: We have already reviewed the amount of time that is devoted to
question time and increased it from 40 minutes in the early days to an hour.
Approximately an eighth, or about 12 per cent, of available plenary time is
handed over to question time. The Executive thinks that that strikes a
reasonable balance as a proportion of the overall time available in the
chamber.
We currently have 90 minutes after question time on a Thursday afternoon.
Often, we are near the margins in terms of the usefulness of that debate slot.
The more that that 90-minute period is reduced, the more frustration builds up
among parliamentarians about their ability to speak and contribute to the
debate. Frustration levels rise proportionately with the reduction in the amount
of time that is available for a debate. That causes a practical problem. If we
increase question time by 15 minutes, the usefulness of the remaining slot
comes into sharp relief.
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At the moment, we have two hours and 25 minutes for debates on a
Wednesday. If we move question time to a Wednesday, and take an hour or
more off that time, we could arrive at the same position as we find ourselves
in on a Thursday. It is difficult to see how relevant that debating slot would be.
Those are practical considerations. However, I reiterate that we should
consider changes against the background of the
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Executive’s feeling that the proportion of plenary time that is currently devoted
to questions is reasonably balanced.
Donald Gorrie: I think that a longer time should be allowed, but let us set that
aside for a moment. Because we ask questions of the Executive as a whole—
at Westminster, members address their questions to a specific minister—we
do not have our questions brigaded together. Might it help the quality of the
debate, or the minister, if the first half of question time this week dealt with
health issues and the second half dealt with the environment, and if next
week's question time dealt with education and economic development, or
whatever? Would that be better than questions being dotted about all over the
place, as they are at the moment?
Mr McCabe: We would be open to that suggestion. However, a cursory
examination of question time would reveal that areas such as health and
transport receive a disproportionate level of attention. I wonder whether it
would be unfair on the ministers with responsibility for those areas if they were
required to make a more regular appearance in a prolonged slot.
Nevertheless, we should be prepared to experiment and to consider other
ways of conducting question time. I am not entirely convinced that the
parliamentarians would be satisfied by such a move, but an experiment might
answer your question.
The Convener: We have not considered such a move in any depth in our
report, but I expect that we will undertake a further review of questions—that
work will never end—and we will be able to explore such issues then. Are
there any other points to raise about question time?
Members indicated disagreement.
The Convener: The penultimate section of the report deals with a range of
issues that we called, for convenience, annexe E issues, as they are in an
annexe that reveals that they will not be pursued further in the report. You
have received the report, minister. Is there anything in that section that you
feel we should pursue? Do you have any points to make on any of those
issues?
Mr McCabe: No. I have noted the committee's position and I am content to
leave the matter. If the committee is happy, I am happy.
The Convener: The final item is the transparency of answers involving third
parties. In essence, we are trying to close down the unfortunate practice of
issuing to individual members private responses that never reach the public
domain. We recommend steps to ensure that certain documents and letters
from the executive agencies are reproduced in the text of ministers' answers.
That may delay some answers, but it would ensure that the material was
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accessible equally to everybody. Do you have any views on that issue?
Mr McCabe: When, in answer to a question, a minister has undertaken to
write to a member, we would be content for that answer to be included in the
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written answers report. The incorporation of letters from third parties would be
a matter for the Parliament to decide, but it seems a dangerous step to take.
The Executive and the Parliament would not be responsible for the responses
that were received from third parties. To incorporate such responses in the
Official Report would be inadvisable, and I would not be keen to do that.
The Convener: Does Janet Seaton have anything to raise in relation to this
item?
Janet Seaton (Scottish Parliament Information Centre): My only concern
is that, if the answer promises that somebody else will write to the member,
that letter should be made available. The remedy may lie in the wording of the
answer.
Mr McCabe: Yes, the remedy lies in the wording of the answer. The
Executive should not promise that someone else will write to the member. If
the subject of inquiry is more appropriate to another agency, the Executive
should indicate that and advise the member that their inquiry would be more
appropriately raised with that organisation than with the Executive. It would
not be appropriate for the Executive to undertake to pass on letters, as that
would imply that the Executive was responsible for ensuring that a reply was
forthcoming, and we cannot guarantee that. It would be more useful for the
Executive to indicate to the member that the matter would be more
appropriately raised with an external organisation.
The Convener: Are there any further points on that item?
Members indicated disagreement.
The Convener: That takes us to the end of appendix A. Appendix B includes
the statistics for reviewing performance up to the most recent period, which is
February to March, or March to March in certain tables. The minister has
referred to those statistics already. Are there any further points that the
ministers or committee members would like to raise?
Mr McCabe: March was encouraging. In March, we managed to answer
almost 1,000 questions. I hope that that demonstrates the considerable
emphasis that has been placed on clearing the backlog of questions.
The Convener: As there are no further points, I draw the discussion on the
report to a conclusion.
On behalf of the committee, I thank the ministers and their officials for
attending this morning. We
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have had a useful discussion, and we will reflect on the evidence that was
given and the views that were expressed when, at our next meeting, we
finalise a report to be submitted to Parliament for approval. I stress what I said
earlier: this has been a second bite at parliamentary questions—not the last
bite—and there will be plenty of opportunities in future to review practice as
we work together to evolve a satisfactory way in which to handle that aspect
of our business.
Mr McCabe: Thank you, convener. I express my appreciation for the way in
which committee members have presented their questions.
11:56



FOR CONSIDERATION AND DECISION PR/01/5/7

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE
THREE PAPERS ON SPECIFIC ISSUES
PROCEDURES COMMITTEE 3rd REPORT, 2001

Background

1. The Committee has considered a number of single issues which require changes

to standing orders in recent meetings.

2. The specific issues are:

• withdrawal of amendments to motions (Annex A)

• amendments to motions for financial resolutions (Annex B)

• the Scottish Commission for Public Audit (SCPA) (Annex C)

3. Changes to the standing orders can be covered in a single report to Parliament.

4. The present position on these issues is set out below.   Anne Peat, from the

Finance and Audit Committees clerking team, will be present for the third item

(Annex C).

Withdrawal of amendments to motions (Annex A)

5. At the Committee’s 7th and 13th Meetings 2000, it agreed to propose changes

relating to the withdrawal of amendments to motions. A paper is attached which

summarises the background to the issue and which also includes the changes to

standing orders required to give effect to the Committee’s decisions. The

Committee is invited to approve the proposed draft standing order

changes.



Amendments to motions for financial resolutions (Annex B)

6. At the Committee’s 4th Meeting 2001, it agreed to recommend changes to

standing orders relating to amendments to motions for financial resolutions. At

that meeting it also approved the proposed changes. A copy of the paper

considered by the Committee is attached for information only. The Committee is

invited simply to note the position.

Scottish Commission for Public Audit (SCPA) (Annex C)

7. At the Committee’s 3rd Meeting 2001, it considered a paper which addressed the

mechanism by which appointments are made to the SCPA; the procedure by

which a member of the SCPA might be removed; and the means by which the

SCPA could report to the Parliament, and asked that the relevant Parliamentary

bodies be consulted. That consultation has now taken place and the attached

paper sets out the position. The Committee is invited to agree the

recommendations in the paper and to approve the draft standing orders

changes attached as an annex to the paper.  Anne Peat, from the Finance and

Audit clerking team, will attend.

8. On a related point, the SPCB, during its prior consideration of this matter,

identified that the Executive has issued consultation papers proposing a number

of public body appointments where the procedures for appointment may involve

the Parliament. The SPCB has asked that any standing order arrangements put

in place for the SCPA should be in a format which can be used, where

appropriate, as a model for new bodies in the future. This is the case and the

Committee is invited to note the position.

Draft Report (Annex D)

9. A draft report is attached. The report has been prepared on the basis that the

Committee agrees the changes proposed in the 3 papers. The Committee is

invited to agree to the draft, subject to accepting the individual standing



order changes, and further agree that the Convener and Deputy Convener

clear a print copy of the report for publication.

Handling

10. The Committee is invited to take decisions or note the position as

appropriate at Annexes A, B, C and D to this covering note.

Next Steps

11. Once the report has been agreed it will be published and time sought for a short

debate in Parliament on its recommendations.

Recommendation

12. The Committee is invited to consider the attached papers and to agree the

approach proposed in this paper.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001



Annex A

FOR AGREEMENT

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTTEE

WITHDRAWAL OF AMENDMENTS TO MOTIONS

Background

1. At the Committee’s 13th Meeting 2000, the Committee agreed to recommend

changes to standing orders which would ensure the procedures to apply to the

withdrawal of amendments to motions were made clear.

2. The changes agreed by the Committee were intended to ensure that the rules

relating to the withdrawal of motions should also be applied to amendments. The

Committee also considered the fate of amendments to motions where those

motions have been withdrawn. It was agreed that standing orders should be

drafted to ensure that:

• after an amendment to a motion is moved it may be withdrawn by the

member who moved it at any time before the question is put unless any

member objects to it being withdrawn, in which case the question must

be put; and

• that any amendment or amendments to a motion or motions which are

withdrawn should fall automatically, and that this should also apply to

amendments to amendments.

Changes to standing orders

3. The standing orders which give effect to these changes have now been drafted –

and are attached at appendix 1.



Recommendation

4. The Committee is invited to approve the proposed changes and to agree to

recommend those changes to the Parliament.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001



appendix 1

Proposed changes to standing orders

In Rule 8.6, insert the following new paragraphs after paragraph 4-

“4A After an amendment to a motion is moved, it may be withdrawn by the
member who moved it any time before the question is put unless any member
objects to it being withdrawn.

4B If a motion is withdrawn under rule 8.3.6 an amendment to that motion
shall be treated as being withdrawn.”



Annex B

TO NOTE AND FOR INFORMATION ONLY

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

AMENDMENTS TO MOTIONS FOR FINANCIAL RESOLUTIONS

1. The Committee has already agreed to the specific standing order changes set out
below at its meeting on 1 May (Col 740):

“1. In Rule 9.12 as it applies in relation to Bills introduced before 4 May 2001,
insert at the end of paragraph 4 “Such a motion may not be amended.”

2. In Rule 9.12 as it applies in relation to Bills introduced on or after 4 May 2001,
insert at the end of paragraph 7 “Such a motion may not be amended.”

3. In Rule 9A.14.7, insert at the end “Such a motion may not be amended”.”

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001



Annex C

FOR AGREEMENT

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

SCOTTISH COMMISSION FOR PUBLIC AUDIT

Background

1. At the Committee’s 3rd Meeting 2001, it considered a paper regarding the Scottish

Commission for Public Audit (SCPA). At that meeting the Committee requested

that the relevant Parliamentary bodies be consulted on the relevant issues. That

consultation has now taken place and the attached paper sets out the position.

2. Anne Peat, from the Finance and Audit Committee clerking team, will be present.

2. The Committee is invited to discuss and agree the recommendations in the

paper and to approve the draft standing orders changes.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001



SCOTTISH COMMISSION FOR PUBLIC AUDIT (SCPA)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO STANDING ORDERS

Purpose

To enable the Parliament, by way of standing orders, to—

(1) make appointments to the Scottish Commission for Public Audit (SCPA) in terms
of section 12(2) of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000
(“the Act”),

(2) set out the procedure by which a member of the SCPA may be removed from
office by resolution of the Parliament in terms of paragraph 2 of Schedule 3 to the
Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and

(3) provide the mechanism for the SCPA to report to the Parliament in terms of
sections 11(9) and 12(4) of said Act.

Background

At its meeting on 3 April, the Procedures Committee considered a paper regarding
proposed changes to standing orders in relation to the SCPA. The Committee will
recall that the existing procedures are set out in a transitional order but the Act
requires that the procedures should ultimately be set out in standing orders.

At that meeting, the Committee agreed that prior to final consideration of this matter,
the views of the Presiding Officer, the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body, the
Parliamentary Bureau and the Convener of the Audit Committee should be sought
and that thought should be given as to whether the membership of the SCPA should
take account of the balance of the political parties of the Parliament.

Action Taken

SPCB

In the first instance, the views of the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body were
sought.  At its meeting on 15 May 2001, the Corporate Body considered this matter
and agreed:

to retain responsibility for appointment of members to the SCPA in line with
the existing provisions as contained in the transitional order,

that the membership of the SCPA should be agreed by the Parliament,

that there should be no formal requirement to take account of the balance of
the political parties as part of the appointment process and

that it was helpful for members of the Audit and Finance Committees to be
members of the Commission but that Parliament should come to a view in this



respect without the need to stipulate restrictions.  (The legal advice on this
matter being to the effect that it would not, in any event, be possible for the
Standing Orders to impose such a requirement).

Parliamentary Bureau

The Parliamentary Bureau considered this issue at its meeting on 22 May 2001.  It
was content for any motion for appointment of members to the SCPA to be by a
member of the SPCB and thereafter for the SPCB to be responsible for making the
appointments.

However the Parliamentary Bureau considered that the standing orders should
impose a requirement to have regard to the balance of the political parties when
appointing members to the SCPA.  Since this view was at odds with the view of the
SPCB, members of the SPCB have been asked, and have confirmed, that they are
content for the standing orders to contain such a reference to political balance.

Presiding Officer

The Presiding Officer chairs the SPCB and that body had already agreed that the
SPCB (and not the Presiding Officer) should have the responsibility for the
appointment of members to the SCPA.  Nonetheless, the Presiding Officer was
separately consulted since – along with the SPCB – he was a “legal person” who
could have had this responsibility.

However, he confirmed that he was content for the SPCB to retain responsibility for
the appointment of members to the SCPA.

Convener of the Audit Committee

The Convener of the Audit Committee (who is an ex officio member of the SCPA)
would only have had a possible role in the appointment of other members to the
SCPA if the Presiding Officer had wished to have responsibility for the appointment
of members to the SCPA.  (It had been suggested that he may have been the
appropriate person to lodge a motion in such circumstances).

Since the Presiding Officer is content for the SPCB to have this responsibility, the
Convener of the Audit Committee no longer has involvement in the process.  The
Convener of the Audit Committee has been informed of this development and is
content.

Recommendation

The Procedures Committee is therefore invited to: -

agree that the standing orders be amended to provide permanent rules for the
appointment of members to and removal of members from, the Scottish
Commission for Public Audit,



confirm that it is content that members should continue to be appointed by the
Corporate Body,

confirm that the agreement of the Parliament should be obtained for any such
appointments through the lodging of a motion by a member of the Corporate
Body,

confirm that it agrees that the standing orders should stipulate that, in making
a proposal about the membership of the SCPA, the Corporate Body should
have regard to the balance of the political parties in the Parliament.

note the Corporate Body view that it would be helpful for members of the
Audit Committee and Finance Committee to be members of the SCPA and

agree that standing orders be amended to provide for the SCPA to report to
Parliament in terms of sections 11(9) and 12 (4) of the Public Finance and
Accountability (Scotland) Act by lodging its reports with the Clerk who will
thereafter arrange for publication of the reports (modelled on the procedure
for parliamentary committees).

Conclusion

If the Committee is content to proceed on this basis it is asked to: -

(1) consider the draft standing orders as attached at Annexe A to this paper which
reflect the decisions as detailed above and

(2) confirm that it is content to approve that the standing order changes as detailed in
Annexe A be proposed to the Parliament.

Anne Peat
Clerking Directorate
May 2001



Annexe A
After Rule 3.12 add the following new Rules-

“Rule 3.13 Appointment of members of the Scottish Commission for Public
Audit

1. The four members of the Scottish Commission for Public Audit ("the
Commission") referred to in section 12(2)(b) of the Public Finance and Accountability
(Scotland) Act 2000 (asp 1) shall be appointed by the Parliamentary corporation.

2. The Parliamentary corporation shall not make any appointment under this rule
without the agreement of the Parliament.

3. A member of the Parliamentary corporation shall by motion seek the
agreement of the Parliament to the Parliamentary corporation’s proposal to appoint
either-

(a) an individual member to be a member of the Commission; or
(b) a group of 2 or more members to be members of the Commission.

4. In making a proposal under this Rule the Parliamentary corporation shall have
regard to the balance of political parties in the Parliament.

5. Before the Presiding Officer puts to the Parliament the question on a motion
relating to a group of members, the motion may be amended but only to delete that
part of the motion relating to a particular member or members.

3.14 Resignation of members of the Commission

1. An appointed member may at any time resign office by giving notice in writing
to the Parliamentary corporation.

2. The Parliamentary corporation shall notify the Parliament of the resignation.

3.15 Removal of members of the Commission

1. Any member may by motion propose that an appointed member of the
Commission be removed from office.  The motion is valid only if it is seconded by
another member.

2. An appointed member of the Commission is removed from office as a
member of the Commission if the Parliament so decides on such a motion.

3.16 Reports of the Commission

1. Where the Commission is to report to the Parliament under sections 11(9) and
12(4) of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000, it shall do so by
lodging the report with the Clerk.   The Clerk shall notify members that the report has
been lodged and shall publish it.
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Introduction

1. The Procedures Committee is pleased to recommend to the Scottish Parliament

three sets of changes to the Parliament’s standing orders concerning:

• withdrawal of amendments to motions

• amendments to motions for financial resolutions

• the Scottish Commission for Public Audit.

2. The Committee believes that these changes will assist the Parliament as a whole

in the effective discharge of its business.

Summary of Recommendations

3. At its 7th and 13th Meetings 2000, the Committee considered and agreed to

recommend that the Parliament approve changes to standing orders to clarify the

process for dealing with the withdrawal of amendments to motions.

4. At its 4th Meeting 2001, the Committee considered the issue of amendments to

motions for financial resolutions and agreed to recommend changes to standing

orders to prevent the lodging of amendments to such motions.

5. Finally, at its 3rd and 5th Meetings 2001, the Committee considered the

arrangements for the Scottish Commission for Public Audit (SCPA) and  agreed

to recommend that the arrangements for the SCPA be constituted within standing

orders.

6. The relevant extracts from the Minutes are included at Annexe A. The relevant

extracts from the Official Report are included at Annexe B.



7. All proposed standing order changes are set out in Annexe C.

Withdrawal of amendments to motions

8. The current rules do not provide for the withdrawal of amendments to motions. At

its 7th and 13th Meetings 2000 the Committee considered this and the fate of

amendments to a motion which has been withdrawn. The Committee agreed to

recommend that the withdrawal of amendments should be treated in the same

way as motions and that amendments to motions which have been withdrawn

should fall automatically, and that this should also apply to amendments to

amendments.

Amendments to motions for financial resolutions

9. In its 1st Report 20011, the Committee recommended amendments to standing

orders in relation to financial resolutions.

10. Any member can lodge and move an amendment to a motion for a financial

resolution because, Under Rule 8.4.1, “a motion may be amended except as

provided in these Rules”.  Such exceptions as there are consist of explicit

prohibitions in the applicable Rule, for example, Rule 8.10.1, which deals with

motions for tax-varying resolutions, the final sentence of which reads “Such a

motion may not be amended”.  Since there is no such exception in Rule 9.12 or

9A.14, it follows that a motion under those Rules can be amended in the normal

way.

                                           
1 Procedures Committee 1st Report 2001 – Changes to Chapters 9 and 9A of the Standing Orders of
the Scottish Parliament (SP Paper 316).



11. The Committee considered it was doubtful whether this was the intention behind

the Rules.  The principle underlying the Rules on financial resolutions is to

maintain the Executive’s exclusive right to propose to the Parliament expenditure

and charging commitments with direct implications for the Scottish Consolidated

Fund.  Allowing the normal Rules on amendments to motions to apply in this case

undermines that principle and the Committee agreed to recommend changes

which would ensure these Rules do not apply in this case. This would apply to

financial resolutions for Public and Private Bills.

Scottish Commission for Public Audit (SCPA)

12. The Committee considered, at its 3rd and 5th Meetings 2001, the mechanism by

which appointments are made to the SCPA; the procedure by which a member of

the SCPA might be removed; and the means by which the SCPA could report to

the Parliament.  (Arrangements for the SCPA are currently constituted in a

transitional order2.) The Committee agreed that this, and a number of related

matters, should be constituted in the standing orders.

13. The Committee agreed to recommend that:

• the standing orders should be amended to provide permanent rules for the

appointment of members to, and removal of members from, the SCPA;

• members of the SCPA should continue to be appointed by the Scottish

Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB);

• the agreement of the Parliament should be obtained for appointments to the

SCPA, through the lodging of a motion by a member of the SPCB;

• the SPCB shall have regard to the balance of the political parties in making

the proposal;

• it would be helpful for members of the Audit Committee and Finance

Committee to be members of the SCPA; and

• the standing orders should be amended to provide for the SCPA to report to

Parliament, in terms of sections 11(9) and 12(4) of the Public Finance and

                                           
2 Article 4 of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 (Transitional,  Transitory and
Saving Provisions) (No.1) Order 2000 (SSI 2000/11).



Accountability (Scotland) Act, by lodging its reports with the Clerk who will

thereafter arrange for publication of the reports.    

Recommendation

14. The Parliament is invited to approve the recommended changes to standing

orders, set out in Annexe C to this report.



Annexe A

Extracts from Minutes

PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES

7th Meeting, Session 1 (2000)

Tuesday 23rd May 2000

Present:
Mr Murray Tosh (Convener) Mr Gil Paterson
Mr Donald Gorrie Mr Andy Kerr
Janis Hughes

3. Committee agreed PR/00/7/3 (Withdrawal of Amendments to Motions) and
PR/00/7/4 (The Revision of Rule 9.12 Financial Resolutions)



PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES

13th Meeting, 2000 (Session 1)

Tuesday 21 November 2000

Present:

Murray Tosh (Convener) Janis Hughes (Deputy Convener)
Gordon Jackson Gil Paterson

Apologies were received from: Donald Gorrie, Andy Kerr and Kay Ullrich

3. Withdrawal of Amendments to Motions: The Committee agreed to changes to
standing orders which would set out the procedure for withdrawal of amendments
to motions and amendments to amendments. This would be included in a future
Committee Report.



PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

MINUTES

3rd Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 3 April 2001

Present:

Murray Tosh (Convener) Brian Adam
Donald Gorrie Frank McAveety
Kenneth Macintosh (Deputy Convener) Gil Paterson

Apologies were received from Patricia Ferguson.

4. Scottish Commission for Public Audit (SCPA): The Committee agreed that the
views of the Presiding Officer, the Scottish Parliament Corporate Body, the
Parliamentary Bureau and the Convener of the Audit Committee should be
sought prior to final consideration of this item. The Committee recommended that
thought should be given to whether the membership of the SCPA should take
account of the balance of the political parties in the Parliament.



PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EXTRACTS FROM MINUTES

4th Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 1 May 2001

Present:

Murray Tosh (Convener) Brian Adam
Patricia Ferguson Donald Gorrie
Frank McAveety Kenneth Macintosh (Deputy Convener)
Gil Paterson

5. Amendments to Motions for Financial Resolutions: The Committee agreed to
the proposal set out in paper PR/01/4/4.



Annexe B

Insert extracts from OR



Annexe C

Proposed changes to standing orders

Withdrawal of amendments to motions

1. In Rule 8.6, insert the following new paragraphs after paragraph 4-

“4A After an amendment to a motion is moved, it may be withdrawn by the
member who moved it any time before the question is put unless any member
objects to it being withdrawn.

4B If a motion is withdrawn under rule 8.3.6 an amendment to that motion
shall be treated as being withdrawn.”

Amendments to motions for financial resolutions

1. In Rule 9.12 as it applies in relation to Bills introduced before 4 May 2001, insert at

the end of paragraph 4 “Such a motion may not be amended.”

2. In Rule 9.12 as it applies in relation to Bills introduced on or after 4 May 2001,

insert at the end of paragraph 7 “Such a motion may not be amended.”

3. In Rule 9A.14.7, insert at the end “Such a motion may not be amended.”

Scottish Commission for Public Audit

1. After Rule 3.12 add the following new Rules-

“Rule 3.13 Appointment of members of the Scottish Commission for Public
Audit

1. The four members of the Scottish Commission for Public Audit ("the
Commission") referred to in section 12(2)(b) of the Public Finance and Accountability
(Scotland) Act 2000 (asp 1) shall be appointed by the Parliamentary corporation.

2. The Parliamentary corporation shall not make any appointment under this rule
without the agreement of the Parliament.

3. A member of the Parliamentary corporation shall by motion seek the
agreement of the Parliament to the Parliamentary corporation’s proposal to appoint
either-

(c) an individual member to be a member of the Commission; or



(d) a group of 2 or more members to be members of the Commission.

4. In making a proposal under this Rule the Parliamentary corporation shall have
regard to the balance of political parties in the Parliament.

5. Before the Presiding Officer puts to the Parliament the question on a motion
relating to a group of members, the motion may be amended but only to delete that
part of the motion relating to a particular member or members.

3.14 Resignation of members of the Commission

1. An appointed member may at any time resign office by giving notice in writing
to the Parliamentary corporation.

2. The Parliamentary corporation shall notify the Parliament of the resignation.

3.15 Removal of members of the Commission

1. Any member may by motion propose that an appointed member of the
Commission be removed from office.  The motion is valid only if it is seconded by
another member.

2. An appointed member of the Commission is removed from office as a
member of the Commission if the Parliament so decides on such a motion.

3.16 Reports of the Commission

1. Where the Commission is to report to the Parliament under sections 11(9) and
12(4) of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000, it shall do so by
lodging the report with the Clerk.   The Clerk shall notify members that the report has
been lodged and shall publish it.”
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FOR DECISION PR/01/5/8

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

QUESTIONNAIRE BASED ON A PAPER BY DONALD GORRIE

Background

1. At its 8th meeting on 20th June 2000, the Procedures Committee considered a

paper by Donald Gorrie entitled “That Parliament should gain more control over

its business” (copy attached at Annex A).

2. At its 14th meeting on 19th December 2000, having received the views of the

Parliamentary Bureau on Mr Gorrie’s paper, the Committee commissioned the

preparation of a questionnaire seeking MSPs’ views on issues raised by Mr

Gorrie.

Questionnaire

3. The questionnaire is attached.  It covers issues identified by Mr Gorrie and raised

in subsequent committee discussions on 19th December 2000 and 6th March

2001, as instructed by the Committee, and attached to Mr Gorrie’s paper.

4. The wording of the questionnaire seeks to take account where appropriate of

developments since the discussion of Mr Gorrie’s paper, for example, the

publishing of the Committee’s 1st Report, 2001 (SP Paper 316) on the timetabling

of Bills and other matters.  The intention is that Mr Gorrie’s paper will be

circulated with the questionnaire for Members’ information.

Decision

5. Members are invited to approve the questionnaire for issue by the

Convener to all Members.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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 Procedures Committee

EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

To:  All MSPs

May 2001

PROCEDURES COMMITTEE – QUESTIONNAIRE

The Committee has asked that the attached questionnaire, based on its earlier

consideration of a paper by Mr Donald Gorrie (copy attached), be issued to

Members.  The Committee has not reached a view on any of the issues contained in

the questionnaire.  Your responses will provide the basis for further discussion in

Committee.

The questionnaire is voluntary.  No Member’s views will be identified in any

subsequent report.

I hope you will be able to find the time to complete the short questionnaire and the

Committee is grateful to you for taking the time to do so.

Please send the completed questionnaire to Katherine Wright, Assistant Clerk,

Procedures Committee Clerking Team in Room 5.19 in PHQ by 31 August.

Yours sincerely

John Patterson
Clerk to the Committee
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PROCEDURES COMMITTEE QUESTIONNARE

Please complete this form by:

• by placing a ✔ in the relevant box, as appropriate; or
• completing a comment box; and.
• signing the form.

When you have completed the form, please send it to Katherine Wright:

• email to katherine.wright@scottish.parliament.uk
• by fax – 0131-348-5088
• in hard copy – Katherine Wright, Assistant Clerk, Procedures Committee

Cleking Team, Room 5.19, The Scottish Parliament, Parliamentary
Headquarters, George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, EH99 1SP, Extension 85178.

QUESTIONING THE BUSINESS MANAGERS

1. Should there be a Parliamentary Bureau Question Time at which Members could
question the Minister for Parliament (or another Member of the Bureau) about the
Parliament’s business programme (or other Bureau motions) and could propose
items for debate?

Yes
No

THE NUMBER, LENGTH AND SUBJECT MATTER OF DEBATES

2. Should there be fewer and longer debates in order to allow more Members to
speak (assuming, for the purpose of this question, that time allocations to each
speaker remain unaltered)?

Yes
No
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3. Should some debates be on a subject (i.e. on a neutral motion, with no decision
taken at the end of the debate, as with Member’s Business debates) rather than
on a motion expressing a particular point of view (i.e. where there are likely to be
amendments to the motion, and where divisions can be expected at the end of
the debate)?

Yes
No
In some
circumstances
(please specify)

SPEECHES

4. Is the standard length of speeches (4 minutes) appropriate?

Yes
No
In some cases but
not others
(please specify)

5. How many times do you think the 4-minute limit has prevented you from making
important new points in your speech?

Never
Once
2 or 3 times
Frequently
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6. How many times do you consider that you could have made a constructive
contribution to a debate but were not called to speak?

Never
Once
2 or 3 times
Frequently

QUESTION TIME

7. Do you consider that First Minister’s Question Time is currently the right length?

Too Short
Too Long
The Right Length

8. Do you consider that Question Time is currently the right length?

Too Short
Too Long
The Right Length

9. Should there be an additional Question Time on Wednesday afternoon
(assuming, for the purpose of this question, that the overall amount of time
available each week for business in the Chamber remains unaltered)?

Yes
No

LEGISLATION

10. The Parliament has agreed recently to changes to the minimum periods between
stages of bills and other measures (1st Report 2001, Changes to Chapter 9 and
9A of the standing orders of the Scottish Parliament, SP Paper 316).

The Committee will be looking further at the legislative process in due course.  It
would assist the committee in that context to have any comments from Members
on the legislative process.  [Mr Gorrie’s paper is available electronically/attached].
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INFORMAL OPEN SESSION OF COMMITTEE

11. In your view, should Committees dealing with Bills be encouraged to hold
informal open sessions (or formal meetings) after Stage 1 debate, but before
formal proceedings on amendments at Stage 2 begin for the purposes of:

• obtaining comments from MSPs and others on the Bill

• facilitating discussion of the Bill and the drafting of amendments.

Yes
No
Don’t
know
In some cases
(please specify)
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12. If you wish to make any further comments, please do so.

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.

NAME OF MEMBER   …………………………………………………………………….
(please print)
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ANNEX A
PAPER FOR PROCEDURES COMMITTEE
Donald Gorrie
June 2000

AIM OF THIS PAPER:  THAT PARLIAMENT SHOULD GAIN MORE CONTROL
OVER ITS OWN BUSINESS.

Some of the problems:

• Complete control of Parliament’s business lies in the hands of the Business Bureau.

• There are too many debates on vacuous Motions or on Reserved matters.

• There are too many debates.

• Some debates are too short, giving very little chance for backbenchers and those who are
not members of the relevant Committee to speak.

• The 4-minute standard limit on speeches is too short to allow substantial points requiring
explanation to be put.

• It is not clear whether speakers do receive an injury-time allowance of extra time for
accepting interventions.

• Debates are always on a Motion, thus inviting amendments and encouraging divisive yah-
boo debates.  Debates could be on a subject, not a motion.

• Stages 2 and 3 of Bills are too compressed, not allowing time for committees or the
parliament as a whole to discuss and negotiate acceptable wording of amendments or to
secure further informed briefing on contentious points.  This is linked to strong pressure
from the Executive to get its business through on its timetable and unamended.

Proposals to address these problems:

1 There should be an Executive Business Manager’s Question Time, at which members
could question him about the content of the Parliament’s business and its timetable
and could press for items to be debated.

2 There should be fewer debates, and some should be longer, in order to allow more
backbench and non-committee members speakers.

3 The standard limit on speeches should be 6 minutes, with no overrunning, if no
interventions are taken, and 7 minutes with interventions.
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4 Some debates should be on a subject, eg rural transport, youth work, services for the
elderly, Higher Still, and not on a motion with amendments.  This would encourage
constructive contributions, a lack of defensiveness about Executive achievements or
party policies and less ritual abuse.

5 The Executive must accept that its timetable for Bills in unrealistic.  More time should
be allowed for Stage 2 and before Stage 3, to enable better drafting, co-ordination and
consideration of amendments.

6 As a way of getting the tabling of amendments to Bills onto a more sensible basis, we
should try out having an informal open session of the relevant Committee soon after
the Parliament has voted for the First Stage of the Bill.  All interested MSPs and
relevant outside bodies and pressure groups would be invited.  Members and outside
representatives would indicate which points in the Bill they were concerned about,
how they would suggest improving those sections and what significant points they felt
should be added to the Bill to fill in gaps.

These informal discussions would clarify members’ minds on the issues which would
be arising at the Second Stage and allow like-minded MSPs and outside
representatives to arrange to get together and agree on the wording of amendments
and bring together arguments for them.  The informal session would not bind anyone
to vote in a particular way at Stage 2 or prevent any MSP from tabling an amendment,
but it would create a more orderly basis for the tabling and consideration of
amendments.

This would be an additional call on members’ time.  If it worked well, it would save
time in the later consideration of the Bill and improve its quality.  To enable members
to attend, it might be possible to use parliamentary time rather than committee time,
or it might be necessary to trespass into Mondays.

This proposal should be linked to the slower timetable for Stage 2 of Bills in a
positive programme to improve parliamentary scrutiny of Bills.

7 The list of members who have asked to speak in a debate and have not been called
should be noted at the end of the Official Report of that debate.

8 As a start, a circular could be sent to MSPs asking them about their experience so far,

(a) how many times they felt they could have made a constructive contribution to a
debate, but were not called to speak;

(b) how many times the 4-minute limit has prevented them from making important
new points in their speech;

(c) what is their experience of how Stage 2 of Bills works in practice, their ideas on
how to improve the system and their reaction to the proposals set out above;

(d) what are their views on the subjects number and length of debates.



Decision Time

PR/01/5/9

FOR DECISION

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

DECISION TIME - LETTER FROM THE PRESIDING OFFICER

1. Murray Tosh has received the attached letter from the Presiding Officer

dated 16 May.

2. Is the Committee content to receive an issues paper?

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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PR/01/5/10

FOR CONSIDERATION

FIFTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

EUROPEAN COMMITTEE – ALTERATION OF REMIT: AN ISSUES PAPER

1. Hugh Henry MSP, Convener of the European Committee, wrote to the Presiding

Officer (copied to the Convener) on 6 March (copy attached as Annex A)

requesting that the Procedures Committee consider a proposed alteration of the

remit (and name) of the European Committee, which will, in time, require

amendment of the Standing Orders.

2. Hugh Henry and Stephen Imrie (Clerk to the European Committee) will attend.

3. Members are invited to hear Mr Henry and to consider the attached issues

paper and the principle of an alteration of remit. It will be necessary for the

Committee to consider the detail of amendments to Standing Orders to

give effect to such a change of remit at a later meeting.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
May 2001
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Issue

1. European Committee – alteration of remit to cover external affairs in addition to

existing issues.

Raised by

2. Hugh Henry MSP, Convener, European Committee

Background

3. Mr Henry has written to the Presiding Officer (copied to the Convener) (Annex A)

to indicate that there is a consensus in the European Committee that is a gap in

the scrutiny by parliamentary committees of the activities of the Scottish

Executive and in particular of those of the Minister for Education, Europe and

External Affairs, Mr McConnell, in relation to external affairs.

4. As the Procedures Committee is no doubt aware, the recent changes in the

Scottish Executive have resulted for the first time in the creation of a Minister with

explicit responsibility for European and External Affairs issues. Prior to this, such

issues in so far as they were discharged, excluding European Structural Funds,

lay within the description of the First Minister’s activities with assistance from the

then Minister for Finance. The current situation is that European Structural Funds

remain with the Minister for Finance and Local Government but that Europe and

External Affairs are now the direct responsibility of a Minister in the Executive.

5. Members should also be aware that Concordat D in general, and section D1 in

particular, sets out how the United Kingdom Government and Scottish Ministers

will co-operate with respect to international relations.
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6. Currently, whilst all other parts of the Minister’s remit are directly covered in terms

of parliamentary oversight by a relevant committee, namely the Education,

Culture and Sport and the European Committees, the issue of External Affairs is

not explicitly shadowed.

7. It is the opinion of the European Committee’s Convener, discussed informally

with MSPs on the committee, that this is not sustainable in terms of parliamentary

oversight, which is at the heart of the principles of democracy in Scotland. This

was a point made to the Europe Minister in the Chamber by the Convener during

question time on the 1 March. The Minister did not rule out his support for any

change to committee remits that would redress this perceived imbalance when he

said:

“As the member knows, I am happy to discuss that matter with

parliamentary representatives at any time the committees choose. In the

discussions that took place in the European Committee in December, we

strayed beyond the boundaries of Europe when we talked about the

importance of external affairs to the Parliament.” (Col 140)

8. The broad consensus in the European Committee is that this situation needs

resolved, in order to provide for oversight by parliament and that this can be

achieved by an adjustment to its remit.
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View of the Executive

9. The Minister for Parliament replied to the letter sent to the Presiding Officer on

the 21 March (copy attached as Annex B). He stated that whilst this is a matter

for the Parliament to decide, the proposal seemed reasonable. He noted that

there was a direct parallel in this approach since it was consistent with the

European Committee’s scrutiny of over-arching EU issues.

Consideration

10. In addition to the issue of parliamentary oversight as raised by the European

Committee Convener, there are a number of key issues which need to be

considered, namely the:

• role of subject committees and of mandatory committees and the

implications of a change in remits;

• current practice on handling European issues within the parliament;

and,

• adherence to CSG principles.

Role of subject committees and of mandatory committees and the implications of a

change in remits

11. The European Committee is a mandatory committee of the parliament and its

remit is defined in standing orders (Rule 6.8).  In the case of subject committees

no change is needed to the standing orders in order to effect a change in their

remits: this is done by means of Parliament agreeing a Parliamentary Bureau

motion.
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12. In the letter from Mr Henry to the Presiding Officer, he suggests that the remit of

the European Committee be changed by inserting at the end of the current Rule

6.8.1, the line, "and on matters relating to external affairs within the responsibility

of the Minister for Education, Europe and External Affairs and the Scottish

Executive.” The effect of this change would be that the European Committee

would then be in a position to scrutinise the activities of both the responsible

Minister and the wider Executive in the area of external affairs, in so far as the

latter is defined within the Executive.

13. However, as stated in paragraph 3 of the covering note to Members, further

consideration of the necessary amendments to Standing Orders would

need to be undertaken to facilitate such a change of remit.

14. The implications of such a remit change are varied. Most obviously, this would

widen the remit of the European Committee and hence its potential workload.

Second, it might alter the ‘status’ of the committee as simply a mandatory

committee to a Committee part of whose remit was tied to a Ministerial portfolio,

which, as has been demonstrated, is subject to change.

15. Taking the first issue, any remit change which broadened the scope or work

could, subject to any decisions taken in the European Committee as to its forward

work programme, potentially lead to an increase in workload. However, it is

important to place a proviso on this in that such an effect is not inevitable.

Extending a remit does not necessarily increase workload, but merely allows for

the investigation of issues across a wider range of topics.  It would be up to the

Members of the European Committee to take decisions on what was possible as
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to a forward work programme within any extension of the remit, taking into

account the availability of Members’ time and supporting resources. Mr Henry,

Convener of the European Committee, has confirmed that it is his view that an

extension of the remit would not necessarily entail regular additional meetings

and, as the committee already meets on a fortnightly cycle, this should not place

an additional strain on Parliamentary resources.

Current practice on European issues within the parliament

17. The next issue is that of current practice in handling EC/EU issues in the

parliament and its committees. There is an important requirement for such

matters to be considered in the parliament given the responsibilities of

Scottish Ministers with regard to EC/EU obligations in devolved areas. A

situation already exists whereby the existing European Committee has a

‘cross cutting’ remit that enables it to look into any aspect of the activities of

any Scottish Executive department relating to EC/EU matters. This means all

Ministers who have a role in EC/EU business from Rural Development, to

Education, Environment etc.

18. A line of argument against allowing the European Committee to cover

External Affairs is that it would enable this committee to scrutinise the external

affairs related activities of other Ministers in addition to the Minister for Europe

which may not be desirable. But this already happens in respect of European

activities. The modus operandi previously agreed by the European Committee

is to focus on matters of ‘general principle’ or on ‘big picture issues’ rather

than the detail of EC/EU policy within Scotland, which it judges to be better
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left to subject committees. The European Committee tends to seek to flag up

these issues to subject committees and refer issues accordingly.

19. External affairs could arguably be dealt with in a similar fashion, with the

European Committee having the responsibility for the issue as a whole, but in

effect choosing to focus itself on over-arching strategy, priority and wider

issues, and referring detail or more subject related external affairs issues to

other committees for their consideration. Other committees would not,

however, be required to wait for any referral but would be able to inquire into

issues of concern to them within the boundaries of their existing remits.  Any

attempt to regulate this within Standing Orders may prove difficult, however,

and it may be best to simply agree to change the remit and name of the

European Committee, and for the committee to agree this ‘convention’ at its

‘first’ meeting under its new remit.  The Clerks understand that this is the

approach the Committee is minded to take.

Adherence to CSG principles

20. Finally, the report of the Constitutional Steering Committee (CSG) did make a

number of suggestions and comments on the importance of having a

European Committee and how it ought to function. On the 9 June 1999, the

parliament approved the following motion, in the name of Henry McLeish:

“That the Parliament records its appreciation of the work of the

Consultative Steering Group on the Scottish Parliament; acknowledges

the contribution which the Group's Reports have made to the development
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of the procedures of the Parliament; and agrees that its operations should

embody the spirit of the CSG key principles.” (S1M-39)

21. It is difficult to see how this binds the remit or name of the European

Committee given that the motion only refers to the “spirit of the CSG

principles”.  In any case, altering the remit to cover External Affairs does not

prevent the committee from being able to carry out its previous functions on

EC/EU matters (leaving aside the issues of resources and of periodicity of

meetings).

Conclusion

22. The Procedures Committee is invited endorse the general principle of such an

alteration of remit, and to invite officials to prepare draft changes to Standing

Orders.
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Annex A

Sir David Steel
Presiding Officer
The Scottish Parliament
PHQ 4.17
George IV Bridge
Edinburgh, EH99 1SP

6 March, 2001

Dear Sir David,

SUBJECT: Extension of committee remit for scrutiny of Executive Minister

As you are no doubt aware, the recent changes in the Scottish Executive have
resulted for the first time in the creation of a Minister with explicit responsibility for
European and external affairs issues.

You will also be aware that no committee of the Scottish Parliament has the
responsibility for holding the Minister to account with respect to the discharge of his
functions in the latter part of his new portfolio, i.e. external affairs.  Whilst the
Education, Culture and Sport Committee shadows the Minister for the education brief
and we shadow him for EU/EC issues, no single committee has any responsibility for
the remaining part of his brief. It is obviously an important function however.

Clearly this is not sustainable in terms of parliamentary oversight, which is at the
heart of the principles of democracy in Scotland. This was a point I made to the
Minister in the Chamber during question time on the 1 March. The Minister did not
rule out his support for any change to committee remits that would redress this
imbalance when he said:

“As the member knows, I am happy to discuss that matter with parliamentary
representatives at any time the committees choose. In the discussions that
took place in the European Committee in December, we strayed beyond the
boundaries of Europe when we talked about the importance of external
affairs to the Parliament.” (Col 140)

On behalf of the Committee, therefore, I seek your views, and those of Mr. McCabe
and Mr. Tosh, on a proposal that would give effect towards redressing such an
imbalance. Namely, that the remit of the European Committee should be amended
by inserting at the end the words, “and on matters relating to external affairs within
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the responsibility of the Minister for Education, Europe and External Affairs and the
Scottish Executive”.

Consequently, the name of the Committee should be changed to the, “European and
External Affairs Committee”.  I ask you, therefore, for your views and ruling on this
suggestion and for some advice on the means and timetable for affecting such a
change.  I understand that any change would be on a motion of the Procedures
Committee and would require an absolute majority.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Hugh Henry MSP

Convener

cc Members of the European Committee
Mr. Murray Tosh MSP, Convener. Procedures Committee
Mr. Tom McCabe MSP, Minister for Parliament
Mr. Jack McConnell, Minister for Education, Europe and External Affairs
Clerk/Chief Executive
Clerk to the European Committee

enc none
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Annex B

Response of the Minister for Parliament to the letter of the Convener of the
European Committee

Dear Hugh

Thank you for inviting my views on your letter of 6 March to Sir David.

While this is a matter for the Parliament to decide, from the Executive’s perspective
this proposal seems reasonable. The Executive is taking a co-ordinated approach to
its external relations, as is reflected in Jack McConnell’s new portfolio title of Minister
for Education, Europe and External Affairs; and it is important that the Parliament
should be able to scrutinise this work. There is a direct parallel in this to the
European Committee’s work in considering over-arching EU issues, including the
Executive’s approach to those issues, as a compliment to the work of subject-
specific Committees. Extending the European Committee’s remit as proposed would
seem the most straightforward way of enabling this scrutiny.

I am copying this to Sir David and to the copy recipients of your letter.

Best wishes …


